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ABSTRACT
Stochastic integrated asset models (SIAMs) are developed to describe an asset or
aggregation of assets with similar flow regime properties. The SIAMs utilizes stochastic
reservoir flow and storage properties to forecast the production response under a wide
variety of reservoir flow regimes, including radial oil and gas, hydraulically fractured gas,
and immiscible displacement. This broad set of SIAMs are capable of technically and eco
nomically describing a large number and variety of petroleum assets.
An opportunity set of ten assets representative of a wide range of domestic produc
ing basins is constructed with SIAMs using different oil and gas flow regimes in radial,
hydraulic fractured, and immiscible displacement flow. Each asset's economic perfor
mance is statistically characterized with flat price tracks of $30, $50, and $80 per barrel
using two thousand Monte Carlo iterations. Statistical data of the technical and economic
performance of each asset and the underlying probability distiibutions of key economic
metrics are generated. Two portfolio selection approaches are compared, serially ranking
and Markowitz selection methods, under varying capital constraints. A second portfolio is
selected using Markowitzian criteria of either net present value or net present value per
BOB. The expected economic performance of the two resulting serially ranked and
Markowitz portfolios are compared.
The simulated results show that net present value is a better metric than net present
value per BOE for stochastic portfolio optimization having generally better portfolio valu
ations than serially ranking. In the special case of a portfolio of one asset, serially ranking
provides better net present value at lower capital investment constraints.
SIAMs are flexible tools to characterize assets with similar underlying qualities.
They are especially well suited to basin-centered or resource play projects that entail the
drilling of a large number of wells on regular spacing under an 'assembly line' drilling
program. Such plays include shale gas, coal bed methane, tight gas, basin centered gas,
and shale oil. The large number of wells drilled in resource plays lend themselves readily
to statistical methods to determine the underlying resources, operating, and capital
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This dissertation investigates the application of stochastic integrated assets models
to portfolio selection of proved petroleum assets to increase capital returns by combining
petroleum reservoir engineering principals and advanced economic analysis methods.
Such a methodology can be used to identify investment opportunity sets designed to
improve capital returns, a chronic problem for the petroleum industry. The research con
sists of three interrelated topics:
1. a historical review of eight companies' audited financial data to discern
investment strategies and financial performance from 1981 to 2002;
2. the development of a stochastic technical-resource/economic model for use
as an asset building block; and,
3. the selection from an opportunity set using multiple stochastic integrated
assets models into an efficient, Markowitz-type portfolio which is assem
bled using different optimization criteria.
These steps sequentially investigate a stochastic methodology describing proved
petroleum assets with properties drawn from a geologic sample to stochastically describe
the aggregated assets with a single asset building block. Multiple asset classes are used to
represent an opportunity set for portfolio analysis and optimization. High level asset
descriptions can be used to conduct portfolio optimization and allocation decisions at dif
ferent levels in a company decision and capital allocation process. At the highest level,
this would involve the corporate capital budget allocation in the board room.
This effort is a new contribution to the petroleum economics literature through the
integration of a stochastic model at the fundamental reservoir property level coupled with
a discounted cash flow model. The stochastic portfolio model consists of individual asset
building blocks describing a class of assets with similar properties. The set of asset build
ing blocks are assembled into an opportunity set. The opportunity set is solved for an opti
mal portfolio at some risk-return preference utility for top-down portfolio evaluation.
Different portfolio allocations can be realized using the opportunity set to examine an effi-
cient portfolio using different optimization criteria.
Embedding resource risk at the fundamental reservoir level and combining with
discounted cash flow analysis provides a robust building block for an integrated evalua
tion of risk and return which can be performed at various levels in the petroleum asset
value chain. This effort considers only proved petroleum reserves in the opportunity set. A
wider formulation could be expanded using probability distributions to describe the pro
cess of reserves growth through the development of possible and probable reserves to
proved reserves.
The project evaluation methodology uses modem capital allocation theory for the
selection of an optimal investment portfolio of proved producing petroleum assets; where
geologic, engineering, and economic risk are embedded in the analysis at the fundamental
reservoir level. The resulting portfolio selection relies on the underlying geologic and
technical resource risk profiles, capturing subsurface portfolio interdependencies among
the different asset classes.
The common assets in a play, field, basin, or region can be aggregated and repre
sented by a simplified, stochastic asset building block for portfolio optimization using
embedded reservoir and geologic risk profiles of proved petroleum assets. Restricting the
reserves to proven petroleum assets provides standardization with the Securities and
Exchange Commission's rigorous accounting and engineering standards for differing
reserve categories. Financial reporting by petroleum companies list only proven reserves
(developed and undeveloped), with probable and possible reserve categories lacking rigor
ous standards due to greater technical and economic risk.
This exercise can be conducted in a top down manner through the asset manage
ment chain and an economic risk pro forma prepared at each level. This approach pre
serves the ability of each business unit to efficiently use the capital allocated to the
underlying assets.
1.1 Background
The petroleum industry's exploration and production sector has historically gener
ated low retums on invested capital with high volatility excaserbated by oil and gas price
volatility. A long-term average of 4-6% return on Exploration and Production (E&P)
assets with high annual volatility is reported by publicly traded petroleum corporations on
their 10-K and Financial Reporting System' filings. Table 1.1 clearly shows the nature of
this problem, with an average ten-year return on assets of 2.96% (1993 to 2002) for eight
publicly traded petroleum companies. The time series returns from 1981 to 2002 for these
eight companies is presented in Figure 1.1. Note the volatility of return over this time
period, with a price change of $5/bbl resulting in depressed returns.
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Figure 1.1 Return on assets for eight publicly traded companies, 1981-2002.
The eight selected companies are a mix of integrated (having upstream and down
stream operations) and independent (exploration and production operations) entities. The
continued consolidation of the petroleum industry is driven by the market to improve pro
ductivity and increase the returns on capital.
i. U.S. Department of Energy, Energy Information Agency maintains the Financial Reporting Sys
tem.







Anadarko Petroleum Company 2.40 2.48
Chevron Corporation 5.50 3.34
Conoco 5.10 2.79
Forest Oil Company -4.62 11.58
Phillips Petroleum Company 4.59 3.18
Texaco 4.65 2.66
Unocal 3.13 3.05
Marathon (USX) 2.95 2.55
Average 2.96 3.95
This chronic low return on capital assets persists despite corporate project eco
nomic hurdle rates of 20% and greater. While part of this is due to differences in project
cash flow analysis versus net income accounting (and the use of book asset accounting),
this discrepancy is still a significant difference in economic expectations, project out
comes, and perceived investment risk.
One hypothesized reason for sub-optimal capital allocation is the reliance on serial
ranking methodologies for project selection criteria. These methodologies allocate invest
ment among assets of similar risk characteristics, and ignore systematic risk among simi
lar assets, and fail to utilize a mix of negatively or poorly correlated assets for a robust
portfolio. This process ignores the opportunity to identify assets that can contribute to
reducing portfolio risk and volatility and increase the return on assets. Other, more spe
cific factors for sub-optimal capital allocation include:
1. strong project cash flows mask low returns on capital employed;
2. discount rate selection and risk adjustment methods;
3. serial project ranking and sub-optimal selection criteria;
4. investment selection using the "net present value rule";
5. strong project advocates and sponsors;
6. corporate cash management practices; and,
7. commodity price volatility.
The petroleum industry, as a capital intensive industry, generates strong cash flows
due to large reoccurring capital investments. These large investments provide signifieant
non-cash deductions (depreciation, depletion, amortization (DD&A), production tax cred
its, etc.) early in a project, declining rapidly during the life of the producing asset. These
large non-cash tax deductions (capital recovery) and resulting after-tax cash flows can
mask an underlying low return on assets measured by net income, an improved measure
for asset profitability and return of invested capital. This would be exhibited by signifi
cantly larger cash flow returns than net income retum on assets. Short-lived petroleum
investments, rapid chuming of the petroleum assets, or price volatility may further mask
the underlying low capital retum on investment.
This phenomena is illustrated by examining the ten-year average exploration and
production (E&P) segment retum on assets for the eight companies from Table 1.1, shown
in Table 1.2. Two different measures of returns are used,
• the E&P cash flow retum (E&P income plus DD&A) on E&P assets
• the E&P income (profit) retum on E&P assets.
The E&P cash flow retum on E&P assets is greater and closer to corporate hurdle
rates. Yet, the average retum of E&P assets is significantly less than the cash flow retum,
with an average difference of 11 percentage points. Figure 1.2 presents the same data from
which several empirical observations can be made. A linear regression of the data would
suggest that a minimum 7% E&P cash flow retum is required for 0% profitability on E&P
assets. The slope of 0.7 is less than unity, suggesting some common limit on capital effi
ciency. The limited data set has a good regression coefficient of 0.80, while the small sam
ple set may not be representative of the overall petroleum industry.








Anadarko Petroleum Company 10.92 3.32 7.60
Chevron Corporation 18.76 9.84 8.92
Conoco 23.12 10.51 12.61
Forest Oil Company 15.92 2.08 13.84
Phillips Petroleum Company 17.95 8.27 9.68
Texaco 20.35 9.84 10.51
Unocal 29.40 14.34 15.06
Marathon (USX) 22.97 12.81 10.13
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Y = 0.06930 *X-0.004927
R-squared = 0.7978
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Figure 1.2 Crossplot of E&P return versus company return on assets, average ten-
year return for eight companies, 1993 - 2002.
Discount rate selection is a key criteria in performing discounted cash flow analy
sis and must be large enough to provide a return for debt service, dividends to sharehold
ers (equity return), with sufficient residual for continued investment, capital growth, and
corporate overhead. Discount rate selection is further complicated by ad hoc investment
risk adjustments, especially in companies having different operating segments (E&P,
transportation, refining, marketing) each with differing risk characteristics, profiles, and
customers. Classical financial models rely on the capital asset pricing models (CAPM)
and the weighted average cost of capital. These techniques do not provide theoretical
guidance on how to adjust for unsystematic investment risk. Empirical methods must be
used to infer the discount rate from market transactions containing some element of
embedded market assessment of risk.
Serial ranking of petroleum investment projects is a common economic metric for
capital allocation; the main critique is the lack of formal consideration of the covariance of
investment returns. Ranking projects in this manner does not address asset specific inter-
dependencies (price, operating expenses, geographic location, geologic play, reservoir
properties, infrastructure constraints such as interstate gas pipeline access, experienced
personnel constraints, competing product sales in common markets, etc.) Serial project
ranking and selection within an available capital budget is one portfolio selection method.
Project selection and investment timing may get misleading signals using dis
counted cash flow analysis. The "net present value rule" states that when an investment's
net present value is greater than zero, the project is economically attractive, with invest
ment to immediately and irreversibly occur. An investment decision is rarely sole for this
reason, investment and management decisions are based on other considerations such as
strategic, infrastructure or capital constraints, regulatory, etc.
Several other technical issues exist such as, a) the correct discount rate to use, b)
adjustments made for project risk, and c) project valuation for private transactions an illiq
uid asset in a semi-transparent market and, d) transactional time required to complete an
investment in a new project or to complete an acquisition or divestiture. The petroleum
industry uses several project risking approaches such as increasing the discount rate, deci
sion tree analysis, Monte Carlo, some mixture of approaches, or other based on experience
and intuition.
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Corporate cash management practices can vary depending on short-term cash
needs, capital needs for the current year project investments, and financial conservatism.
These criteria are the beyond the scope of this investigation.
Project investment decisions for other than strictly economic reasons can be due to
a number of causes including strategic considerations, projects with strong advocates, and
sponsors within a corporate structure. Corporate culture topics are also beyond the scope
of this study.
While price volatility is certainly an intergal part of the oil and gas industry, sto
chastic tools and analytical techniques are available to incorporate price risk and a robust
oil and gas futures market exist providing guidance to price expectations. Price volatility
is modeled as a stochastic variable, coupling stochastic above ground behavior with sub
surface risk factors.
1.2 Outline of Approach
This dissertation assembles a state-of-the-art stochastic integrated asset model
(SIAM) as a coupled technical/economic building block for asset valuation. This building
block uses a flexible analytic expression for the reservoir deliverability under a variety of
reservoir and operating conditions and is directly coupled with an advanced discounted
cash flow model of the project economics. Each building block can be constructed to
describe a proven petroleum asset having geologic and reservoir properties representative
of a field, play, formation, basin, or any other common attribute of the underlying assets.
These geologic and reservoir properties can further be described by statistical descriptions
and modeled using stochastic methods.
A stochastic representation of a petroleum reservoir utilizes multiple realizations
of possible production profiles and hence cash flow behavior. It is numerically and com
putationally simpler to manage an proved petroleum asset using a single stochastic model
of a multi-well field than to construct a deterministic model of each well and aggregate the
results. Changing market conditions, field maturity, and operating cost structure can be
modeled stochastically and risk assessment made with frequency distributions. All deter
ministic cases are statistically embedded in the stochastic model, greatly simplifying the
level of effort required to construct a replicating portfolio. This allows the simulation of
the risk profiles of different portfolio opportunity sets, yielding insight into the underlying
technical and economic drivers. This can be expanded with geologically diverse assets
aggregated and represented by a small number of stochastic building blocks to construct
an equivalent replicating portfolio. Petroleum asset building blocks each representing an
asset class can be assembled into an investment opportunity set. Portfolio optimization
selection criteria may include several goals that may be incompatible over differing time
periods such as reserves growth, target production growth rates, measures of return on
assets, reduce asset valuation volatility, cost per barrel reserves, etc. Parametric studies
can systematically examine optimization criteria and the impact on constructing an opti
mal portfolio and asset selection and weighting.
This dissertation develops these several ideas to investigate the thesis of the poten
tial benefit for stochastic portfolio analysis to increase the historic industry capital returns.
The research is sequentially structured to conduct a selective literature review of financial
portfolio and advanced petroleum production decline curve theory which will be com
bined to create a stochastic integrated asset model. A brief financial review of the historic
petroleum retums of eight petroleum companies is conducted for empirical data on indus
try investment performance. A rigorous mathematical framework to stochastically link the
reservoir production response with the economic model into an asset building blocks is
presented.
These asset building blocks are then implemented in spreadsheet models and used
to conduct systematic review of portfolio optimization behavior. A synthetic opportunity
set is constracted and optimal portfolios are assembled using different optimization prefer
ences. The optimal portfolios are compared to the portfolio results of serial project ranking
as an altemative method to construct a portfolio, with both portfolios subject to a capital




A selective literature review of financial portfolio methods and advanced petro
leum decline curve theory is provided in this chapter. This review focuses on Markowitz
portfolio theory from a financial perspective and it is applied to petroleum asset manage
ment. Advanced decline curve theory is used to generate a production forecast of a pro
ducing well. This reservoir engineering model provides the subsurface linkage to the
economic model directly linking the two. Reservoir properties are treated as stochastic
variables, providing flexibility in describing a petroleum asset.
This review also includes several ancillary topics including:
• discounted cash flow analysis and risk adjustment by the discount rate;
• valuation methods for petroleum assets and project investment selection criteria;
• portfolio modeling and monitoring and their application to financial and operat
ing strategies, investment efficiency analysis, and portfolio and macroeconomic
monitoring; and,
• a discussion of stochastic processes.
Financial assets such as cash, stocks, bonds, financial derivatives, real estate, etc.,
are a store of wealth for a prudent investor expecting a risk-adjusted financial return for
holding such an asset for a period of time. Financial theory provides objective and rigor
ous analytic tools for selecting investments from competing opportunity sets to maximize
the expected return for an investor's specific risk tolerance. Modem asset pricing tools use
stoehastie variables to model risk and price volatility, allowing quantification of the risk/
retum relationship of asset classes. A large body of financial literature exists and a com
prehensive review is beyond the scope of this effort. Instead, the focus is on contributions
to the energy economics literature, specifically as applied to petroleum investments for
portfolio analysis.
In his seminal paper, Markowitz' developed a formal framework for a rational
investor to constmct an optimal portfolio. He demonstrated an optimal portfolio could be
constmcted so that at a given level of risk, the portfolio can be adjusted to provide either
11
the highest possible expected return or conversely, the lowest possible risk for a specified




where A:, is the expected return on a asset and w, is the fraction invested. The riskiness of





where is the standard deviation of the portfolio's expected returns; k^j is the expected
return of the portfolio given the ith state of the economy, and kp is the expected return in
the portfolio over all n states of the economy. p{x) is the probability of occurrence of the
ith state of the economy recognizing the state of the macro economy influences an asset's
return probabilistically, or stated symbolically as k^j = /(economy). This dependence on
the economy is not modeled directly, but instead treated as a probability density function.
Starting in 1991, Hightower^ adapted Markowitz's portfolio theory to petroleum
assets noting a key difference that unlike financial assets, the return on petroleum assets
tend to follow bimodal distributions. Hightower applied utility preference theory to
develop an analytical framework for petroleum assets and showed how Markowitz meth
ods could be used. Hightower's investigation uncovered two practical difficulties for
application to petroleum assets.
The first was the return on petroleum assets is bimodal, as an investment to drill a
well can have one of two outcomes, a dry hole and the investment non-productive, or a
productive petroleum well with a sunk cost, see Figure 2.1. In practice, a productive well
can provide a range of returns depending on the nature of the reservoir and can be highly
skewed and can have a long tail corresponding to a very productive asset. Such a skewed
distribution of returns is difficult to predict a priori.
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West Texas Gas
Net Present Value Probability Distribution
at $80/bbl GBM Price Track
15 Drilling Units
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Figure 2.1 Example of bimodal distribution of net present value for petroleum assets.
Second, what market index to use for the covariance between any two petroleum
assets? Financial assets have a plethora of indices available for broad market behavior to
specialized indices for specific classes of financial assets. Such transparent, readily avail
able market index is not present for the petroleum industry.
Edwards and Hewett^ in 1993 restated this approach and presented a generalized
application of financial portfolio theory to proved petroleum assets. They focused on how
to quantify the risk of a portfolio of producing properties and how to manage the portfolio
to optimize the risk-return relationship.
The two questions raised by Hightower^ were addressed by Beggs et al.'^ when
they proposed a Stochastic Integrated Asset Model (SIAM) using Monte Carlo techniques
to describe a producing asset. The financial behavior of a petroleum asset was modeled by
combining a production forecast module based on Arps^ empirical decline curve methods
with an economics and decision module, thus modeling directly the expected asset returns
and avoiding having to statistically describe a priori an unknown bimodal distribution. A
solution to the second problem of determining the covariance between any two petroleum
assets in the absence of a petroleum asset index was proposed by McVean^. McVean
observed the importance of probabilistic data and that intrinsic correlations between
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projects can be summed for each Monte Carlo iteration. The stochastic realizations can be
post-processed for examination of intrinsic project covariance.
Risk is pervasive in the world of finance and in almost all investment choices.
Even "risk free" benchmark United States government treasury bills and bonds contain
some elements of risk (default, dollar exchange rate volatility, macroeconomic perfor
mance, etc.). Petroleum investment decisions contain risk broadly classified into two cate
gories; below ground risk and above ground risk. Examples of below ground risk include:
reservoir properties (permeability, porosity, thickness, area, fluid saturations, fluid, petro-
physical properties, and recovery factor), exploration and development drilling dry hole
risk, well mechanical integrity, and reservoir performance. Above ground risk includes:
oil and gas price volatility, regulatory environment, pipeline transportation access and tar
iff differentials, macro-economic conditions, the cost of capital, demand/supply shocks,
and the market perception and pricing of risk. The above ground risks are beyond the
scope of this effort but can be treated stochastically for an advanced, fully coupled eco
nomic description of an asset. Such fully coupled economic models can be used for
detailed risk assessments and modem asset pricing methods.
2.1 Discounted Cash Flow Analysis
7 R •
Discounted cash flow analysis ' is a widely used investment evaluation tool in the
petroleum industry and is a fundamental analysis technique for modem asset pricing
(MAP) methods. The economic role of the discount rate is to recover invested capital
(payout) at the opportunity cost of capital, cam a future stream from which to cover all
production expenses while generating a producer surplus on invested capital (net income
or profit) to pay shareholders dividends, service debt, cover corporate overhead expenses,
and fund investment in new income producing assets. The discount rate should be consis
tent with the underlying asset risk/retum relationship and should generate a capital surplus
to compensate investors (at least in the long mn). If a company's financial performance
lags its peer group, capital will flow to higher retums until the company's stock price falls
and the poorer performing asset looks properly priced for underlying retum and asset risk
characteristics. In other words, the cost of capital has increased, forcing market discipline
and improved capital efficiency.
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One practical difficulty is selecting the "correct" discount rate for evaluating
investment opportunities. Modem financial theory provides several theoretical approaches
to select the correct discount rate such as the weighted average cost of capital for budget
ing decisions. Market transactions can be analyzed with publicly available data to infer a
market risk adjusted discount rate. Recent research in discount rate theory^ suggests dis
count rates may be treated as a stochastic property. This concept has intuitive appeal as an
extension to modem asset pricing methods. This section presents a discussion of various
approach to estimate the discount rate and provides a theoretical basis for analysis of his
torical petroleum company financial performance.
2.1.1 Weighted Average Cost of Capital
A discount rate can be derived from corporate weighted-average-cost-of-capital
(WACC). It is constructed from the weighted after-tax cost of different components in a
corporation's capital stmcture (equity, debt, preferred, other) and as the aggregated cost of
capital, it is the minimum retum required by pmdent and informed investors consistent
with their price risk expectations. Bingham^*^ states that, "the cost of capital should be cal
culated as a weighted average or composite of the various types of funds it uses regardless
of the specific financing used to fund a particular project. Capital components include
debt, convertible bonds, equity (stock), preferred stock, with different methods available
to estimate the required retum on common equity including dividend yield and investors
expected retum on holding a stock. The weighted average cost of capital is:
WACC = wjkf 1 - T) + Wpkp + w^k^. Eq. 2-3
Where w^, w^, and are the factor weights used for debt, preferred, and com
mon equity, respectively, and the required retums are k^, k^, and k^. The after-tax cost of
debt is calculated at the effective corporate tax rate, T. The capital asset pricing model
(CAPM) is typically used to estimate the cost of equity and is assumed to be linear in the
form of:
= 7+ 7) •
Where the risk free rate, r^ the stock beta, P,, and the market retum, kj^ are
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derived from market information. The risk free rate is typically considered to be the U.S.
debt obligations. Treasury bill, notes, and bonds. The risk free rate should use a bond
maturity matching the expected average project duration with a debt instrument of similar
maturity.
A difficulty arises in selecting a risk premium, with both formal and informal
approaches used. A common approach in the petroleum industry is to make intuition or
experienced based adjustments to the discount rate for riskier projects. Decisions of this
type should be supported by a rigorous risk analysis to provide quantitative feedback for
investment risk and the timing. This approach can give misleading investment signals"
when used without a proper appreciation of the risking approach used and the project
investment time frame.
2.1.2 Market Transactions to Infer the Discount Rate
Market inferences can be made from publicly available data to estimate the dis
count rate used by the purchaser of an asset bought and sold in a transparent market.
Financial markets are extremely liquid where prices and volume are readily available with
nearly frictionless transaction costs for commodities, financial securities, options, and
derivatives. Producing petroleum assets are illiquid with due diligence for acquisition and
divestitures taking months to complete a private transaction between two motivated par
ties and their lending institutions. The actual sales price and specific terms may not be
publicly reported, increasing transactional friction. This makes it difficult to directly
observing market prices between two private parties which may include special financing
or other arrangements. Annual reports and 10-K footnotes may provide additional details
for large transactions with a high level discussion but rarely divulge specific details that
would be useful to an analyst.
Miller^^ presents a review of market sales for petroleum assets with transaction
data from 1985 to 2000. He showed the market discount rates derived from actual market
sales averages 22-25% before federal income tax. Discount rates calculated using cost-of-
capital methods for publicly traded oil and gas companies averaged 14-18% during this
same time period implying a structural shift of 7 to 8% from theoretical cost-of-capital
calculations to a market risk adjusted return. Figure 2.2. Miller identified four sources of
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risk for the observed differences:
• specific property risk (different from portfolio risk);
• return of investment risk not included in the cost of capital;
• petroleum reserve risk in addition to specific property risk; and,
•  liquidity differences between financial instruments and petroleum properties.
Adjustments to the WACC were deemed necessary for the structural shift for the
cost of capital. A number of data were used to construct time series of the shift from 1987
to 1999 and show a range from 3.0 to 10.5%.
Mean Returns Derived from Market Transactions











Data from Miller. 2001, SPE 71426.
Figure 2.2 Market derived returns compared with West Texas Intermediate.
Another review of 21,000 market transactions'^ examined the average before
income tax market discounts rates from 1983 to 2001. The most recent data was prepared
for Texas'^ and estimated the mean before tax discount rates as shown in Table 2.1 .It was
noted that Miller's data were "anomalously high relative to the other sources of market
discount rate data." This data is four to six percent greater than the WACC.
The application of one discount rate for all of a company's divisions may result in
capital misallocation as projects initiated by high risk divisions are more likely to be
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accepted because of the apparent greater returns'^. Less risky divisions may be capital
starved when competing for a share from a finite pool of corporate investment capital.
Table 2.1 Discount Rates From Market Transactions




Market inferred discount rates in all three studies are very similar, ranging from
18% to 25% with a structural shift of 3% to 10% compared to the estimated WACC. This
in turn implies that using the WACC approach for the petroleum industry understates the
risk adjusted cost of capital actually being used, or stated differently, the structural shift
represented a risk adjusted premium required to generate sufficient returns to the investor.
2.1.3 Modification to the Weighted Average Cost of Capital Equation
The above review of the role of the discount rate suggests the WACC equation Eq.
2-4 does not fully include all costs or differentials reflecting risk among business units.
One approach is to include a "division proxy beta", f>p,.oxv ^ corporate capital asset
pricing model. A modification to the WACC including operating segment risk (refining,
transportation, exploration and development) of a large multi-national corporation is pro
posed and could be compared to a 'pure E&P play' company. The modified equation is:
ks = 7+ ^f) + + 7) •
A divisional proxy beta, Pp^xy an additional term into the WACC equation.
The division beta can be estimated using either an managerial accounting approach or by
comparison with an analogous firm. The additional business segment adjustment increases
the discount rate and may be inferred from financial analysis of SEC 10-K reports for the
corporation as a whole.
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2.1.4 Hoteling Valuation Principal
The Hotelling'^ valuation principal proposes the unit price of an exhaustible natu
ral resource, less the marginal cost of extraction, will tend to rise over time at a rate equal
to the return on comparable capital assets. Miller and Upton'^ tested this principal with
cross-section tests of the relation between observed market values for oil and gas proper
ties and the values implied by the Hotelling principal. They found 0.75 was good factor to
scale a discounted cash flow valuation to the cost of capital. So analogously, a 18% to
25% market inferred discount rate implying a cost of capital of 13.5% to 18.75%, resulting
in a shift of 4.5% to 6.25%, similar to the shift in inferred from market transactions. An
empirical test of the Hotelling principal can be performed using the Standard Measures of
Oil and Gas in a 10-K filing in which future earning are projected and discounted to
present value using an SEC standard 10%.
2.2 Markowitzlan Financial Portfolio Theory
Portfolio analysis of financial securities was developed by Markowitz' who later
won a Nobel prize in economics in 1990. This seminal work laid the basis for modem
financial asset portfolio theory through an analytic analysis of risk and retum relation
ships. A key insight was the addition of "risky" assets with negative covariances to other
assets could improve the portfolio retum and reduce portfolio risk (volatility of retum). By
developing a portfolio composed of securities with differing covariance to a market index,
company risk could be substantially diversified leaving only the underlying market risk
which cannot be diversified away.
Markowitz defined two stages in the portfolio selection process: 1) the evaluation
of an opportunity set of available investments, and 2) the constmction of efficient and
optimal portfolios from the opportunity set. An opportunity set can be dependent on an
investor's goals, preferences, and utility (risk - retum relationship). Once an opportunity
set has been selected, an optimal mix of individual assets is chosen to provide the maxi
mum retum for a give risk tolerance or conversely, the optimal retum for a minimum risk.
Markowitz observed that a stock's beta, P, could he derived by comparing a
stock's retum against an aggregated measure (covariance) to the market (broad market
indices such as S&P 500, Russel 2000) or some other relevant index. The market index
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not only provides a convenient yardstick to compare the performance of an individual
financial security but is also used in CAPM. The addition of "risky" assets to a portfolio in
proper proportions could increase the portfolio return and reduce the risk (volatility of
return). The combination of assets used to achieve a maximum retum across a range of
portfolio risks would define an efficient frontier, an optimal combination of assets that
maximize retum at minimal risk. The investor's risk preferences and utility define the
level of risk and the maximum expected retum for that level of risk with an optimal port
folio.
The efficient frontier is the theoretical maximum expected retum across a range of
risks for an optimally selected portfolio. The risk is expressed as a volatility, the standard
deviation of expected retums. It is empirically observed that the price change of financial
securities with time is a normal distribution'^, and can be modeled as a stochastic process.
Thus, in the context of this disseration, portfolio selection and optimization is
defined as a process relying on Markowitz's mathematical insight and theory to constmct
an opportunity set of potential investments and constmct an optimal portfolio maximizing
an investor's utility. Portfolio selection in the context of this dissertation is not the con-
stmction and serial ranking investment opportunities based on an key economic metric(s)
and projects selected for funding and utilizing the available capital budget until it is fully
allocated.
The underlying mathematics are presented in Chapter 3 and a detailed presentation
of Markowitz' mathematical development is presented in Appendix B.4. The original
mathematical nomenclature uses archaic symbols, therefore, a modem restating of portfo
lio theory using consistent nomenclature is presented in. Appendix B.4.
2.3 Portfolio Theory of Petroleum Assets
In 1991, Hightower and David^ restated the Markowitzian financial approach and
adapting portfolio theory to petroleum assets. They presented a mathematical framework
for utility functions, including the expected portfolio retum, and the corresponding trade
off between risk and retum. An optimal portfolio maximizes the investors utility when:
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max( U) = E{rp) + r(r^). Eq. 2-6
Where, £'(/p) is the expected portfolio return, V{r^) is the portfolio variance of
return, and X is the risk and return trade-off. Portfolio optimization goals for petroleum
assets could include favorable profitability indices (pro forma), reserves addition targets,
unit reserves addition costs, capital constraints, company growth targets, investment effi
ciency, or financial ratios derived from audited financial statements (lease operating
expenses, proved reserves, pro forma).
Given a set of efficient portfolios, there is only one optimal portfolio along the
efficient frontier maximizing the investor's utility (trade-off between risk and return).
Stated mathematically, the optimization must maximize(t/) while minimize F(r^).
Hightower and David^ showed the expected returns on petroleum assets was a bi-
modal distribution differing from a normal distribution as observed for financial securi
ties. The bi-modality is due to the uncertainty with the drilling of a well; a successful well
with payout of the cost of drilling, a dry hole having a certain loss, and a marginal well
generating some returns but not sufficient to achieve payout. A profitable petroleum asset
will generate a return sufficient to return the cost of capital and generate returns for rein
vestment and corporate growth. The resulting positive return is typically a log-normal dis
tribution, reflecting the underlying log-normal distribution for petroleum accumulations
and possibly a long tail for low probability, high return projects.
Two mathematical difficulties result in directly applying financial portfolio to
petroleum assets:
• how to describe a priori the probability distribution for bimodal investment
retums?
• how to construct a market index to use for determining the covariance between
any two petroleum assets, i.e., a petroleum beta, analogous to a stock's p ?
Edwards and Hewett^, in 1993, expanded upon their prior observations that petro
leum portfolio analysis is an ideal application for a coupled technical-economic frame
work for strategic decision analysis by combining geostatistical analysis, reservoir flow
models, and Monte Carlo methods. This concept was later expanded in 2001 by Begg et
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al.^ with their description of a stochastic integrated asset model (SIAM) embedded in a
financial management decision support system. They proposed that "rich" models
(detailed geologic and reservoir models) are used to calibrated simplified models for eco
nomic and financial analysis and investment decisions. This concept was partially imple
mented in a paper by Chermak et al.'^.
Stochastic reservoir properties (porosity, permeability, saturation, thickness, area,
fluid properties, etc.) can be derived and rescaled from these rich models. This technical
insight provides the conceptual and analytic framework for the petroleum resource charac
terization discussion in this dissertation. A stochastically described opportunity set can be
constructed from assets described in this manner and combined into an efficient and
numerically optimized portfolio.
This concept was further expanded for capital budget allocation in an exploration
and production company using a top-down approach^®. Senior management performs a
high-level budget allocation using a small number of SlAM's characterizing at a high
level the underlying corporate petroleum portfolio. Investment capital allocated to the
major business units can conduct a similar exercise. This approach can be broken down
even further and allows local initiative for projects, promoting capital efficiency.
Complex models may encompass a range of formal reservoir production forecast
methods such as empirical production decline techniques^, advanced production type
decline curves^ and others, and numerical reservoir simulation. Simulation fore
casts can be reduced to type curves using dimensionless variables for rate, pressure, and
time, or in dimensionless decline variables, and . This approach preserves the
richness of the underlying reservoir fluid properties, reservoir drive performance, instrin-
sic rock and petrophysical properties, geologic characteristics, and reservoir architecture
for use in a financial model.
The simplified models are calibrated to exactly match the rich models for:
expected hydrocarbon pore volume, original hydrocarbons in place, the gross reservoir
volume, depletion and improved recovery reservoir behavior, reservoir deliverability and
production forecasts (oil, gas and water) under a range of operating conditions and dis
placement technologies. Such coupled technical and economic models combine both sim-
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plicity and engineering rigor to complex petroleum assets for investment decisions. These
rich models are coupled with an economic model for net present value analysis or modem
asset pricing methods such as real options. These combined models are used for detailed
analysis and probabilistic simulations using the underlying reservoir properties and honor
ing the dependencies among reservoir properties. A hybrid economic and engineering
model for natural gas production was used for the analysis of alterative engineering
technologies'^.
The SIAM approach is well suited for sophisticated asset pricing methods ' and
the inclusion of subsurface risk and stochastic properties. Begg et al.^ noted the potential
of applying SIAM to portfolio analysis and optimization for linkage with down-stream
value chains. This observation forms the basis of this dissertation and examines the con
ceptual framework and utility of this approach.
A solution to the problem of what index to use for petroleum assets covariance was
proposed by McVean^ in 2000. The covariance matrix, , between any two petroleum
assets can be generated synthetically. He observed when applying Monte Carlo methods to
probabilistic data, summing the value of two or more petroleum assets in an opportunity
set for each iteration, the intemal or intrinsic correlations between projects is preserved.
This stochastic data set can be post-processed for the intrinsic covariance matrix between
any two assets. Thus, while not calculated directly a priori, the stochastic realizations con
tain information on the implicit project covariance between two or more projects and pro
viding a numerical basis to estimate the petroleum beta, P^^,.
Bratvold et al.^^ presents a mathematical formulation of portfolio optimization
using matrix algebra. Matrix algebra is used in finite-difference reservoir simulators that
may have matrix dimensions of tens of thousands. Complex displacement processes and
reservoirs could be valued using a simple numerical reservoir model calibrated against a
much larger "rich" reservoir model. Portfolio optimization could be performed using sim
ple numerical reservoir models with embedded discounted cash flow and portfolio eco
nomic routines inside the Jacobian solution matrix for solution efficiency and speed. An
opportunity set can be constmcted from such robust models. While intriguing, implemen
tation of this approach is beyond the scope of this effort.
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2.4 Mathematical Review of Discount Cash Flow Analysis
Discounted cash flow methods are standard project cash flow tools and a building
block for applying modem asset pricing methods. They are typically presented in under
graduate college engineering economic courses and many different textbooks are available
to present the theory. This discussion will be based on Stermole and Thompson and
Wright^ as these textbooks are structured for mineral extractive and petroleum cash flow
problems and the special nuances of these industries.
The net present value of a discounted cash flow from a project investment at time
zero is calculated discretely by;
N
NPV = -1+ y Eg. 2-7
where I is the investment made at time zero, N is the number of discrete periods, C, is
the cash flow for period t, (1 + 0 ' is the discount factor, and / is the discount rate per
time period, t. A positive net present value results where an investment recovers the
invested capital from future cash flows using a discount rate sufficient to retum the cost of
capital, compensate for risk, cover allocated corporate overhead, pay dividends, and gen
erate sufficient funds for reinvestment.
Strictly applied, discounted cash flow theory states that whenever a project's net
present value is greater than zero, investment should immediately and irreversibly occur.
If the discount rate is correctly chosen, surplus cash is being generated, providing a retum
on capital to cover corporate activities and reinvestment.
A continuous formulation, convenient for advanced financial calculations such as
option pricing theory is given by:
N
NPV = -/+ ̂  C,e Eg. 2-8
which has the advantage of being consistent with valuations methods for financial instm-
ments, (derivatives, bonds, options, securities) where the time value of money is time
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continuous'^. The investment, 1, is typically at time zero and is discounted to present time
if incurred in future periods.
The discount rate, i is the required rate of retum appropriate for the risk character
istic of the periodic cash flow stream Cj, Cj,... C,. As such, it must reflect (a) the time
value of money (b) an adjustment for risk", and (c) the relative risk among the cash flow
components'^. Time and risk are two distinct and separate variables and summing their
effects into one value, /, implies a systematic relationship between the two. A single dis
count rate for the cash flow components implicitly assumes the same degree of risk among
all cash flow components (revenue, operating costs, taxes, deductions, investment) rela
tive to a risk free rate, each having exactly the same risk characteristics across all time
periods.
2.5 Advanced Production Decline Curves in a SIAM
This section presents a summary of the advanced production decline curve litera
ture and theory covering almost 30 years of application to a wide class of reservoir flow
problems. Analytic solutions to oil, gas, and water production forecasts for reservoir flow
regimes (radial, linear, naturally fractured, single-fracture, complex geometries) have been
developed. These type curves are used to analyze a well's production performance and to
match the observed data with a dimensionless rate and time type curve. A general review
of advanced production decline curve theory with particular focus on radial, naturally
fractured, and single-fracture flow regimes for oil and gas is presented using reservoir
engineering dimensionless equations and material balance equations. This information is
provided to describe the reservoir performance modules used to prepare production fore
casts used in the economics and portfolio modules. This provides direct linkage from
petroleum engineering to finance.
In 1980, Fetkovich" presented an analytical procedure combining the early time
(transient) production response with the late time pseudo steady-state flow (depletion) into
a single dimensionless production type curve describing the entire production history of a
well. The transition from transient to depletion flow occurs at a dimensionless decline
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time, at about 0.24. The type curve is an idealized model of a well's production pro
file, with numerous events over the life of the well creating some variance (risk) around
this mean.
A log-log production type decline curve utilizes the empirical Arps depletion flow
for the pseudo-steady state radial flow period (boundary dominated) by the hyperbolic
decline exponent, b:
Eq.2-9
from zero to unity, where is the production rate at time t, q^ is the initial rate, and is
the decline constant. This method is an inverse solution used to history match the produc
tion from a single well using the resulting advanced production type curve match to fore
cast remaining production and hence remaining reserves to an economic limit.
Advanced production decline curve analysis combines into a single type curve a
production forecast over the entire life of a well, including both the early-time transient
flow and late-time pseudo-steady state flow (depletion). It is analytically easier to fully
describe a well's production profile with one model rather than by several time-dependent
models. Two terms are used, dimensionless decline time, and dimensionless decline
rate, q[)^, which contain reservoir flow and storage parameters. A mathematical review of
advanced decline curve theory and a detailed explanation of dimensionless terms is pre
sented in Appendix C.
The history matching process is to plot the log rate and log time production data on
the same scale as the type curve and overlay the production data on the type curve. A
match is made of the production data and the type curve and derived information from the
match includes; remaining reserves, a rate-time production forecast, the average reservoir
conductivity within the well's drainage volume, and the size of the drainage volume (orig
inal hydrocarbon in place).
This analytic method was expanded for gas reservoirs^^, different drainage geome
tries through a shape factor^^, complex fluid displacements, and hydraulically fractured
low permeability gas reservoirs. The rate-time production data may contain a great deal
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noise, so a cumulative dimensionless variable, , can be used which integrates dimen-
sionless rate with time, reducing the noise of real production data.
These same analytic tools can be used to forecast production using these mathe
matical models of reservoir physics directly coupled with stochastic reservoir properties.
A probabilistic production forecast directly incorporates subsurface risk and can be cou
pled with discounted cash flow analysis or other uses.
2.6 Stochastic Processes and Risk Analysis Using Simulation Techniques
Stochastic processes are used to describe natural and financial models, and
Markowitz incorporated the observation that stock price changes follow a normal distribu
tion in developing portfolio theory. This effort utilizes stochastic principals in describing
both subsurface and above ground factors that influence the value of a petroleum asset.
Brownian motion^^ is useful to stochastieally model oil price behavior being
described by a discrete binomial process as a random walk, where for a random walk
W^{t) for positive integer n. At fV^(O) = 0 with a time step of 1 /w and equal size jump
up or down of size 1 Ajn where the probability of an up or down jump is equal to 1 /2.
This motion is a non-continuous process containing a general direction, a, and P drawn
from a normal distribution of N(0, t) with a mean of 0 and a variance of t. Therefore, a
process is Brownian only if is continuous and Wq = 0. The value of is distributed
as a normal random variable N{0, t). The increment + ^5 distributed as normal
variable and is independent of , the history of the process up to time s.
Several properties of Brownian motion that are worth noting;
• fV will eventually hit every real value no matter how large or negative;
• once fV hits a value, it immediately hits it again infinitely often and again in the
future;
• is a fractal and is independent of scale; and,
• IF is everywhere continuous but no where differentiable.
This last property is used to describe a stoehastic process A having both a Newto-
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nian calculus term dt and a Brownian term based on an infinitesimal increment of W,
dWj, The Brownian term can have volatility factor a, and a drift term |a, at time t, so that
dX, = (yjdW, + [i,dt . Eq. 2-10
So that a stochastic processX is a continuous process for all positive time, such
that Xj is
X, = Xq + J"c5^dW^ + J Eq. 2-11
0  0
2
where a and p are random F-previsible processes such that (a^ + is finite for
•"o
all times t with a probability of 1. The differentiable form of Eq. 2-11 is given by Eq. 2-
10.
Newendorp^^ presents a detailed discussion of using Monte Carlo techniques for
risk and financial simulation. He states one objective of simulation is to determine the dis
tribution of profit from a proposed drilling prospect, or one may add, any other petroleum
investment decision. Monte Carlo simulation can include all the values within a range for
each random variable considered in the asset model. Interdependencies can be used, such
as between connate water saturation and porosity. Even if we do not know the exact value
for each parameter, we can describe the range and distribution and use this information to
simulate the resulting distribution and hence the mean and uncertainty of the outcome.
This approach has several advantages:
• allows risk and uncertainty to be described as a distribution of possible values
instead of a discrete value;
• it can be applied to any calculation involving random variables and variables can
be correlated;
• there is no limit to the number of variables that can be considered;
• the distributions are not limited to any particular functional form; and,
• the method lends itself to sensitivity analysis.
Newendorp recommended a general approach to simulation analysis consisting
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of defining all the variables of interest, the relationship between the variables, sorting the
variables into two groups, that are known with certainty and the unknown random vari
ables, defining distributions for the unknown variables, and performing Monte Carlo sim
ulation to generate the underlying value distribution for an expected value of the
investment. This general methodology leads to the next topic in Section 2.7.
2.7 Stochastic Integrated Asset Models, SIAM
The direct linkage of a production forecast based on stochastic reservoir properties
coupled directly with a discounted cash flow model provides a building block for an
income producing, petroleum asset, or as Begg et al.^ described, a stochastic integrated
asset model or SIAM. Their conceptual framework forms the basis of this current research
effort. Petroleum asset building blocks can be used to describe producing characteristics
for a range of geologic and economic factors. Typical classes of assets could include: a
producing field, a geologic unit, an exploration play, black oil, heavy oil, natural gas,
waterflood, coal bed methane, hydraulically stimulated wells, and horizontal wells. Exam
ples are Permian basin oil. Rocky Mountain basin centered tight gas, California heavy oil.
Gulf Coast gas, deep-water offshore. North Slope Alaska operations, international
projects, among others. The selection of individual assets to aggregate can consist of any
geological or operational consideration.
Asset building blocks can be aggregated or de-aggregated to the level of detail
required to evaluate a geologic basin, play, reservoir, or even a single well. This flexibility
to construct asset building blocks at differing levels of aggregation and detail provides a
resource-based portfolio optimization tool structured to represent different levels in the
corporate capital budgeting, investment selection, capital allocation, and project imple
mentation process. A development drilling program can be represented stochastically to
describe the expected reservoir performance, incorporating resource risk as a distribution
of outcomes directly into investment analysis and decision criteria. As an example, the
technical and economic risk of infill drilling a tight gas formation could be appraised prior
to substantial investment in capital and technology is made.
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2.8 Application of Portfolio Methods into the Business Model
Howell et dX?^ identify three applications for portfolio techniques:
• strategy development;
• investment analysis; and,
• performance monitoring.
These three applications are interrelated throughout the annual capital budget
cycle. A high level portfolio description of the underlying asset base is actively used to
examine the impact a new exploration or development strategy will have on the existing
and portfolio and suggest investment limits for the benefit of the optimized portfolio. New
projects and acquisition or divestiture opportunities can be screened for general impact on
the company portfolio, moving it closer to an efficient frontier. During the investment
cycle, updated information is used to monitor project outcomes versus expected. This feed
back is available to adjust project forecasts and impacts on the corporate portfolio. Thus,
SIAM descriptions of the portfolio containing embedded rich data are used to model the
investment performance throughout the capital investment cycle.
The implementation of SIAMs to model, understand, and quantify risk and value
drivers in petroleum portfolio applications is a new approach to project selection. The bal





This chapter develops the conceptual framework for a rigorous mathematical
model describing a petroleum asset. This section is structured to present at a symbolic
level the conceptual SIAM while preserving the details in Appendix B. The conceptual
framework follows the cash flows for exploration, development, and extraction of petro
leum resources and the interplay of subsurface technical and exogenous economic factors.
3.1 Nonrenewable Resources Economics
Nonrenewable resources are those that do not exhibit growth or replacement over
an economic time frame. The world proved petroleum reserves are estimated at 1.2 trillion
barrels oil^', (Tbbl), of which cumulative world production from 1960 through 2006 is
0.924 billion barrels, (Bbbl). If the initial reserve of a nonrenewable resources is known,
the optimal extraction rate can be determined with competitive price behavior. One soci
etal goal is to select or encourage an extraction path which maximizes the discounted util
ity of the production of the remaining reserves.
The profit, 7r, from the operation of a proved petroleum asset is the price P
received times the unit production, q, minus unit costs, C, or
n = Pq-C. Eq. 3-1
However, profitability varies with time and we wish to optimize current and future
profits for the current time period which requires that we chose some discount rate and
delve into the components of the individual terms. Discounting project cash flows can
occur at an aggregated level at the cash flow statement. Altematively, discounting can be
applied to individual cash flow components and the components aggregated for the total
project net present value cash flow.
The discount rate is the amount greater than the cost of capital allowing for adjust
ments in treasury yield curve, inflation rate, and the relative liquidity of the markets. An
investor needs to eam a sufficient risk adjusted return to cover at least these costs.
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The price received for a commodity, P, can either be sold immediately on the spot
market or into the forward market where price expectations can he observed from the
futures markets and a position taken for price certainty equivalence. Commodity prices
can also be modeled using deterministic methods (flat, real or nominal with escalation,
futures market, contract) or by probabilistic methods (stochastic mean reverting, geomet
ric Brownian motion) and are time variant.
The extraction rate, q, for a petroleum asset is dependent on a number of geologic,
reservoir, and financial properties. As a finite resource, the extraction rate typically
decreases with time in the absence of a new capital or technology investment. The produc
tion rate is a function of several reservoir engineering variables as shown in Eq. 3-2
lo = /(^' <l>' K' Pc V P' b, D^, E^, E^) Eq. 3-2
and are described in Table 3.1. Many of these variables can be stochastic or have correla
tions between other variables or variable sets.
The well flow regime can vary depending on well orientation (vertical, horizontal),
hydraulic stimulated, and/or irregular drainage patterns with different mathematical for
mulations to forecast flowrate. Reservoir permeability, fluid viscosity, porosity, thickness,
pressure, and fluid compressibility vary spatial throughout a well's drainage area and
across a reservoir. Several of these properties are a functions of pressure (depletion).
The production rate for a reservoir undergoing an improved recovery process
(water flood, surfactant flood, steam flood, CO2 injection, gas injection, miscible or
immiscible process, or other technologies) is more complex. The underlying analytic
description are more involved^^ but solutions are available and can be incorporated as an
asset descriptive model. Additional reservoir engineering parameters describe the
improved recovery process in greater detail.
These variables are used in reservoir engineering, and specific flow regimes can be
described analytically. The analytical complexity detracts from the focus of this effort and
is presented in Appendix C. Mathematical descriptions of oil and gas radial flow regimes,
a derivation for a hydraulically fractured tight gas, and linear displacement water flood
provide the formal description of fluid flow under differing flow regimes.
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Table 3.1 Table of Primary Reservoir Engineering Variables
Variable Symbol Description
Permeability k ability to transmit fluid under a pressure differen
tial, mD
Porosity (t)
fraction void space in a rock, fraction
Viscosity fluid property, cP
Relative permeability
K
measure of multi-phase flow interference, fraction
Capillary pressure
Pc
measure of pore inhibition, psi
Phase saturations oil, gas and water pore saturations, fraction
Area A drainage area of a well, lease, etc., acres
Reservoir thickness h thickness of producing interval, ft.
Wellbore radius s.ize of the well, ft.
Reservoir pressure
P
the primary reservoir energy to drive flow to a
well, psi
Skin factor S a measure of well completion efficiency, dimen-
sionless
Fluid compressibility a more compressible fluid provide reservoir
energy, psi"'
Arp's empirical hyperbolic fac
tor
b for depletion flow, usually between 0 and 1
Arp's empirical decline factor De
nominal decline,%/yr.
Vertical sweep efficiency a measure of the vertical contact of the reservoir by
an immiscible fluid, between 0 and 1
Horizontal sweep efficiency
Eh
a measure of the horizontal contact of the reservoir
by an immiscible fluid, between 0 and 1
Cumulative oil recovered N the cumulative volume of oil recovered through
some time or at a abandonment
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Table 3.2 Cost and Economic Variables
Variable Symbol Description
Cost of capital K corporate cost to borrow capital from all sources,
WACC
Investment / capital investment in a project at time zero or some
later interval
Amortization and depreciation D capital recovery of invested monies
Royalty to mineral ow^ner R a percentage of the gross revenue returned to the
mineral owner
Total operating costs c. total cost of operations, fixed and variable
Fixed operating costs
9
those costs that relatively insensitive to the produc
tion level
Variable operating cost C those costs that directly related to the production
level
Taxes, (production, ad valorem,
income)
T taxes on the mineral production and the associated
capital investment in the extraction assets
The production cost, C, is a complex function of economic and geologic factors
and may vary with time such as:
C, = f{K, I, D,R, C„Cf,T,N^;t). Eq. 3-3
These variables are present in Table 3.2 and many may take be treated stochastically.
Variable operating costs are related to the extraction rate, q, and the degree of reservoir
maturity, while fixed costs occur over broad ranges of extraction rates. Typical taxes for
petroleum operations include production or severance taxes, ad valorem, state and Federal
income taxes, and other miscellaneous taxes. These different factors have complex interre
lationships, such as different petroleum tax structures under different governments, invest
ment in different technologies, technology penetration, fixed cost structure, variable costs,
remaining reserves, and underlying probability of geologic success.
A detailed presentation of petroleum cash flow accounting^'^ is presented in
Appendix B. Exploration and initial development investments are incurred early in the life
of a project and may be re-incurred as a petroleum field undergoes reinvestment for infill
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drilling, secondary recovery, or other improved oil recovery technologies to increase the
economic and technical petroleum recovery from a reservoir. Investment made later in the
life of a field will increase the variable costs due to the need to recover the invested capital
with a sufficient return as depletion approaches. Increasing water, higher gas-oil ratios,
maintenance costs, and developing poorer quality reservoir tends to increase unit extrac
tion costs as remaining reserves decrease, hastening the economic limit. The application
of technology offsets the economic limit, allowing continued production from older dis
coveries and contributing to continuing operation of the reservoir, improved recovery, and
reserves growth.
Continued investment and the application of technology to develop reserves in a
reservoir is constrained by the marginal cost and return on the next increment of remaining
reserves. Net income or profitability is:
Tt = Pfit-Cop{q,,Npj) Eg. 3-4
with a rational firm's goal to maximize the net present value:
T
Y^p\P,q,-C^p{q„Np,)] Eq.3-5
with p, the discount factor and subject to no change in the ultimate reserves as initially
determined with no consideration for reserves growth with time.
A shadow price argument^ ̂ can be made that in a competitive industry with
reserve dependent extraction costs, the economic rent rises at less than the discount rate.
The economic insight is that costs increase as reserves deplete, with the diminishing mar
ginal rent requiring a higher discount rate to compensate for depletion risk, independent of
other risk factors.
This suggests mature assets require a greater discount rate than newer (less
depleted) ones. Empirical tests of available cost data focusing on variable cost measures
on a unit cost basis and some correlation with reserves maturity measures could be made
to investigate a potential relationship. The unit cost approach was advocated by Randall^^
with a discounted profit per barrel as a comprehensive economic metric for project selec
tion, including field development and reserves acquisitions. Pro forma analysis of the
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income statement on a per barrel metrics provides insight into an asset's performance and
is useful as an efficiency measure.
As the marginal cost of extraction increases for conventional resources and the rel
ative scarcity increases, substitution, technology, increased penetration into the noncon-
ventional resource base (basin centered tight gas, coal-bed methane, tar sands, gas
hydrates, etc.) can offset the impacts of conventional resource depletion and basin matu
rity. The economic interplay between conventional resources, technology, the develop
ment of nonconventional resources, and the marginal cost of extraction are drivers for
increased recovery efficiency for conventional resources, incentivizing the extension of
the economic limit.
3.2 Cash Flow Analysis
A project with future cash flows requires some measure of the expected value
today to an equivalent expected present value using a discount rate sufficient to cover the
cost of capital, adjust for risk, provide sufficient returns to the investor, and support future
capital investment. This new capital can be used to explore and develop new reserves,
used to acquire existing producing properties, reinvested in existing fields for the purpose
of decreasing operating costs, and increasing the technical recovery from the reservoir.
The net present value using the continuous method is;
T
NPV = -1+ Y,
I = 0
where is the total cost of operation including taxes and p is the discount rate.
Different investment strategies are used as a company makes a discovery and
develops the reservoir. The initial field development investment and the resulting cash
flows are derived from the reservoir deliverability with three stages:
• initial field development and rising production;
• completion of field development and a production plateau for some period of
time; and,
• a period of general production decline with resource depletion, resulting in lower
production rates and increasing operating costs with depletion as the economic
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limit is approached.
These developed discovered reserves have different risk profiles and cost struc
tures depending on the production profiles. The production profile reflects the underlying
geologic and engineering behavior of the reservoir. A firm undertakes exploration when it
believes the expected present value of a discovery is greater than the risk adjusted cost to
explore, develop, and extract. Conversely, a firm will acquire existing reserves when it
believes the expected present value is greater than the cost to explore, develop and extract.
Investment or divestment into a producing field is desirable if the firm believes that two
alternatives or some portfolio of assets representing an opportunity set will lead to the
greatest expected present value. Which of these strategies a firm chooses to employ will
depend on where they are in the reserves development cycle. If the extraction costs are
functionally dependent on depletion, as argued, the firm has an economic incentive to
increase exploration as known and developed reserves decline.
Analytical frameworks for analysis can be used based on our understanding of
geology and petroleum systems, the geologic occurrence and characterization of petro
leum in the crust, the application of technology to find and recover reserves and reduce
operating costs. The expected production profile for this depletion path can be described
analytically for different reservoir quality, fluid type (oil, gas, water) and flow regimes
(vertical, fractured, horizontal wells, etc.).
We have shown that a petroleum asset can be analytically described and stochasti
cally modeled for risk. A descriptive asset assemblage can be described by adjusting the
resource parameters to a particular asset type, play, basin, or some other means of aggre
gating an analytical representation of a number of individual assets with some common
criteria. This assemblage is an investment opportunity set and symbolically represents an
underlying petroleum asset portfolio for optimization.
3.3 Financial Asset Portfolio Analysis
A portfolio is a combination of financial assets selected from an opportunity set to
achieve an optimal performance to provide:
• the highest possible expected return for any degree of risk and;
• the lowest possible risk for a target return.
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The opportunity set is a basket of assets or investments that an investor has avail
able at a given point in time. An opportunity set can consist of stocks, bonds, other finan
cial instruments, real estate, or other income producing assets. Included are petroleum
assets consisting of a number of different wells, reservoirs, plays, basins or other common
factors.




where ki is the expected return on a asset and Wj is the fraction invested. The riskiness of
a portfolio containing two assets is the standard deviation of the expected returns:
"p-
where is the standard deviation of the portfolio's expected returns, is the expected
state of the portfolio given the /th state of the economy, kp is the expected return in the
portfolio over all n states of the economy, and P, is the probability of occurrence of the
z'th state of the economy. The riskiness of a portfolio containing n assets is:
n  n
" S X Eq. 3-9
i =ij=\
where the subscripts i and / are used to determine the covariance of standard deviation
between two securities.
As noted by Hightower and David^, the expected returns on petroleum assets are a
hi-modal distribution with unsuccessful projects generally resulting in a loss or marginal
returns. Portfolio optimization using stochastic simulation of an opportunity set will con
tain information that can be extracted for the covariance of standard deviation between
two or more petroleum assets and can be used as a proxy for Eq. 3-9.
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Dependence on the rth state of the economy is not modeled directly but instead an
index between an industry and the macroeconomy is used. The risk inherent in any single
asset held in a portfolio is different from the riskiness of that asset held in isolation. Opti
mal portfolio selection will allow an investor to adjust risk, , with an expected portfolio
return, . Periodic price changes of financial assets (stocks) are empirically observed to
follow a normal distribution. Some market index such as SP500 or other overall measure
of economic activity is needed. Analytic relationships can be readily developed to select
and optimize a financial portfolio.
3.4 Synthesis
The symbolic mathematical framework is summarized in Eq. 3-10 through Eq. 3-
15, showing how stochastic simulation of a producing asset from the fundamental reser
voir physics to a building block for constructing an opportunity set.
Profit or net income is expressed by Eq. 3-1
71, = Pflj-C, Eq.3-10
where the price, P, times production rate, is the gross revenue. The production rate q^
is a complex function of a number of variables, several that are time variant, in Eq. 3-11:
~  'I'? ^r'Pc' ^ '"m" ̂ e'Pp ^e' ^ jj
Different analytic flow models can be used to describe the production profile of a
petroleum asset and different statistical distributions can represent the resource variables
(see Appendix C). The costs, C, ,are both fixed and variable and may vary with time; and
are given by Eq. 3-12:
C, = /(K, /, R, D, C„ 9 T, Np-t). Eq. 3-12
A project investment is assumed to be immediately and irreversibly made when
the expected net present value is greater than zero at some chosen discount rate. The time
value of money is calculated using continuous discounting:
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N = -1+ Y^C,e^''. Eq.3-13
1 = 0
The discount rate, p, and is assumed to be approximately the opportunity cost of
capital, . Thus, any petroleum asset can be described stochastically using the appropri
ate model for forecasting the production rate.
Different assets with differing production profiles can be construct an opportunity
set from which an optimal portfolio can be selected to maximize the utility of the investor.




and the portfolio risk is:
n  n
^ ̂ ■wfWjCov{o^aj) Eg. 3-15
i =\j=\
Optimization criteria is selected by the investor and may be different. Petroleum
optimization criteria may be reserves targets, company growth, cash flow or other. Project
risk is embedded into the asset building block by the choice of statistical distributions to
describe the resource and cost variables.
A more fornial mathematical framework for the economic and reservoir engineer
ing topics is presented in Appendix B and Appendix C. This framework is implemented
and tested in the next chapter in the construction of a SIAM opportunity set.
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CHAPTER 4
STOCHASTIC INTEGRATED ASSET MODEL AND
DEVELOPMENT OF AN OPPORTUNITY SET
This chapter presents the conceptual and mathematical framework and implemen
tation of stochastic integrated asset models (SIAM) into a formal asset description. A wide
range of process models that analytically describe reservoir flow regimes for oil and gas
systems are used implementing a SIAM conceptual framework for development and test
ing. These models use Excel^^ spreadsheets and Crystal Ball™ as the programing lan
guages. Crystal BalF^ is a stochastic add-in using either standard or custom defined
distributions.
The SIAM models are constructed from the different analytic process models
describing a particular reservoir flow regime for oil or gas. These process models are cali
brated to characterize a specific asset, or a class of assets, and used to construct a portfolio
opportunity set.
4.1 Stochastic Integrated Asset Models
Analytical models for different flow regimes are implemented using a spread sheet
format. The production rate with time, q,, is forecast for radial oil and gas flow regimes,
hydraulically stimulated tight gas reservoirs, linear displacement waterfloods, and an
enhanced oil recovery displacement model. The models all use vertical wells with addi
tional, future analytical development for horizontal wells. These four general flow
regimes have sufficient flexibility and applicability to describe a wide range of petroleum
reservoir flow regimes.
Each SIAM building block can be calibrated to describe a specific resource
attribute such as Gulf of Mexico high deliverability, short-life, large volume reservoirs;
Mid-Continent radial gas flow regimes; hydraulically stimulated westem tight gas reser
voirs with steep initial declines followed by long production periods with relatively flat
declines; shallow heavy oil with high viscosity fluid and low reservoir pressures;
improved oil recovery projects designed to lower residual oil saturation and improve the
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volumetric sweep efficiency; and other flow regimes by using stochastic reservoir, fluid,
and economic parameters for asset characterization. All the assets are proved in the sense
that there is a very high likelihood of recovery, with a small but finite risk of an unsuccess
ful development well using a binomial dry hole factor.
More complex flow regimes consisting of specific reservoir and petrophysical
properties can be examined parametrically using a reservoir simulator. Multiple numerical
realizations are reduced to dimensionless time and dimensionless rate probability distribu
tions for a stochastic process description. Subsequent work is required to develop modules
for complex well inflow behavior such as horizontal wells, for analytically richer coupled
well and reservoir models.
Appendix C presents the analytic fonnulations for the subject reservoirs in radial
and fractured flow regimes, immiscible displacement waterfloods, improved oil recovery
flow regimes to forecast the production rate using dimensionless variables time, tjj,
and rate, for oil and gas. These models use a number of reservoir variables which gov
ern resource size, reservoir quality, and well production efficiency. The chosen stochastic
immiscible displacement process is based on a two-phase relative permeability model by
Honarpour^^. These different process models analytically describe a number of flow
regimes of economic interest for oil and gas investors. Select variables can be either
described deterministically or stochastically for the resource characteristics, petrophysical
properties, economic rent, and fixed and variable costs. Above ground economic factors
such as the cost of capital, discount rate, spot prices, future prices, or other macro-eco
nomic relationships can also be modeled using stochastic processes.
Oil prices are modeled using a Geometric Brownian Motion (GBM) price model in
the form:
55 = p55t + a5e5r° ̂  Eq. 4-1
where 55 is the change in price, p is a drift term, 5/ the change in time, a the price vola
tility, and 8 is a random variable drawn fi-om a normal distribution (range from -1 to 1
with a mean of 0). The base gas price is based on the GBM base oil price using 8 Mscf per
barrel oil pice equivalent. This value is greater than 6 Mscf which is a standard equivalent
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in a caloric basis. The higher conversion factor more closely approximates the ratio
between oil and gas prices in the last decade.
The result is a synthesis of the below ground and above ground factors through a
stochastic coupling of resource, economic, and price variables providing a flexible tool to
explore petroleum risk. This tool naturally lends itself to Markowitz portfolio optimization
methods.
4.1.1 Resource Characteristics
Resource characteristics are those properties commonly used in reservoir engineer
ing to describe fluid flow in a porous or fractured media into a wellbore arbitrarily ori
ented in space (vertical, deviated, or horizontal). These characteristics arise from the
instrinsic rock properties of pemieability, porosity, and water saturation modified by the
petrophysical properties of the rock and fluids occupying the rock, the reservoir thickness
and areal extent. These variables, symbols, and default probability distributions are given
in Table 4.1. This variable set has sufficient flexibility to uniquely describe most special
flow and reservoir situations.
The bulk reservoir volume is the product of area, A , and thickness, h; the total
pore volume is the product of the bulk reservoir volume and (1 - (|)), and the hydrocarbon
storage volume at reservoir conditions, is less the water saturation (1 - s^.) so
that;
PV„c = Ah{\-^)(l-sJ Eq.4-2
A Honarpour^^ two-phase relative permeability model is used to describe two-
phase flow with varying residual endpoint saturations and convex curvature. Exponential
terms, and tij, control the degree of convex curvature for the two flowing phases and
additional terms are used for the maximum phase relative permeabilities at terminal satu
rations.
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Table 4.1 Resource Characteristic Variables




Depth D uniform controls initial pressure
Permeability, rtiD k log-normal instrinsic reservoir flow property
Porosity, fraction normal instrinsic reservoir storage property
Fluid viscosity, cp uniform a property of gas composition, pres
sure, temperature for gas reservoirs
Relative permeability, frac
tion K
functional form of the ith flowing phase
Capillary pressure, psi
Pc
functional form rock wettability and imbibition
Phase saturation, fraction uniform of the ith flowing phase, where by con
vention oil, water, gas are 1,2,3
phases
Area, acres A log-normal area of the petroleum accumulation or
the well spacing unit
Net pay thickness, ft. h normal commercial reservoir thickness







Well bore skin, dimension-
less




deterministic total reservoir compressibility
Harmonic decline parame-
ter,%/yr.
b nornial Arps' production decline parameter
Expressed symbolically, the two-phase relative permeability relationships are





The oil and water phase variables, , and, n, respectively are stochastic and independent
of the stochastic variables permeability, porosity, etc., and i is the phase. An example rel
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Figure 4.1 Example relative permeability curves using Honarpour formulation.
Improved oil recovery technologies target a reduction in the residual oil satura
tions, recovering previously immobile oil. The endpoint residual phase saturations are
acted on by different classes of injectates, such as surfactants and alkaline materials. This
reduces the interfacial tension at the liquid-liquid interface, either directly or by the cre
ation of a surfactant from the oil when using alkaline materials. Another approach is to
directly change the electrostatic forces at the solid-liquid and liquid-liquid interfaces to
progressively reduce the residual oil saturation by shifting the wettability to a more water-
wet state, directly displacing oil.
The terms and kr2 are a measure of the additional oil released or water
retained in the pore spaces. This flexible analytic treatment can apply to a large range of
waterflood behavior through the two-phase relative permeability and fractional flow rela-
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tionships. Uncorrelated triangular distributions were used for the six variables in the oil-
water relative permeability model, as the actual probability distributions are poorly
defined, Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Petrophysical Variables Used in Honarpour Analytic Relative
Permeability Model
Variable Symbol Distribution Notes
Residual w^ater saturation
^wr
triangular critical saturation at which below
water will not flow
Residual oil saturation
^or
triangular critical saturation at which below oil
will not flow, a trapped oil saturation
Water relative permeability
endpoint krw
triangular maximum water relative permeability
at residual oil saturation
Oil relative penneability
endpoint kpo









triangular parameter used to impart curvature to
Honopour analytic relationships
4.1.2 Capital and Operating Cost
Fixed and variable operating costs are a deduction fi-om the gross revenue with the
residual taxed to reflect the economic rents by State and Federal governments and industry
profitability (net income). Economic rent and operating cost variables are shown in Table
4.3. The fixed and variable operating costs are multiplied by a scalar factor drawn from a
Weibull probability distribution, introducing stochascity to the capital, fixed and variable
cost stmcture as shown in Eq. 4-4.
Cj = Cf-p{Wiebull) Eq. 4-4
The Weibull probability distribution choice is arbitrary as other probability distri
butions can be used; there is little research in upstream petroleum operating cost struc
tures. Weibull parameters are calibrated with a mean of 100%, but a moderate tail to the
right for modeling for cost over runs of 150% and a short tail to the left to model up to
10% cost underuns. Thus the mean is honored with cost over- and under-runs are intro
duced independent of the resource variables. The royalty and taxation costs are determin-
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istic, reflecting the high degree of certainty that these costs are known. The ultimate
recovery, TV^, is a combined function of both the technical recovery and economic cost
structure;
Np-fiN^,C). Eq.4-5
Economic variables describing above ground factors such as price, discount rate,
interest rate, and oil price can be modeled stochastically. This effort models only oil price
stochastically using a Geometric Brownian Motion model, Eq. 4-1.
Primary economic outputs are investment, the net present value, economically
recoverable hydrocarbons (reserves), internal rate of return, and other derivative metrics.
This information is gathered at the SIAM asset level for aggregation, or information can
gathered for the individual performance of a high value asset. This information can be
tested for as a function of price. Covariance between price movements for each asset
can construct a beta matrix between each project processing the synthetic results from
each stochastic iteration.
Outputs also include a production forecast, storage of each variable from each iter
ation is maintained so that the captured data can be analyzed for the P^^, covariance
between two assets.
Derivative metrics per barrel such as net present value per boe, investment per boe,
and portfolio net value per boe are calculated. These and other growth based metrics can
be optimization variables. Constraint variables such as available capital, manpower, pros
pect inventory, risk tolerances, reserves growth or other growth value targets can also be
used with sufficient flexibility to use other variables.
4.1.3 Application to a Portfolio
Reservoir flow regimes modeled include radial oil and gas, hydraulically fractured
gas, and an immiscible displacement process such as a waterflood or displacement based
EOR technologies. The EOR module is a modified waterflood model with the residual oil
phase saturation reduced stochastically representing a displacement process EOR. The
additional oil is recovered by a direct reduction of the residual oil saturation.
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Table 4.3 Economic Rent and Cost Variables
Variable Symbol Distribution Notes
Royalty c
roy
deterministic royalty share to the lessor
Investment I Weibull project investment made at any
time
Depreciation and amortization D deterministic recovery of investment capital
during the life of the project, gov
erned by tax law
Variable operating costs scalar c. Weibull a single cost value is used and
probabilistically modified by
Weibull distribution
Fixed operating costs scalar
9
Weibull a single cost value is used and
probabilistically modified by
Weibull distribution
Taxes T deteraiinistic includes production, property,
income, and miscellaneous taxes
Estimated ultimate recovery functional form resource ultimate recovery at
abandonment when economic
limit is reached
Table 4.4 Above Ground Economic Parameters
Variable Symbol Distribution Notes
Price P stochastic or
fixed
user specified, many price models




Interest rate i detenninistic rent on capital, user specified
Beta functional form value covariance between two petro
leum assets
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Table 4.5 Portfolio Model Outputs
Variable Symbol Distribution Notes
Net Present Value K stochastic out
come
from economics module
Ultimate economic recovery stochastic out
come
from economics module
Recovery factor RF stochastic out
come
from economics module
Fraction invested in asset Xi optimization
decision variable
weighting factor; can be viewed as a
working interest in an asset
Portfolio return kp model outcome economic metrics
Portfolio investment
h
model outcome subject to capital constraints
Portfolio net present value model outcome subject to optimization
Portfolio risk model outcome standard deviation of portfolio NPV
Each SIAM is a stand alone representation of petroleum asset. The SIAMs can be
assembled to create an opportunity set with each SIAM representing a different asset or
aggregation of assets. Each SIAM can be independent of other SIAMs or can be linked by
correlation between common properties (reservoir, field, play, basin, etc.) \
Each module is a stand alone, stochastic integrated asset model, SIAM, sharing a
common economics module are used to describe individual assets and aggregations of
similar assets. Multiple SIAM's are assembled into an opportunity set for portfolio invest















Figure 4.2 Conceptual framework of SIAM for portfolio analysis.
4.2 An Opportunity Set
An opportunity set is a selection of investments available to an investor. As such,
the opportunity set may reflect the utility, preferences, skills, and knowledge of the inves
tor. It is from this opportunity set that an optimized portfolio is selected.
The SIAMs developed in this work comprise an opportunity set representing ten
domestic proved petroleum assets with differing resource, operational, geographic, geo
logic, and economic characteristics including:
1. shallow California heavy oil;
2. high cost, prolific Alaska North Slope development drilling;
3. a West Texas 8,000 ft. rod pump undergoing primary oil production;
4. West Texas EOR project to recover residual oil;
5. a shallow Kansas water flood;
6. a West Texas water flood;
7. a South Texas 8,000 ft. radial gas;
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8. a West Texas 16,000 ft. hydraulically fractured gas;
9. a Gulf of Mexico shallow offshore gas; and,
10. a Jonah-type (Wyoming) basin centered, hydraulically fractured gas.
Stochastic variables are selected to provide producing and operating characteristics
for each asset. A general description of each asset in the opportunity set; including the
flow regime, and distributions used for depth, well spacing, capital costs, fixed and vari
able operating costs, reservoir thickness, porosity, and permeability is presented in Sec
tions 4.2.1 through 4.2.10.
Capital and operating costs use a Weibull distribution with a mean of unity, a min
imum of 0.9 and a right tail of 1.5. This approach allows for both cost underuns and cost
overruns, but preserves a mean cost structure. Capital and operating cost data are derived
from the Energy Information Agency website^^ and are used to calibrate and adjust the
model economic parameters to prevailing economic conditions reflective of 2005.
Numerical experiments with the opportunity set were conducted to determine the
economic behavior at flat GBM price tracks of $30, $50, and $80 per barrel. Each SIAM is
one drilling unit, with multiple drilling units as a multiplicative factor to represent a multi-
well development program. It is assumed that each unit is a proved undeveloped location
with a small fraction of development dry holes due to geologic, drilling, or mechanical
risk factors. This can represent conditions such as proved undeveloped locations in an
conventional accumulation or spacing units in a unconventional "continuous" type
resource play. Descriptions of each asset and the default variable distributions are pre
sented in Table 4.6.
Sections 4.2.1 through 4.2.10 describe the ten assets comprising an opportunity set
for portfolio optimization in Chapter 6. The asset descriptions and variable sets are
'generic' such as the variables used are somewhat arbitrary. The chosen variable distribu
tions exhibit the different characteristics of each asset. Aggregation of assets at a high
level will result in a corresponding aggregation of the data and by the central-limit theo
rem, the resulting distributions will tend to a normal or log-normal distribution.
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Table 4.6 Variables and Distributions Used
Variable Distribution Descriptive Parameters
Area, A Log-normal mean and standard deviation
Thickness, h Normal mean and standard deviation
Porosity, (|) Normal or
Triangular
mean and standard deviation
minimum, maximum, and most likely
Permeability, k Lognormal mean and standard deviation
Water saturation,̂
 vv
Normal mean and standard deviation
Viscosity, \l Uniform minimum and maximum
Depth, D Uniform minimum and maximum
Skin factor, S Triangular minimum, maximum, and most likely
Operating costs Weibull minimum, mean, maximum
Irreducible water saturation, Triangular minimum, maximum, and most likely
Irreducible oil saturation, Triangular minimum, maximum, and most likely
Water relative permeability endpoint,
ir
Triangular minimum, maximum, and most likely
Oil relative permeability endpoint, k^Q
Triangular minimum, maximum, and most likely
Water exponent, n^, Triangular minimum, maximum, and most likely
Oil exponent, Triangular minimum, maximum, and most likely
The hydrocarbon resource probability distributions used by the flow module are
presented in the following sections. Each asset contains a figure presenting the distribu
tions for area, thickness, porosity, permeability, water saturation, viscosity, depth, and well
skin. A constant scale on the associated figures facilitates direct and graphical comparison
among the different asset types with widely varying properties, providing a graphical
assessment of the overall resource characteristics. The data was generated using 10,000
iterations and placed in 100 bins, a frequency of 0.01 represents 1% (100/10,000).
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The ten different assets comprising the example an opportunity set utilize different
combinations of reservoir variables, providing varying production responses, recoveries,
longevity, and technologies implemented to increase extraction efficiency and decrease
operating costs such as hydraulic fracturing, horizontal wells, and improved oil recovery.
These factors influence an asset's general valuation and different valuations to investors,
reflecting differing economic assumptions, utility preferences, valuation metrics, and cor
porate strategies. While each asset may represent a geographic or resource play, the actual
distributions used are for illustrative purposes rather than any particular asset description.
The reservoir property distribution properties for the ten assets are summarized in
tabular form in Table 4.7, the Honarpour relative pemieability variable distributions in
Table 4.8, and the capital and operating cost structure variable distributions in Table 4.9.
The following sections describe each asset in detail.
4.2.1 California Heavy Oil
A California heavy oil development utilized a radial oil SIAM, with fluid, reser
voir, capital and operating costs representative of a shallow, poorly consolidated, high
porosity, high permeability, high viscosity, low API gravity oil with development on small
well spacings with a mean of 10-acres. Representative capital and operating costs are
used, with the oil receiving a $22/bbl discount to standard benchmark oils such as West
Texas Intermediate, WTI due to the low API oil gravity. The asset consists of 50 drilling
units.
Figure 4.3 presents the resource frequency-variables, with the reservoir having
excellent porosity for storage and high permeability, offset by the high viscosity, requiring
small well spacing to effectively drain the reservoir. The shallow depth, 500 to 1,500 ft.
results in low capital drilling costs. The low gravity oil receives a significant price deduc
tion from the benchmark crude oils, with a $22/bbl differential that includes $20 gravity
adjustment and $2 for pipeline tariffs.
Table 4.7 Resource Values for Opportunity Set




























California Heavy Oil -
Radial Oil
400- 1,600 800 ± 400 0.28 ± 0.04 20 - 500 10±3 100 ±20 0.35 ±0.04 -2, 0, 2 0.08




40 ± 590 0.20 ± 0.03 2-15 160 ±80 150 ±50 0.35 ±0.05 -2, 0, 2 0.10




30 ±5 0.18 ±0.02 0.5-15 50 ±30 25 ±5 0.30 ±0.02 -2, 0, 5 0.08









75 ±50 0.25 ± 0.04 0.5-15 20 ±20 40 ±20 0.25 ±0.04 -3, 0, 1 0.15









5± 1.5 0.14 ±0.01 from PVT 320 ± 50 100 ±20 0.30 ±0.05 -2.5, 0, 8 0.07




0.50 ± 0.20 0.12 ±0.02 from PVT 320 ±80 100 ±20 0.40 ± 0.04 -2, 0, 2 0.15










0.01 ±0.01 0.08 ± 0.02 from PVT 20 ±5 1,500 ±5000.50 ± 0.06 -2, 0, 2 0.10
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Distribution Triangular Triangular Triangular Triangular Log-nomial Normal
West Texas EOR -
Immiscible Displacement
0.20, 0.25, 0.50 0.20, 0.35, 0.60 0.25,0.31,0.60 0.70, 0.85, 1.00 2.00 ± 0.20 1.50 ±0.20
Kansas Waterflood -
Immiscible Displacement
0.1,0.25,0.40 0.10, 0.35,0.50 0.20, 0.30, 0.50 0.50, 0.80, 1.00 3.00 ±0.50 2.00 ±0.30
West Texas Waterflood -
Immiscible Displacement
0.10, 0.25,0.40 0.10, 0.35,0.50 0.20, 0.30, 0.50 0.80, 0.92, 1.00 3.00 ±0.50 2.00 ± 0.30
4^
Table 4.9 Economic Rent and Cost Variables for Each Asset













Distribution Thousands $ Weibull^ $/bbi or $/Mscf Weibull $/well-month Weibull
California Heavy Oil -
Radial Oil
359 0.95,0.10, 1.1 0.50 0.90, 0.10, 1.1 1,000 0.90, 0.10, 1.2
Alaska North Slope -
Radial Oil
1,828 0.95,0.60, 1.1 2.00 0.95,0.60, 1.2 50,000 0.90, 0.60, 1.2
West Texas Oil -
Radial Oil
861 0.95,0.20, 1.1 0.50 0.90, 0.20, 1.1 1,000 0.90, 0.20, 1.2
West Texas EOR -
Immiscible Displacement
648 0.95,0.20, 1.1 5.00 0.90, 0.20, 1.1 1000 0.90, 0.20, 1.2
Kansas Waterflood -
Immiscible Displacement
569 0.95,0.20, 1.1 0.25 0.90, 0.20, 1.1 1,000 0.90, 0.20, 1.2
West Texas Waterflood -
Immiscible Displacement
595 0.95,0.20, 1.1 0.25 0.90, 0.20, 1.1 1,000 0.90, 0.20, 1.2
South Texas Gas
Radial
915 0.90, 0.11, 1.5 0.15 0.90, 0.11, 1.5 1,000 0.90, 0.12, 1.5
West Texas Tight Gas
Fractured
4,585 0.90, 0.25, 1.1 0.10 0.90, 0.25, 1.1 1,000 0.90, 0.25, 1.2
Gulf of Mexico Shallow Gas Off
shore - Radial
1,550 0.95,0.25, 1.1 0.25 0.90, 0.25, 1.1 33,200 0.90, 0.25, 1.2
Jonah-type Gas -
Fractured
2,540 0.90, 0.25, 1.1 0.05 0.90, 0.25, 1.1 1,500 0.90, 0.25, 1.2
a. at mean of distribution
b. location, scale, shape
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4.2.2 Alaska North Slope Oil
The Alaska North Slope (ANS) currently produces approximately 900 Mstb/day
from Prudhoe Bay (~400 Mstb/day) and proximate fields. Alaska North Slope fields typi
cally have thick intervals, good lateral extent, and good to excellent reservoir quality. The
Arctic environment results in one of the highest operating cost regions in the world. The
capital and operating cost environment forces selection of the higher quality assets and de-
emphasizes smaller, lower quality, or more difficult plays, including shallow heavy oil and
satellite accumulations. The extremely high capital and operating cost environment is off
set by the large accumulations of both conventional and unconventional hydrocarbon
resources. The reservoirs are typically found below 6000' with the production of 20 to 42°
API oil from a variety of reservoirs. This asset consists of four drilling units.
The reservoir property distributions used are presented in Figure 4.4 with eco
nomic truncation for thickness, a cutoff for due to economic considerations to offset
development risks due to a lack of readily accessible infrastructure. The oil gravity bench
mark is 27° API. ANS oil is shipped to the US West Coast and has approximately $10/bbl
for field and Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) tariffs and marine transportation to
market. The netback oil price is representative of the transportation differentials required
to deliver the oil to a west coast California market.
4.2.3 West Texas Oil Under Primary Depietion
The West Texas asset is an intermediate depth, oil development on 40- to 80-acre
well spacing. An intermediate reservoir depth is somewhat offset by a pay interval of
approximately 25 ft. with an average porosity of 16% and penneability from approxi
mately 20 to 70 mD. Reservoir property distributions are presented in Figure 4.5. Capital
and operating costs reflect a mature area with numerous regional and independent produc
ing companies with some participation by the major oil companies. These operators have a
lower overhead and an overall lower cost structure due to a well developed petroleum sup
port industry and infrastructure. The mature geologic basin is well characterized with
abundant seismic, well production, and other geoscience data for discovery of smaller
deposits and the application of new technology to increase the extraction from a mature
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Figure 4.5 West Texas oil reservoir variable distributions.
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Drilling and completion cost depth for a 6,000 to 10,000 ft. well is $1,053K. The
oil gravity is $l/bbl below the WTI benchmark; the well developed infrastructure has a
lower overall cost structure; tariffs include $1 for field pipeline and $2 for pipeline trans
port to market for a total deduct of $4 per bbl.
4.2.4 West Texas EOR
A west Texas EOR project is structured to have a similar but better reservoir prop
erties than the west Texas waterflood since a prudent operator would likely screen reser
voir properties for the favorable application expensive, capital intensive enhanced oil
recovery technologies. Mean pattern spacing is 40-acres with very good porosity, moder
ate permeability, and a mean 70 ft. of net pay. The reservoir property distributions are pre
sented in Figure 4.6. Incremental recovery is due to the reduction of residual oil saturation
through several physical and chemical processes used with the water flooding. The reduc
tion in oil saturation is by the reduction of residual oil saturation as a stochastic variable.
This asset consists of 15 drilling units.
The intermediate depth of 3,000 to 8,000 ft., allows for lower capital drilling costs
than the West Texas oil project, with an average cost of $670K. The oil receives the same
price deduction of $4/bbl from the benchmark crude oil.
4.2.5 A Kansas Mid-continent Waterflood
This asset consists of shallow, 1,000 to 4,000 ft. deep oil production undergoing a
pattern waterflood. Reservoir quality is variable with smaller mean drainage spacings of
20-acres. Reservoir porosity is very good with an average of 25% and a reservoir perme
ability from 5 to over 300 mD of an average of 40 ft. of net pay. The reservoir property
distributions are presented in Figure 4.7. This asset consists of 15 drilling units. The shal
low depth has a lower operating cost structure with variable operating costs of $0.25/bbl.
The mean well cost is $569K. The oil receives the a $4/bbl price deduction from
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Figure 4.7 Kansas waterflood reservoir variable distributions.
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4.2.6 A West Texas Pattern Waterflood
A West Texas waterflood is generally a thicker reservoir with 40-acre mean spac
ing. This general asset consists of intermediate, 2,000 to 8,000 ft. depth oil production
with a pattem waterflood. Reservoir quality is good, supporting larger drainage spacings
of an average of 60-acres. Reservoir porosity is very good with an average of 25% and a
reservoir permeability from 40 to over 500 mD of an average of 70 ft. of net pay. The res
ervoir property distributions are presented in Figure 4.8. This asset consists of 15 drilling
units.
The average well cost is $596K and includes the cost to convert the offset frac
tional injection well. The oil receives the a $4/bbl price deduction from the benchmark
crude oil, consisting of field and pipeline tariffs.
4.2.7 South Texas Intermediate Onshore Gas
South Texas natural gas development occurs at intermediate depths of 4,000 to
9,000 ft. with a fairly thick 100 ft. of mean net pay. Reservoir quality is poor to good with
a mean porosity of 14%, permeability from 0.5 to 30 mD, and a mean well spacing of 320-
acres. The production response typically experiences an initial steep decline followed by a
hyperbolic profile over a longer time period. The reservoir property distributions are pre
sented in Figure 4.9. Note the for this and the other natural gas SIAM's there is no figure
for fluid viscosity, as gas viscosity is a function of pressure, temperature, and composition.
This asset consists of 40 drilling units.
The average well cost is $915K. The gas receives the a $1/Mscf price deduction
from the benchmark, consisting of field and pipeline tariffs.
4.2.8 West Texas Deep Gas Production
West Texas gas production occurs from reservoirs of poor to fair quality at depths
of 12,000 to 18,000 ft. The relatively thick reservoirs require stimulation with large
hydraulic fracture treatments over a mean well spacing of 320-acres. The production
response follows an initial steep decline for the several years or so moderating to a hyper
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Figure 4.10 West Texas gas reservoir variable distributions.
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Reservoir porosity is fair with a mean of 12% and a low to moderate reservoir per
meability from 0.1 to over 2 mD, and a mean 100 ft. of net pay. The reservoir property dis
tributions are presented in Figure 4.10.
The average well cost is $4,585K and includes the cost for a massive hydraulic
fracture stimulation to deliver commercial rates. The gas receives the a $1/Mscf price
deduction from the benchmark, consisting of field and pipeline tariffs.
4.2.9 Offshore Shallow Gulf of Mexico Gas
Offshore Gulf of Mexico describes gas production from water depths less than 300
ft. and well depths from 5,000 to 12,000 ft. Wells tend to have high initial production rates
from very good reservoirs providing high deliverability, high decline rate, fairly short
lived but large reserves. Then mean well spacing is 160-acres. This asset consists of five
drilling units.
Reservoir porosity is very good with an average of 30%, providing a large hydro
carbon storage coupled with very good reservoir permeability from 5 to over 200 mD, a
mean water saturation of 36%, and a mean net pay of 50 ft. The reservoir property distri
butions are presented in Figure 4.11.
The average well cost is $1,550K and includes the cost for a prorata share of plat
form costs for a 12-slot platform. Capital and operating costs are based on EIA surveys of
number of platform slots, well depth, and production volumes. The operating cost struc
ture is weighted by a fixed operating cost of $33,200/month and a variable cost of $0.25/
Mscf. The gas receives the a $2/Mscf price deduction from the benchmark, consisting of
field and pipeline tariffs.
4.2.10 Wyoming Jonah-type Hydraulically Fractured Gas
This asset describes a Rocky Mountain basin centered gas accumulation where
well spacings are 10 to 20 acres in an extremely thick gross section of very low permeabil
ity and storage reservoir. Well depths range from 8,000 to 12,000 ft. and require massive
hydraulic fracture treatments for commercial development. The production response has a
steep decline for several years before moderating to a hyperbolic decline to an economic
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Figure 4.11 Shallow Gulf of Mexico gas reservoir variable distributions.
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Figure 4.12 Jonah-type gas reservoir variable distributions.
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The very poor reservoir poro-perm properties, (mean porosity of 8%, a mean reser
voir permeability 0.01 mD), is over a thick mean net pay of 1,600 ft., providing a large gas
storage volume within a low permeability system. The reservoir property distributions are
presented in Figure 4.12.
The average well cost is $2,540K and includes the cost for a massive, multi-stage
hydraulic fracture stimulation. The gas receives a $3/Mscf price deduction from the
benchmark, consisting of field and pipeline tariffs and a basin differential.
4.3 Individual Asset Economic Characteristics
The economic metrics for the ten assets in the example opportunity set were ana
lyzed to determine the resulting individual distributions. Variables include investment, net
present value, net reserves, internal rate of return at 3, 5, and 10 years, expected values,
and derivative metrics on a per BOB basis. A 15% discount rate was used for NPV calcu
lations. Economic results were run at three index oil price tracks of $30, $50, and $80 per
bbl using a GBM oil price model. Two thousand iterations were performed to generate
probability distributions based on the underlying reservoir distributions and economic
parameters. Asset economics are summarized in each section.
The resulting outcomes are presented in a standard format for capital investment,
net present value, reserves, internal rate of return, and per barrel derivative metrics. The
metrics are plotted on identical to similar scales for a graphical comparison. The 2,000
iterations are placed into 50 bins to generate histograms.
The results are presented for each asset in the next sections and the distribution
percentiles at the 10, 50, and 90% probabilities (PIO, P50, and P90) are summarized for
each oil price track in Table 4.10. The figures for the $30 per bbl price track for each asset
contain six variables; capital investment, net reserves, net present value, three year inter
nal rate of return, and per barrel metrics for investment and net present value. The $50 and
$80 per bbl price tracks present net present value, three year internal rate of return, and
NPV per bbl, Table 4.10 through Table 4.12, as capital investment and reserves are inde
pendent of price track.
Table 4.10 Economic Results at $30/bbl Price Track, (Values are PIG, P50, and P90)




Distribution Thousands $ MBOE Thousands $ percent $per BOE $per BOE








5.45; 9.67; 20.11 (11.63); (4.28);
(1.08)
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1.86; 4.78; 15.85 (10.93); (2.57);
(0.36)
Table 4.11 Economic Results at $50/bbl Price Track, (Values are PIO, P50, and P90)
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Table 4.12 Economic Results at $80/bbi Price Track, (Values are PIO, P50, and P90)
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4.3.1 California Heavy Oil
The investment distribution left skewed with a range of investment from $15.6 to
$24.0 million, (Figure 4.13). The net reserves are skewed to the right with a range from
291 Mstb to 4,000 Mstb with a mean of 1,658 Mstb and about equal to the P50 value. At
the $30 per bbl price track, the NPV distribution is skewed to the right with a range of -
$12 to $3 million and a mean of -$6.00 million. The three year IRR is skewed to the right
with a range from -42% to 14% with a mean of -26.7%. The investment per BOE has a
log-normal appearance with mean of $11.49. The net present value per BOE is strongly
skewed to the left with a mean of -$5.49 per BOE and a range from —$18.43 to $1.83.
The $50 per bbl price track results in a favorable shift in the net present value with
a range from -$9.5 to $34 million and a mean of $6.7 million (Figure 4.14). A bimodal
feature is developing at -$7 million. The IRR has a dramatic shift with a range of -1% to
400% and a mean of 35.5%, demonstrating sensitivity to oil price. The mean net present
value per BOE is $11.49 and a range or -$13 to $12 per BOE.
At the $80 per bbl price track, the net present value continues to shift to the right,
with the bimodal feature separating from the distribution at -$7 million. The IRR range
increases with a mean of 127%. The mean net present value increases to $13.26 per BOE
and develops a strong bimodal feature for those projects with negative values.
4.3.2 Alaska North Slope Oil
The investment distribution has a log-normal shape ranging from $3.7 to $27 mil
lion, the wide range reflecting the greater drilling depths (Figure 4.15). The net reserves
are skewed to the right with a range from -400 Mstb to 22,000 Mstb with a mean of 8,097
Mstb and greater than the P50 value. At the $30 per bbl price track, the NPV distribution
is skewed to the right with a range of -$39 to $78 million and a mean of $10.2 million. The
three year IRR is skewed to the right with a range from -30% to 390% with a mean of
75.2% and a P50 of 36.2%. The investment per BOE has a log-normal appearance with a
mean of $1.96 and a long right tail. The net present value per BOE is skewed to the left
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Figure 4.13 California heavy oil economic metrics at $30/bbI.
The $50 per bbl price track results in a favorable shift in the net present value with
a range from -$40 to $191 million and a mean of $46.7 million (Figure 4.16). A bimodal
feature is strongly developing at -$6 million. The IRR has a dramatic shift with a range of
-20% to 900% and a mean of 208%, demonstrating sensitivity to oil price. The net present
value per BOE mean is $5.05 ranging from -$8 to 16 per BOE.
At the $80 per bbl price track, the net present value continues to shift to the right,
with a pronounced bimodal feature persisting at -$6 million. The IRR range increases with
a mean of 413%. The net present value per BOE develops a strong bimodal feature for
uneconomic projects at -$1 per BOE while the mean increases to $11.74 per BOE. The
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increasing oil price winnows and concentrates the bad projects at about -$6 per BOB.
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Figure 4.15 Alaska North Slope oil economic metrics at $30/bbl GBM.
4.3.3 West Texas Under Primary Depletion
The investment distribution has a log-normal shape ranging from ~$23 to $70 mil
lion, the range reflecting the wide depth range available (Figure 4.17). The net reserves
range from -1,100 Mstb to 16,000 Mstb with amean of 2,400 Mstb. At the $30 per bbl
price track, the NPV distribution is skewed to the right with a range of -$30 to $115 mil
lion and a mean of -$28.8 million with a bimodal feature present at -$ 15 million. The three
year IRR is skewed to the right with a range from -25% to 210% and a mean of 53%. The
investment per BOE has a log-normal appearance with mean of $7.69. The net present
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Figure 4.16 Alaska North Slope oil economic metrics at $50/bbl and $80/bbl.
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value per BOE is skewed to the left and has a bimodal peak at $4 and a second at -$2.00, a
mean of $3.76 per BOE and a range from -$6 to $ 11.
The $50 per bbl price track shifts in the net present value to a range from -$30 mil
lion to $230 million and a mean of $73.7 million (Figure 4.18). A bimodal feature is
strongly developed at -$ 10 million. The IRR shifts to a range of 0% to 400% and a mean
of 128%. The net present value per BOE mean is $10.88 ranging from -$4 to $21 per
BOE. A bimodal set is centered at -2.50 per BOE.
At the $80 per bbl price track, the net present value continues to shift to the right,
with the pronounced bimodal at -$10 million completely separating from the rest of the
distribution. The IRR range increases with a mean of 238%. The net present value per
BOE has a strong bimodal feature separate from the rest of the distribution at -2.50 per
BOE for uneconomic projects, while the mean increases to $21.66 per BOE.
4.3.4 West Texas EGR
The investment distribution has a log-normal shape ranging from ~$13 to $43 mil
lion (Figure 4.19). The net reserves range from -1,100 Mstb to 16,000 Mstb with a mean
of 6,511 Mstb. At the $30 per bbl price track, the NPV distribution is skewed to the right
with a range of -$25 to $224 million and a mean of $47.5 million. A bimodal feature is
present from -$10 to $0 million. The three year IRR is strongly skewed to the right with a
range from -40% to 660% with a mean of 144% and a P50 of 89%. The investment per
BOE is strongly right skewed with mean of $3.58. The net present value per BOE clear
shows two populations; projects less than $0 and those greater. The negative valuations
result from those projects that would likely be screened out on engineering criteria and dry
hole potential. The NPV per BOE has a mean of $3.39 per BOE from —$7 to $10.
The $50 per bbl price track shifts in the net present value ranging from -$20 to
$480 million and a mean of $ 110 million with a bimodal feature persistent at -$20 million
(Figure 4.20). The IRR shifts to a range of -40% to 1300% and a mean of 315%. The net
present value per BOE mean is further separated into two populations, with a mean of
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Figure 4.17 West Texas oil economic metrics at $30/bbl GBM,
At the $80 per bbl price track, the net present value has a pronounced bimodal at
$10 million. The IRR ranges from 0% to 2300%. The net present value per BOE has two
populations. The mean is $16.60 per BOE overall with a left skewed population. The
uneconomic projects are clearly detached from the rest of the distribution.
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Figure 4.19 West Texas EOR economic metrics at $30/bbI.
4.3.5 A Kansas Mid-continent Waterflood
The investment distribution has a log-normal shape ranging from ~$6 to $16 mil
lion, the lower investment reflecting the shallow nature of the play (Figure 4.21). The net
reserves range from 0 Mstb to 20,000 Mstb with a mean of 4,195 Mstb. At the $30 per bbl
price track the NPV has a shallow right tail, ranging from -$10 to $130 million and a mean
of $22.1 million. The three year IRR has a long right tail, ranging from -40% to 690% with
a mean of 133%. The mean investment per BOE is $9.28. The net present value per BOE
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Figure 4.20 West Texas EOR economic metrics at $50/bbl and $80/bbL
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Project metrics improve with the $50 per bbl price track as the net present value
has a mean of $44 million with a bimodal feature developing at -$10 million (Figure 4.22).
The IRR ranges from -40% to 1200% and a mean of260%. The net present value per BOB
mean is slightly skewed to the left, with a mean of $7.70 ranging from -$0 to $21 per
BOB.
At the $80 per bbl price track, the net present value has mean of $78.4 million. The
IRR ranges from -20% to 2150%. The net present value per BOB shows two distinct dis
tributions centered around -$2 per BOB with a mean of $17.06 per BOB. The uneconomic
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Figure 4.22 Kansas waterflood economic metrics at $50 and $8G/bbl prices.
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4.3.6 A West Texas Pattern Waterflood
The investment distribution has a log-nonnal to triangular shape ranging from
~$11 to $42 million, reflecting the varied depth and size of the play (Figure 4.23). The net
reserves range from 0 Mstb to 31,000 Mstb with a mean of 26,952 Mstb. At the low price
scenario, the NPV has a shallow right tail, ranging from -$10 to $200 million and a mean
of $166.7 million. The three year IRR has a long right tail, ranging from -50% to 1600%
with a mean of296%. The mean investment per BOE is $2.12. The mean net present value
per BOE is $5.64 with a bimodal peaking at -$0.50.
Project metrics improve with the $50 per bbl price track as the net present value
has a mean of $289 million with a bimodal feature developing at -$10 million (Figure
4.24). The IRR ranges from -40% to 3000% and a mean of 564%. The mean net present
value per BOE is $11.12 ranging from -$6 to $23 per BOE.
At the $80 per bbl price track, the net present value has mean of $497 million. The
mean IRR is 982%. The net present value per BOE has a strong bimodal feature at -$2 per
BOE with a mean of $19.57 per BOE. The uneconomic projects separate from the invest
ment opportunities at the higher price tracks.
4.3.7 South Texas Intermediate Onshore Gas
The investment distribution has a triangular shape ranging from ~$21 to $81 mil
lion, reflecting the varied depth of the play (Figure 4.25). The net reserves range from 3
Mboe to 166,000 Mboe with a mean of 66,756 Mboe. At the low price scenario, the NPV
has a shallow right tail, ranging from -$45 to $425 million and a mean of $155 million.
The three year IRR has a long right tail, ranging from -30% to 3000% with a mean of
46.2%. The mean investment per BOE is $0.96, ranging from $0.20 to $3.55 per BOE.
The net present value per BOE is bimodal with a mean of $ 1.14, ranging from -$2.26 to
$4.53.
Project metrics improve with the $50 per bbl price track as the net present value
has a mean of $220 million with a bimodal feature developing at -$15 million (Figure
4.26). The IRR ranges from -35% to 550% and a mean of 102%. The mean net present
value per BOE is $2.86 ranging from -$2 to $8 per BOE.
At the $80 per bbl price track, the net present value has mean of $409 million. The
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mean IRR is 192%. The net present value per BOB has a strong bimodal feature at -$0.20
per BOB with a mean of $5.79 per BOB. The uneconomic projects clearly separate from
the economic investment opportunities at the higher price tracks.
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Figure 4,23 West Texas waterflood economic metrics at $30/bbL
4.3.8 West Texas Deep Gas Production
The investment distribution has a triangular shape ranging from ~$36 to $193 mil
lion, reflecting the deeper nature of the play (Figure 4.27). The net reserves range from
7,000 Mboe to 39,000 Mboe with a mean of 20,863 Mboe. At the low price scenario, the
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Figure 4.24 West Texas waterflood economic metrics at $50 and $80/bbI.
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lion. The three year IRR has a long right tail, ranging from -38% to 52% with a mean of
3.7%. The mean investment per BOB is $4.64, ranging from $1 to $12.50 per BOB. The
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Figure 4.25 South Texas gas economic metrics at $30/bbI.
Project metrics improve with the $50 per bbl price track as the net present value
has a mean of $47 million with a bimodal feature developing at -$20 million (Figure 4.28).
The IRR ranges from -36% to 165% and a mean of 36%. The mean net present value per
BOB is $1.92 ranging from -$5.50 to $8 per BOB.
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Figure 4,26 South Texas gas economic metrics at $50 and $80/bbl.
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At the $80 per bbl price track, the net present value has a mean of $ 127 million.
The mean IRR is 93%. The net present value per BOB has a strong bimodal feature at -
$1.50 per BOB with a mean of $5.76 per BOB. The uneconomic projects are a separate
population from the remaining investment opportunities at the higher price tracks.
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Figure 4.27 West Texas gas economic metrics at $30/bbL
4.3.9 Offshore Shallow Gulf of Mexico Gas
The investment distribution has a triangular shape ranging from ~$3 to $24 million
(Figure 4.29). The net reserves range from 0 Mboe to 26,000 Mboe with a mean of 9,657
Mboe. At the low price scenario, the NPV has a shallow right tail, ranging from -$15 to
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Figure 4.28 West Texas gas economic metrics at $50 and $80/bbl.
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Figure 4.29 Shallow Gulf of Mexico gas economic metrics at $30/bbl.
$62 million and a mean of $13.5 million. The three year IRR has a long right tail, ranging
from -40% to 440% with a mean of 114.7%. The mean investment per BOE is $2.47, rang
ing from $0 to $9.50 per BOE. The net present value per BOE is left-skewed with a mean
of-$0.19, ranging from -$7.50 to $3.40.
Project metrics improve with the $50 per bbl price track as the net present value
has a mean of $56 million with a bimodal feature developing at -$5 million (Figure 4.30).
The IRR ranges from -30% to 1300% and a mean of 386%. The mean net present value
per BOE is $4.47 ranging from -$5.50 to $11.50 per BOE.
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Figure 4.30 Shallow Gulf of Mexico gas economic metrics at $50 and $80/bbl.
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At the $80 per bbl price track, the net present value has mean of $122 million. The
mean IRR is 786%. The net present value per BOB has a strong bimodal feature at -$ 1.00
per BOB with a mean of $10.72 per BOB.
4.3.10 Wyoming Jonah-type Hydraulicaily Fractured Gas
The investment distribution has a roughly triangular shape ranging from ~$15 to
$57 million, with a mean of $30,060 million (Figure 4.31). The net reserves range from
200 Mboe to 19,000 Mboe with a mean of 7,304 Mboe. At the low price scenario, the
NPV has a shallow right tail, ranging from -$44 to $18 million and a mean of-$15.0 mil
lion. The three year IRR has a long right tail, ranging from -39% to 15% with a mean of-
23%. The mean investment per BOB is $14.83, ranging from $1 to $19 per BOB. The net
present value per BOB is left-skewed with a mean of -$9.35, ranging from -$10 to $2.
Project metrics improve with the $50 per bbl price track as the net present value
has a mean of $8.9 million (Figure 4.32). The IRR ranges from -39% to 115% and a mean
of 7.9%. The mean net present value per BOB IS -$4.97 ranging from -$10 to $8 per BOB.
At the $80 per bbl price track, the net present value has a mean of $45.9 million.
The mean IRR is 60%. The net present value per BOB has a strong bimodal feature at -$1
per BOB with a mean of -$ 1.05 per BOB.
4.4 Economic Observations
The technical and economic outcomes of the ten assets each have different charac
teristics reflecting the asset's intrinsic nature and provide a variety of investment oppo-
runities. Bach asset has differing cash flow and NPV timing profiles that respond
differently to prices. This stochastic combination of below ground and above ground char
acteristics provides many alternative valuations to investors with differing utility func
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Figure 4.31 Jonah-type gas economic metrics at $30/bbl.
4.4.1 Results
Subjectively, all projects benefited by higher base oil prices, though with differing
degrees of price sensitivities. The project net present value and NPV per BOE developed a
bimodal distribution with the uneconomic population separating from the economic
projects at higher oil prices. The shape and skewness of the net present value is typically
left-skewed, an artifact of the development dry hole risk resulting in persistent uneco
nomic projects dragging the distribution to the left. Active project management and the
application of subsurface imaging technologies can likely remove some of these projects
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Figure 4.32 Jonah-type gas economic metrics at $50/bbI and $80/bbI.
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from consideration and remove some of the bi-modularity.
This is illustrated by the differing character and ranges for the primary economic
metrics; net present value and NPV per BOB. The results are presented in Table 4.13 and
Table 4.14 and graphically in Figure 4.33 and Figure 4.34. The assets have a linear nature
for the two plots. Notable exceptions are the West Texas waterflood NPV value price sen
sitivity and a less pronounced non-linearity for the Gulf of Mexico gas NPV per BOB
price sensitivity. The slope of the NPV per BOB plot is a quantitative measure of the
project sensitivity to oil prices, with greater positive slopes having greater economic sensi
tivity to oil prices. This asset specific price sensitivity influences optimal portfolio selec
tion as the portfolio composition changes with the price level.












Thousand $ Thousand $ Thousand $ % %
California heavy oil (6,003) 6,165 24,702 n/a^ 301%
Alaska North Slope 10,179 39,785 100,894 291% 154%
West Texas oil under
primary
28,860 73,671 141,528 155% 92%
West Texas EOR 47,502 110,423 204,612 132% 85%
Kansas waterflood 22,060 44,429 78,378 101% 76%
West Texas waterflood 155,731 75,904 497,200 86% 555%
South Texas onshore
gas
100,800 220,857 409,160 119% 85%
West Texas deep gas (4,743) 47,392 126,661 n/a 167%
Offshore Shallow GOM (3,800) 9,217 • 69,962 n/a 659%
Wyoming Jonah-type
gas
(13,252) 7,832 45,899 n/a 486%
a. not applicable as base value is negative
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$/bbl $/bbl $/bbl % %
California heavy oil (5.49) 1.92 13.26 n/a^ 591%
Alaska North Slope 0.85 5.05 11.74 494% 132%
West Texas oil under
primary
3.76 10.88 21.66 189% 99%
West Texas EOR 3.39 9.41 18.58 178% 97%
Kansas waterflood 1.54 7.70 17.05 400% 121%
West Texas waterflood 5.64 11.12 19.57 97% 76%
South Texas onshore
gas
1.14 2.86 5.52 151% 93%
West Texas deep gas 0.59 1.93 5.76 227% 198%
Offshore Shallow GOM (24.19) (10.59) (0.41) n/a n/a
Wyoming Jonah-type
gas
(9.35) (4.97) (1.41) n/a n/a
a. not applicable
The results in the preceding tables demonstrate diminishing marginal returns with
the percent increase from $30/bbl to $50/bbl and $50/bbl to $80/bbl. This is consistent
with economic theory for natural resource extraction which predicts increasing costs with
increased extraction from a finite resource.
4.4.2 Correlation Between Assets
The correlation coefficients between each project at the three price tracks provides
another view of the inter-relationships between the projects and their sensitivity to the oil
price. The net present value and NPV per BOE for each of 2000 iterations was saved and
used for post-processing, including asset correlations and standard deviations. The indi
vidual asset correlations for the net present value and NPV per BOE for the $30, $50, and
$80/bbl prices are presented in Table 4.15 through Table 4.20. The ten assets were struc
tured to be independent and the correlations coefficients between each asset are typically
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less than 0.10. A number of the assets are negatively correlated, again at very low levels,
typically less than -0.10. The Jonah-type gas asset consistently is negatively correlated
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Figure 4.34 Mean Net Present Value per BOE vs. oil price for the opportunity set.
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The correlation coefficient of each asset with the total 100% weighted portfolio is
more significant with asset correlations with the portfolio ranging from 0.07 to 0.80. This
is shown by the bottom line of Table 4.15 through Table 4.20 with the portfolio mean and
standard deviation footnoted. At the higher coefficients, the asset and the 100% weighted
portfolio are more likely to move in tandem. The NPV per BOE metric has more consis
tent correlation coefficients with a lower standard deviation. As a derivative metric, it bet
ter integrates and dampens a 100% weighted portfolio.
The correlation coefficients between each asset can be used to construct a ,
however as discussed in Section 3.4, the issue of what index to use arises. It is proposed to
used the optimized portfolio as a relative index for construction of a P^^^, which may then
better be described as Pportfoiio • provides a benchmark relative to the company's cur
rent asset mix for a new asset's weighting in a portfolio.
4.5 Serial Ranking Portfolio Selection Under Capital Constraints
The ten assets in the opportunity set have been stochastically characterized and are
available for portfolio optimization studies. One standard method of constructing a portfo
lio is to serial rank the project by several preferred metrics and select projects serially
down the list until the available investment capital is fully allocated. The approach is for
comparison with the near-optimal portfolios assembled in Chapter 5. Both use the same
economic metrics and capital investment constraints for three price scenarios. This rank
ing was performed using both the NPV and NPV per BOE metrics.
The net present value for the two economic metrics under capital constraints at the
three prices are summarized in Table 4.21. The two metrics, net present value and NPV
have different serial ordering with oil prices. The serial ranking oil prices are shown in
Table 4.22 through Table 4.24. This information is used to construct serially ranked port
folios using either net present value or NPV per BOE as the rariking metric with the results
presented Table 4.25 through Table 4.30. A serially ranked portfolio is assembled for each
of capital investment levels and the net present value is determined.
The better performance of West Texas assets reflects in part a well developed
petroleum extraction infrastructure that lowers the operating cost structure. It is interesting
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to note the South Texas gas asset requires the greatest investment and returns the second
largest NPV. However, this asset ranks seventh on a NPV per BOB basis

































1.0000 0.0871 0.0784 0.0429 0.0498 0.0478 0.0533 0.0848 0.1524 0.1401
Alaska North
Slope
0.0871 1.0000 0.0316 -0.0046 0.0247 0.0147 0.0346 0.0990 0.1037 0.0611
West Texas
primary oil
0.0784 0.0316 1.0000 0.0227 0.0041 0.0161 0.0389 0.0102 0.1085 0.0799
West Texas
EOR
0.0429 -0.0046 0.0277 1.0000 0.0026 0.0232 -0.0006 0.0172 0.0654 0.0412
Kansas water
flood
0.0498 0.0247 0.0041 0.0026 1.0000 0.0094 0.0446 -0.0038 0.0077 -0.0105
West Texas
water flood
0.0478 0.0147 0.0161 0.0232 0.0094 1.0000 0.0034 0.0355 0.0276 0.0609
South Texas
gas
0.0533 0.0346 0.0389 -0.0006 0.0446 0.0034 1.0000 0.0303 0.0394 0.1050
West Texas
tight gas
0.0848 0.0990 0.0102 0.0172 -0.0038 0.0355 0.0303 1.0000 0.0589 0.1135
GOM gas 0.1524 0.1037 0.1085 0.0654 0.0077 0.0276 0.094 0.0589 1.0000 0.0830
Jonah-type
gas
0.1410 0.0611 0.0799 0.0412 -0.0105 0.0609 0.1050 0.1135 0.0830 1.0000
Portfolio" 0.1316 0.1408 0.1546 0.2525 0.1708 0.8163 0.4592 0.1934 0.1494 0.1717
a. p =0.2540; a =0.2169
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1.0000 -0.0003 0.0150 0.0003 0.0232 0.0172 0.0370 0.0301 0.0471 0.0661
Alaska North
Slope
-0.0003 1.0000 0.0187 0.0041 0.0048 0.0313 0.0208 0.0732 0.0303 0.0246
West Texas
primary oil
0.0150 0.0187 1.0000 0.0102 0.0008 0.0112 0.0310 0.0051 0.0958 0.0336
West Texas
EOR
0.0003 0.0041 0.0102 1.0000 -0.0092 0.0224 -0.0001 0.0256 0.0472 0.0263
Kansas water
flood
0.0232 0.0048 0.0008 -0.0092 1.0000 0.0044 0.0275 -0.0079 -0.0064 -0.0140
West Texas
water flood
0.0172 0.0313 0.0112 0.0224 0.0044 1.0000 -0.0133 0.0150 0.0216 0.0369
South Texas
gas
0.0370 0.0208 0.0310 -0.0001 0.0275 -0.0133 1.0000 0.0151 -0.0015 0.0506
West Texas
tight gas
0.0301 0.0732 0.0051 0.0256 -0.0079 0.0150 0.0151 1.0000 0.0498 0.0804
GOM gas 0.0471 0.0303 0.0958 0.0472 -0.0064 0.0128 -0.0015 0.0498 1.0000 0.0280
Jonah-type
gas
0.0661 0.0246 0.0336 0.0263 -0.0140 0.0369 0.0506 0.0804 0.0280 1.0000
Portfolio" 0.0704 0.1509 0.1447 0.2780 0.1496 0.8025 0.4545 0.1572 0.1315 0.1248
a. p = 0.2464; a = 0.2234
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1.0000 -0.0107 0.0035 -0.0039 0.0249 0.0177 0.0455 0.0239 0.0468 0.0566
Alaska North
Slope
-0.0107 1.0000 0.0129 -0.0049 0.0117 0.0316 0.0244 0.0704 0.0199 0.0246
West Texas
primary oil
0.0035 0.0129 1.0000 0.0059 -0.0102 0.0081 0.0191 0.0051 0.0858 -0.0002
West Texas
EOR
-0.0039 -0.0049 0.0059 1.0000 -0.0102 0.0023 0.0113 0.0212 0.0369 0.0121
Kansas water
flood
0.0249 0.0117 -0.0102 -0.0102 1.0000 0.0091 0.0397 0.0011 -0.0056 0.0033
West Texas
water flood
0.0177 0.0316 0.0081 0.0023 0.0091 1.0000 -0.0050 0.0205 0.0254 0.0456
South Texas
gas
0.0455 0.0244 0.0191 0.0113 0.0397 -0.0050 1.0000 0.0221 0.0130 0.0619
West Texas
tight gas
0.0239 0.0704 0.0051 0.0212 0.0011 0.0205 0.0221 1.0000 0.0409 0.0668
GOM gas 0.0468 0.0199 0.0858 0.0369 -0.0056 0.0254 0.0130 0.0409 1.0000 0.0172
Jonah-type
gas
0.0566 0.0246 -0.0002 0.0121 0.0033 0.0456 0.0619 0.0668 0.0172 1.0000
Portfolio" 0.0789 0.1570 0.1323 0.2708 0.1633 0.7800 0.4890 0.1649 0.1599 0.1419
a. p =0.2538; a =0.2172
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1.0000 -0.0109 0.0128 0.0144 0.0087 0.0208 0.0294 0.0513 -0.0031 -0.0143
Alaska North
Slope
-0.0109 1.0000 0.0467 0.0442 0.0118 0.0320 0.0744 0.0794 0.0247 -0.0016
West Texas
primary oil
0.0128 0.0467 1.0000 0.0375 -0.0227 0.0832 0.0472 0.0106 0.0380 0.0491
West Texas
EOR
0.0144 0.0442 0.0375 1.0000 0.0062 0.0461 0.0362 0.0135 0.0298 0.0448
Kansas water
flood
0.0087 0.0118 -0.0227 0.0062 1.0000 -0.0045 0.0620 0.0064 -0.0073 -0.0056
West Texas
water flood
0.0208 0.0320 0.0832 0.0461 -0.0045 1.0000 0.0602 0.0483 0.0031 -0.0432
South Texas
gas
0.0294 0.0744 0.0472 0.0362 0.0620 0.0602 1.0000 0.0544 -0.0061 -0.0013
West Texas
tight gas
0.0513 0.0794 0.0106 0.0135 0.0064 0.0483 0.0544 1.0000 0.0018 0.0109
COM gas -0.0031 0.0.024
7
0.0380 0.0298 -0.0073 0.0031 -0.0061 0.0018 1.0000 0.0069
Jonah-type
gas
-0.0143 -0.016 0.0491 0.0448 -0.0056 -0.0432 -0.0013 0.0109 0.0069 1.0000
Portfolio" 0.0355 0.1957 0.2330 0.2617 0.0916 0.5364 0.3323 0.2261 0.0404 0.0068
a. p =0.1961; a =0.1625
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1.0000 0.0021 0.0136 0.0083 0.0136 0.0154 0.0343 0.0487 0.0168 -0.0143
Alaska North
Slope
0.0021 1.0000 0.0616 0.0443 0.0159 0.0266 0.0879 0.0812 0.0142 -0.0200
West Texas
primary oil
0.0136 0.0616 1.0000 0.0459 0.0041 0.0580 0.0746 0.0516 0.0513 0.0311
West Texas
EOR
0.0083 0.0443 0.0549 1.0000 0.0165 0.0413 0.0518 0.0269 0.0341 0.0311
Kansas water
flood
0.0136 0.0159 0.0041 0.0165 1.0000 0.0025 0.0623 0.0123 -0.0013 -0.0145
West Texas
water flood
0.0154 0.0266 0.0580 0.0413 0.0025 1.0000 0.0436 0.0312 0.0007 -0.0555
South Texas
gas
0.0343 0.0879 0.0746 0.0518 0.0623 0.0436 1.0000 0.692 0.0184 -0.0271
West Texas
tight gas
0.0487 0.0812 0.0516 0.0269 0.123 0.0312 0.0692 1.0000 0.0298 -0.0139
GOM gas 0.0168 0.0142 0.0513 0.0341 -0.0013 0.0007 0.0184 0.0298 1.0000 0.0017
Jonah-type
gas
-0.0143 -0.0200 0.0311 0.0311 -0.0145 -0.0555 -0.0271 -0.0139 0.0017 1.0000
Portfolio" 0.0430 0.2298 0.2548 0.2958 0.1052 0.5063 0.3187 0.2286 0.0910 -0.0261
a. )i =0.2047; a =0.1557
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1.0000 0.0095 0.0232 0.0088 0.0252 0.0286 0.0496 0.0423 0.0392 -0.0052
Alaska North
Slope
0.0095 1.0000 0.0520 0.0599 0.0203 0.0233 0.0800 0.0813 0.0239 -0.0201
West Texas
primary oil
0.0232 0.0520 1.0000 0.0285 0.0186 0.0386 0.0777 0.0586 0.0644 0.0342
West Texas
EOR
0.0086 0.0599 0.0285 1.0000 0.0267 0.0424 0.0758 0.0322 0.0347 0.0446
Kansas water
flood
0.0252 0.0203 0.0186 0.0267 1.0000 0.0237 0.0764 0.0362 0.0180 -0.0054
West Texas
water flood
0.0286 00233 0.0386 0.0424 0.0237 1.0000 0.0540 0.0536 0.0048 -0.0586
South Texas
gas
0.0496 0.0890 0.0777 0.0758 0.0764 0.0540 1.0000 0.1055 0.0344 -0.0206
West Texas
tight gas
0.0423 0.0813 0.0586 0.0322 0.0362 0.0536 0.1055 1.0000 0.0560 -0.0189
GOM gas 0.0392 0.0239 0.0644 0.0347 0.0180 0.0048 0.0344 0.0560 1.0000 0.0060
Jonah-type
gas
-0.0052 -0.0201 0.0342 0.0446 -0.0054 -0.0566 -0.0206 -0.0189 0.0060 1.0000
Portfolio" 0.0723 0.2367 0.2335 0.2981 0.1406 0.4835 0.3620 0.2687 0.1438 -0.0126
a. p =0.2227; a =0.1439
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Table 4.21 Net Present Value for Serially Ranked Portfolio with Capital




Net Present Value Metric NPV per BOE Metric
$30/bbl $50/bbl $80/bbl $30/bbI $50/bbl $80/bbl
$25 $61,262 $134,227 $530,283 $152,070 $299,882 $222,213
$50 $118,935 $263,013 $778,952 $156,419 $312,466 $592,764
$100 $199,131 $432,583 $1,159,766 $190,537 $471,481 $877,084
$150 $249,653 $508,040 $1,325,156 $272,571 $779,732 $1,844,870
$200 $241,558 $621,824 $1,629,252 $281,861 $820,978 $1,929,591
Table 4.22 Serial Asset Ranking by Metric at $30/bbl






S. Texas gas 41,135 S. Texas gas 220,857 W.Texas water flood 5.64
W.Texas gas 40,879 W.Texas EOR 110,423 W.Texas primary 3.76
W.Texas primary 40,521 W.Texas water flood 75,904 W.Texas EOR 3.39
Jonah-type gas 30,066 W.Texas primary 73,671 Kansas waterflood 1.54
W.Texas EOR 23,221 W.Texas gas 47,392 S. Texas gas 1.14
W.Texas water flood 21,674 Kansas waterflood 44,429 Alaska North Slope 0.85
California heavy oil 18,839 Alaska North Slope 39,785 W.Texas gas 0.59
Alaska North Slope 11,819 Gulf of Mexico gas 9,217 California heavy oil -5.49
Gulf of Mexico gas 10,252 Jonah-type gas 7,833 Jonah-type gas -9.35
Kansas waterflood 9.938 California heavy oil 6,164,608 Gulf of Mexico gas -24.19
Total $248,344 222,482
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Table 4.23 Serial Asset Ranking by Metric at $50/bbI






S. Texas gas 41,135 S. Texas gas 220,857 W.Texas water flood 11.12
W.Texas gas 40,879 W.Texas EOR 110,423 W.Texas primary 10.88
W.Texas primary 40,521 W.Texas water flood 75,904 W.Texas EOR 9.41
Jonah-type gas 30,066 W.Texas primary 73,671 Kansas waterflood 7.7
W.Texas EOR 23,221 W.Texas gas 47,392 Alaska North Slope 5.05
W.Texas water flood 21,674 Kansas waterflood 44,429 S. Texas gas 2.86
Califomia heavy oil 18,839 Alaska North Slope 39,785 W.Texas gas 1.93
Alaska North Slope 11,819 Gulf of Mexico gas 9,217 Califomia heavy oil 1.92
Gulf of Mexico gas 10,252 Jonah-type gas 7,833 Jonah-type gas -4.97
Kansas waterflood 9,938 Califomia heavy oil 6,165 Gulf of Mexico gas -10.59
Total $248,344 $635,675
Table 4.24 Serial Asset Ranking by Metric at $80/bbl






S. Texas gas 41,135 W.Texas water flood 497,200 W.Texas primary 21.66
W.Texas gas 40,879 S. Texas gas 409,160 W.Texas water flood 19.57
W.Texas primary 40,521 W.Texas EOR 204,612 W.Texas EOR 18.58
Jonah-type gas 30,066 W.Texas primary 141,528 Kansas waterflood 17.05
W.Texas EOR 23,221 W.Texas gas 126,661 Califomia heavy oil 13.26
W.Texas water flood 21,674 Alaska North Slope 100,894 Alaska North Slope 11.74
Califomia heavy oil 18,839 Kansas waterflood 78,378 W.Texas gas 5.76
Alaska North Slope 11,819 Gulf of Mexico gas 69,962 S. Texas gas 5.52
Gulf of Mexico gas 10,252 Jonah-type gas 45,899 Gulf of Mexico gas (0.41)
Kansas waterflood 9,938 Califomia heavy oil 24,702 Jonah-type gas (1.41)
Total $248,344 $1,698,996
Table 4.25 Serial Ranking Portfolio Using Mean Net Present Value Criteria With Capital Investment at $30/bbl
Net Present Value Using Capital Investment Criteria at $30/bbl
in $thousands
WI $25,000 WI $50,000 WI $100,000 WI $150,000 WI $200,000
South Texas gas 0.6078 61,262 1.0000 100,800 1.0000 100,800 1.0000 100,800 1.0000 100,800
West Texas EOR 0.0000 0.0 0.3818 18,135 1.0000 47,502 1.0000 47,502 1.0000 47,502
West Texas water flood 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 40,879 1.0000 40,879 1.0000 40,879
West Texas primary oil 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.3448 9,950 1.0000 28,860 1.0000 28,860
Kansas water flood 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 22,060 1.0000 22,060
Alaska North Slope 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 10,179 1.0000 10,179
GOM gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0414 - ; / 1.0000 -3,800
West Texas tight gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 -4.;7.43
California heavy oil 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0298 - J 70
Jonah-type gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0
Total NPV from serial ranking $61,262 $118,935 $199,131 $249,653 $241,558
Table 4.26 Serial Ranking Portfolio Using Mean Net Present Value Criteria With Capital Investment at $50/bbl
Net Present Value Using Capital Investment Criteria at $50/bbl
in $thousands
W1 $25,000 W1 $50,000 W1 $100,000 WI $150,000 WI $200,000
South Texas gas 0.6078 134,227 1.0000 220,857 1.0000 220,857 1.0000 220,857 1.0000 220,857
West Texas EOR 0.0000 0.0 0.3818 42,156 1.0000 110,423 1.0000 110,423 1.0000 110,423
West Texas water flood 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 75,904 1.0000 75,904 1.0000 75,904
West Texas primary oil 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.3448 25,399 1.0000 73,671 1.0000 73,671
West Texas tight gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.5736 27,185 1.0000 47,392
Kansas water flood 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 44,429
Alaska North Slope 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 39,785
COM gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.5740 9,217
Jonah-type gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0187 146
California heavy oil 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0
Total NPV from serial ranking $134,227 $263,013 $432,583 $508,040 $621,824
Table 4.27 Serial Ranking Portfolio Using Mean Net Present Value Criteria With Capital Investment at $80/bbl
Net Present Value Using Capital Investment Criteria at $80/bbl
in $thousands
WI $25,000 Wl $50,000 WI $100,000 Wl $150,000 Wl $200,000
West Texas water flood 1.0000 497,200 1.0000 497,200 1.0000 497,200 1.0000 497,200 1.0000 497,200
South Texas gas 0.0809 33,083 0.6886 281,752 1.0000 409,160 1.0000 409,160 1.0000 409,160
West Texas EOR 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 204,612 1.0000 204,612 1.0000 204,612
West Texas primary oil 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.3448 48,793 1.0000 141,528 1.0000 141,528
West Texas tight gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.1129 971 0.5736 72,655 1.0000 126,661
Alaska North Slope 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 100,894
Kansas water flood 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 78,378
GOM gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 69,962
Jonah-type gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0187 856
California heavy oil 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0
Total NPV from serial ranking $530,283 $778,952 $1,159,766 $1,325,156 $1,629,252
to
Table 4.28 Serial Ranking Portfolio Using Mean NPV per BOE Criteria With Capital Investment at $30/bbl
NPV per BOE Using Capital Investment Criteria at $30/bbl
in $thousands
W1 $25,000 W1 $50,000 WI $100,000 WI $150,000 WI $200,000
West Texas water flood 1.0000 152,009 1.0000 152,009 1.0000 152,009 1.0000 152,009 1.0000 152,009
West Texas primary oil 0.0821 60 0.6990 4,410 1.0000 9,024 1.0000 9,024 1.0000 9,024
West Texas EOR 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 22,072 1.0000 22,072 1.0000 22,072
Kansas water flood 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 6,460 1.0000 6,460 1.0000 6,460
South Texas gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.1129 971 1.0000 76,102 1.0000 76,102
Alaska North Slope 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 6,882 1.0000 6,882
West Texas tight gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0414 21 1.0000 12,309
California heavy oil 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.5740 Q<>s:
Jonah-type gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0
COM gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0
Total NPV from serial ranking $152,070 $156,419 $190,537 $272,571 $281,861
U)
Table 4.29 Serial Ranking Portfolio Using Mean NPV per BOE Criteria With Capital Investment at $50/bbl
NPV per BOE Using Capital Investment Criteria at $50/bbl
in $thousands
W1 $25,000 WI $50,000 Wl $100,000 WI $150,000 Wl $200,000
West Texas water flood 1.0000 299,706 1.0000 299,706 1.0000 299,706 1.0000 299,706 1.0000 299,706
West Texas primary oil 0.0821 176 0.6990 12,760 1.0000 26,112 1.0000 26,112 1.0000 26,112
West Texas EOR 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 61,269 1.0000 61,269 1.0000 61,269
Kansas water flood 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 32,302 1.0000 32,302 1.0000 32,302
Alaska North Slope 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.3931 52,093 1.0000 337,118 1.0000 337,118
South Texas gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 23,157 1.0000 23,157
West Texas tight gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0414 69 1.0000 40,266
California heavy oil 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.5740 1,049
Jonah-type gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0
GOM gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0
Total NPV from serial ranking $299,882 $312,466 $471,481 $779,732 $820,978
Table 4.30 Serial Ranking Portfolio Using Mean NPV per BOE Criteria With Capital Investment at $80/bbl
NPV per BOE Using Capital Investment Criteria at $80/bbl
in $thousands
W1 $25,000 W1 $50,000 W1 $100,000 W1 $150,000 WI $200,000
West Texas primary oil 0.6170 222,213 1.0000 583,780 1.0000 583,780 1.0000 583,780 1.0000 583,780
West Texas water flood 0.0000 0.0 0.4373 8,984 1.0000 46,968 1.0000 46,968 1.0000 46,968
West Texas EOR 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 120,974 1.0000 120,974 1.0000 120,974
Kansas water flood 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 71,525 1.0000 71,525 1.0000 71,525
California heavy oil 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.2466 53,836 1.0000 885,185 1.0000 885,185
Alaska North Slope 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 1.0000 95,059 1.0000 95,059
West Texas tight gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.5868 41,380 1.0000 120,171
South Texas gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.8049 5,929
GOM gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0
Jonah-type gas 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 0.0
Total NPV from serial ranking $222,213 $592,764 $877,084 $1,844,870 $1,929,591
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CHAPTER 5
PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS OF THE OPPORTUNITY SET
This chapter models the ten characterized assets in the opportunity set to examine
portfolio behavior under select constraint and optimization criteria at the three different
GBM price tracks. Several different criteria and constraints are used for portfolio optimi
zation and provide some insights to portfolio sensitivity. Investment capital is a primary
constraint although other constraints can include technical manpower, logistical, supply,
and delivery.
Optimization criteria may include economic metrics such as NPV, NPV per BOB,
IRR and other rate measures, or criteria related to other corporate goals including growth
targets in size, reserves, capital and equity. The following analysis assumes the company
may invest in any working interest fraction from 0.001 to 1.0 from the opportunity set
with no transactional friction. Thus, the working interest is the portfolio weighting given
to each asset.
5.1 Portfolio Optimization
The portfolio optimization study uses the opportunity set of ten assets described in
Chapter 4. Portfolio capital investment is constrained at $25, $50, $100, $150, and $200
million. The mean total investment from Table 4.24 is $248 million at 100% working
interest in each asset. Portfolio optimization criteria are portfolio net present value and
portfolio NPV per BOB. Bach asset has a working interest from 0.001 to 1.0 that a com
pany may invest for a total summation working interest a company may invest is ten or
less. The total working interest is a constraint on the optimization process.
The stochastic behavior of a complex set of models necessitates that the near-opti
mal solution obtained may be non-unique at some level of numerical precision. Different
initial seed values for the random number generator will result in a different numerical cal
culation path. Statistical measures are used to estimate solutions within 10%, 20%, 30%,




Each optimization was started with a default working interest of 0.5005 for each
asset. The optimization process utilized an inner loop of 20 stochastic simulations of the
entire opportunity set to gather statistics to select a different working interest combination
for the next outer iteration of the optimization algorithm. The number of inner loop itera
tions to set was tested and 20 was a good compromise of speed and solution efficiency.
Each iteration is subject to the total portfolio investment which utilized a lower and upper
bound. The upper bound is the capital available and the lower bound was set at 90% of the
capital target.
Each portfolio optimization scenario used a minimum of 300 simulations and with
some optimizations requiring additional simulations to approach a near-optimal solution.
The nature of the stochastic simulations, the wide range of outcomes, and the complex
interrelationships between assets, necessitates that the final portfolio selected is near opti
mal. The total inner loop Monte Carlo iterations performed for a single optimization sce
nario are a minimum of 6,000 stochastic realizations from the asset SlAMs. Select
sensitivity statistics from each optimization run are collected at level of confidences of
10%, 20%, 30%, and 50% from the optimal solution for additional post-processing and
sensitivity to portfolio asset weighting.
5.1.2 Portfolio Optimization
Portfolio optimization runs were made at the three prices, $30, $50, and $80/bbl
with portfolio capital investment constrained at $25, $50, $100, $150, and $200 million.
The mean total investment for the entire opportunity set is $248 million. The range of
available capital will check for optimal metric sensitivity to capital constraints. Two opti
mization criteria where chose, portfolio net present value and NPV per BOE for a total of
30 optimization runs. Section 5.2 presents the net present value optimization and the NPV
per BOE results are in Section 5.3. A comparison of the two metrics to construction a port
folio is presented in Section 5.4.
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CPU times are two to three hours for each optimization run using a dual CPU Intel
T5500 at 1.66GHz, demonstrating the numerical and CPU intensity of the solution pro
cess. Each 20 inner loop sequences requires about eight seconds machine time as an indi
cation of the solution numerical intensity.
5.2 Maximize Objective Net Present Value Results
The net present value, at the single asset, field, basin, or larger is a standard mea
sure of valuation and was selected for study. This section presents the optimal portfolio
asset weighting at five levels of investment and at three price tracks. The optimization
results are presented at level of investment with each table comparing the portfolio
weighting at the three price tracks. This information is presented at each investment level
in Table 5.1 through Table 5.5. This data is graphically presented in Figure 5.1 through at
each of the three price tracks.
5.2.1 Discussion of Results
The graphical comparison across the three price tracks shows certain assets that
are desirable in a portfolio in most cases, those that are rarely desirable, and those in
between. At the higher capital allocation levels selection tends to be generally all or noth
ing, with little intermediate asset selection. The mean total capital required for 1.0 weight
ing factor in all ten assets is $248 million. This suggests that an opportunity set be
constructed with an aggregated portfolio investment several times larger than the level of
investment contemplated. At higher investment levels, the portfolio becomes opportunity
constrained and adds marginally poorer assets to the portfolio.
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Table 5.1 Portfolio Selection for Optimized Net Present Value With $25









California heavy oil 0.0122 0.0093 0.0635
Alaska North Slope 0.0430 0.2147 0.0527
W.Texas primary 0.0214 0.1328 0.0153
W.Texas EOR 0.0394 0.2846 0.1528
Kansas waterflood 0.1973 0.2074 0.2376
W.Texas water flood 0.0401 0.0432 0.0549
S. Texas gas. 0.0968 0.0237 0.1697
W.Texas gas 0.0483 0.0169 0.0354
Gulf of Mexico gas 0.9640 0.3661 0.3870
Jonah-type gas 0.0501 0.0483 0.0185
Optima] Net Present Value $54,947 $123,170 $265,240




Table 5.2 Portfolio Selection for Optimized Net Present Value With $50









California heavy oil 0.0010 0.0010 0.1441
Alaska North Slope 0.0010 0.3570 0.3934
W.Texas primary 0.0010 0.0010 0.3748
W.Texas EOR 0.0847 0.0010 0.0352
Kansas waterflood 0.0051 0.0010 0.0178
W.Texas water flood 0.0923 0.0010 0.4031
S. Texas gas. 0.8480 0.8032 0.2882
W.Texas gas 0.0305 0.0010 0.0418
Gulf of Mexico gas 0.0159 0.9015 0.0010
Jonah-type gas 0.1005 0.0010 0.0599
Optimal Net Present Value $142,080 $319,350 $496,690




Table 5.3 Portfolio Selection for Optimized Net Present











California heavy oil 0.8176 0.0010 0.7261
Alaska North Slope 0.1956 1.0000 0.9552
W.Texas primary 0.0034 0.5911 0.0231
W.Texas EOR 0.0010 0.9735 0.2583
Kansas waterflood 0.9744 1.0000 0.4893
W.Texas water flood 1.0000 1.0000 0.4879
S. Texas gas. 0.9993 0.0010 1.0000
W.Texas gas 0.0010 0.0469 0.0224
Gulf of Mexico gas 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010
Jonah-type gas 0.0692 0.1428 0.0805
Optimal Net Present Value $332,860 $635,080 $1,096,800




Table 5.4 Portfolio Selection for Optimized Net Present











California heavy oil 0.3587 0.1393 0.3687
Alaska North Slope 1.0000 0.2548 0.0010
W.Texas primary 0.2072 0.0505 1.0000
W.Texas EOR 1.0000 0.6038 0.5050
Kansas waterflood 1.0000 0.5891 1.0000
W.Texas water flood 1.0000 0.8120 1.0000
S. Texas gas. 1.0000 0.8031 0.4950
W.Texas gas 0.0010 0.4535 0.0010
Gulf of Mexico gas 0.9825 0.7781 1.0000
Jonah-type gas 0.4856 0.7793 1.0000 .
Optimal Net Present Value $460,080 $737,630 $1,399,100




Table 5.5 Portfolio Selection for Optimized Net Present Value With $200









California heavy oil 1.0000 0.0010 0.0010
Alaska North Slope 0.6510 0.7619 1.0000
W.Texas primary 0.9986 1.0000 1.0000
W.Texas EOR 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Kansas waterflood 0.6838 0.1907 1.0000
W.Texas water flood 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
S. Texas gas. 0.9450 0.9948 1.0000
W.Texas gas 0.0492 0.5385 0.0010
Gulf of Mexico gas 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
Jonah-type gas 1.0000 0.0010 1.0000
Optimal Net Present Value $426,760 $996,480 $1,811,200
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Figure 5.1 Comparison of near-optimal portfolio net present value on portfolio
weighting at five investments levels, all at $30/bbl.
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of near-optimal portfolio net present value on portfolio
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Figure 5.3 Comparison of near-optimal portfolio net present value on portfolio
weighting at five investments levels, all at $80/bbl.
5.3 Maximize Objective NPV per BOE Results
A second optimization used NPV per BOE as the optimization criteria. This crite
ria uses unit values as a basis for constructing an optimal portfolio. This comparison pro
vides some insight on the sources of value to a portfolio and considers the value of a per
unit based metric. The results are presented at each level of available capital investment at
$25, $50, $100, $150, and $200 million in Table 5.6 through Table 5.10. This data is
graphically presented in Figure 5.4 through Figure 5.6 at each of the three price tracks.
5.3.1 Discussion of Results
The graphical comparison across the three price tracks shows perhaps more vari
ability with intermediate levels of asset weighting. Figure 5.4 through Figure 5.6. At the
higher capital allocation levels selection again seems to be generally all or nothing. This
reaffirms that an opportunity set should be constructed with an aggregated portfolio
investment several times larger than the level of investment contemplated. This provides a
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richer opportunity set relative to the contemplated investment level. The NPV per BOE vs.
Capital Investment plots, Figure 5.4 through Figure 5.6, provide some indications of a
sub-optimal portfolio when adjacent (less or more) investment levels provide greater
returns. Finer data granularity with oil price and capital investment levels would be help
ful in determining the three-dimensional surface of asset weighting, capital investment
level, and oil prices.










California heavy oil 0.0010 0.0010 0.2880
Alaska North Slope 0.0010 0.0010 0.3370
W.Texas primary 0.0655 0,0352 0.0118
W.Texas EGR 0.0010 0.0010 0.0819
Kansas waterflood 0.0010 0.0010 0.0284
W.Texas water flood 0.4999 0.5241 0.2314
S. Texas gas. 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010
W.Texas gas 0.0010 0.0010 0.0043
Gulf of Mexico gas 0.7450 0.3290 0.6274
Jonah-type gas 0.1790 0.3201 0.0010
Optimal NPV per BOE $3.99 $8.66 $15.50
Standard Deviation NPV per BOE 0.1168 0.2084 0.3354
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California heavy oil 0.0512 0.2633 0.0010
Alaska North Slope 0.0131 0.0899 0.0010
W.Texas primary 0.4084 0.2186 0.2640
W.Texas EGR 0.2826 0.4384 0.1258
Kansas waterflood 0.0839 0.4838 0.0942
W.Texas water flood 0.1797 0.8750 0.4194
S. Texas gas. 0.0265 0.0010 0.0254
W.Texas gas 0.1058 0.0010 0.2335
Gulf of Mexico gas 0.2895 0.0010 0.0010
Jonah-type gas 0.2297 0.0190 0.0318
Optimal NPV per BOE $3.16 $12.48 $16.95
Standard Deviation NPV per BOE 0.1405 0.3487 0.4577
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California heavy oil 0.5559 0.0010 1.0000
Alaska North Slope 0.5430 1.0000 0.0297
W.Texas primary 0.8626 1.0000 1.0000
W.Texas EGR 0.1701 1.0000 0.0188
Kansas waterflood 0.1658 1.0000 0.9904
W.Texas water flood 0.9275 0.0010 1.0000
S. Texas gas. 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010
W.Texas gas 0.1375 0.0010 0.0010
Gulf of Mexico gas 0.3079 1.0000 1.0000
Jonah-type gas 0.2356 0.0010 0.0010
Optimal NPV per BOE $4.27 $9.08 $19.42
Standard Deviation NPV per BOE 0.1231 0.2817 0.4829
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California heavy oil 1.0000 0.2171 0.0621
Alaska North Slope 1.0000 0.4707 0.6208
W.Texas primary 0.3775 0.9211 0.6805
W.Texas EGR 0.8503 0.5370 0.3676
Kansas waterflood 1.0000 0.6018 0.1366
W.Texas water flood 0.9969 0.5386 1.0000
S. Texas gas. 0.6460 0.0010 0.0042
W.Texas gas 0.0010 0.6365 0.6958
Gulf of Mexico gas 0.2779 0.4105 0.2063
Jonah-type gas 0.3119 0.0010 0.2619
Optimal NPV per BOE $3.47 $8.54 $15.52
Standard Deviation NPV per BOE 0.0900 0.2091 0.4132
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California heavy oil 0.6593 0.0010 0.0289
Alaska North Slope 0.0010 0.0010 1.0000
W.Texas primary 1.0000 1.0000 0.9504
W.Texas EGR 0.2154 0.0010 0.9066
Kansas waterflood 0.6371 1.0000 1.0000
W.Texas water flood 1.0000 1.0000 0.7434
S. Texas gas. 0.4201 0.0010 0.0194
W.Texas gas 0.8418 1.0000 0.9558
Gulf of Mexico gas 0.5711 1.0000 1.0000
Jonah-type gas 0.0424 1.0000 0.0010
Optimal NPV per BOE 2.97 7.26 15.18
Standard Deviation NPV per BOE 0.0783 0.2321 0.3357
5.4 Comparison of Metrics for Portfolio Optimization
The near-optimized portfolios constmcted using Markowitzian methods is com
pared to the serially ranked portfolios in Table 5.11 and Table 5.12. The portfolio net
present value using the NPV per BOE optimization metric was calculated by multiplying
the NPV per BOE by the portfolio net reserves. These results generally indicate that an
Markowitzian optimized portfolio had greater net present value at the $50 million and
greater capital investment levels. This is due to the top serially rated project requires more
than $25 million, so only a fraction was selected for this project and ignoring all other
assets. This generate greater retums than an optimized portfolio at $25 million investment,
but at a greater level of risk due to the lack of diversification. At the higher capital invest
ment levels, sufficient project diversity was present to construct a superior portfolio. In
those cases where the Markowitz portfolio has inferior retums, sub-optimal solutions are
suspected and further simulation is required for a near-optimal solution. The additional
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of near-optimal portfolio asset weighting for different levels
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of near-optimal portfolio asset weighting for different levels
of investment with the resulting portfolio NPV per BOE, all at $50/bbl.
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of near-optimal portfolio asset weighting for different levels
of investment with the resulting portfolio NPV per BOE, all at $80/bbl.
solution typically required over 400 simulations to find an improved solution.
In can also be observed that higher levels of capital investment the per unit metric,
NPV per BOE provides a better optimization metric for a serially ranked portfolio. This is
likely due that higher levels of capital investment in comparison to the total opportunity
set investment, the NPV per BOE is providing a better investment signal. While at lower
investment, the net present value is a better metric.
The net present value provides a better investment signal for a Markowitzian con
structed portfolio at all but the lowest capital investment level. This can be explained by
noting the net present value is a stochastic combination of reserves and the timing to
recover. A stochastic portfolio using net present value as an optimization criteria already
models the variability in reserves and reserves extraction timing.
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Table 5.11 Mean Net Present Value for Portfolio with Capital Investment




Net Present Value Metric NPV per BOE Metric
$30/bbl $50/bbl $80/bbl $30/bbl $50/bbl $80/bbl
$25 $54,947 $123,170 $265,240 $88,632 $171,724 $254,761
$50 $142,080 $319,350 $496,690 $52,655® $379,223 $338,473
$100 $332,860 $635,080 $1,096,800 $178,679 $281,257 $879,187
$150 $460,080 $737,630 $1,399,100 $330,612 $441,774 $859,375
$200 $426,760 $996,480 $1,811,200 $255,183 $518,665 $1,085,013
a. red shading indicates an apparent sub-optimal solution.
Table 5.12 Net Present Value for Serially Ranked Portfolio with Capital




Net Present Value Metric NPV per BOE Metric
$30/bbl $50/bbl $80/bbl $30/bbl $50/bbl $80/bbl
$25 $61,262 $134,227 $530,283 $152,070 $299,882 $222,213
$50 $118,935 $263,013 $778,952 $156,419 $312,466 $592,764
$100 $199,131 $432,583 $1,159,766 $190,537 $471,481 $877,084
$150 $249,653 $508,040 $1,325,156 $272,571 $779,732 $1,844,870
$200 $241,558 $621,824 $1,629,252 $281,861 $820,978 $1,929,591
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CHAPTER 6
RESEARCH RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
This research has taken the conceptual framework of a stochastic integrated asset
model, demonstrated a working model, devised additional flow regimes for radial, frac
tured, and immiscible systems, created an opportunity set of ten SIAMs, and conducted
portfolio optimization. Two comparative economic metrics are used to construct an opti
mal portfolio, net present value and NPV per BOB. Optimal portfolios are selected under
capital constraints and three oil price scenarios (Chapter 5).
6.1 SI AM Methodology
The initial SIAM concept was expanded to include three different reservoir flow
regimes for oil and gas. These flow regimes include radial oil and gas, hydraulically frac
tured gas, immiscible displacement process, and an EGR process with a stochastic reduc
tion in residual oil saturation. Thus, a large number of producing and development assets
can be described, characterized, and used for detailed economic evaluations. This concep
tual approach has been used to develop an opportunity set of ten petroleum assets with a
mixture of gas, oil, immiscible displacement, and EGR across a geographic mix of the
domestic oil and gas industry.
The ten assets in the opportunity are varied in play type, basin location, resource
type, oil or gas, and pricing structure. Two thousand Monte Carlo iterations were con
ducted on each asset in the opportunity and the resulting economic outcomes distributions
were characterized at three oil price scenarios ($30, $50, and $80 per bbl) using a stochas
tic Geometric Brownian Motion price model. This stochastically combined both the below
ground resource factors with one major above ground factor for an improved linkage
between the two. As noted by several authors in Chapter 2, this combination is an excel
lent tool to incorporate geostatistics into project analysis and decision making, allowing
the creation and use of rich models.
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6.2 Portfolio Analysis
The SIAMs developed are used to conduct a Markowitzian portfolio optimization
study using two indices metrics for optimization; portfolio net present value and portfolio
NPV per BOB. The portfolio optimization studies used capital constraints of $25, $50,
$100, $150, and $200 million out of a total opportunity set mean investment of $248 mil
lion. The optimal portfolio under each price scenario and capital constraint was selected
using two optimization metrics. This results in thirty separate simulations for approxi
mately 24 hours total on the reference CPU.
The selection of an optimal portfolio typically required at least three hundred sim
ulations and in several cases where the results are sub-optimal, over four hundred simula
tions may be required using the Crystal Ball and OptQuest optimization module. Care
must be taken to explore the solution space in several dimensions to identify sub-optimal
solutions requiring additional simulations. Experience indicates sometimes the optimiza
tion routine will select 1.0 and 0.001 asset weightings and may get stuck in a numerical
local maxima and not select a global maxima. Numerical issues and experiments with the
SIAMs is a topic of future research.
The optimal portfolio results are compared to the serial ranking selection in Table
6.1 and Table 6.2 for the net present value and NPV per BOB optimization criteria. The
two table indicate in green shading where the stochastic portfolio net present value was
greater than the serial ranking portfolio. The red shading is for simulations that generated
a sub-optimal portfolio. The generation of sub-optimal portfolios seems to be more of a
problem using the NPV per BOB metric for optimization. The net present value optimiza
tion criteria had more examples of greater valuation than a serially ranked selection. The
exceptions were for the $25 million capital investment constraint at all three prices and the
$80 price track at capital constraints of $50 and $100 million. Additional techniques or
algorithms may be necessary to generate more robust solutions in fewer iterations. The
portfolio selection results in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 may not in all cases have a greater net
present value than a serially ranked portfolio, but the solution process is designed to gen
erate retums at a lower overall portfolio risk.
The results indicate that for the two optimization criteria examined, net present
value is a better metric and less prone to sub-optimal solutions in fewer iterations than
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using NPV per BOB. Upon reflection, this makes intuitive sense. The stochastic reservoir
flow models coupled with an economics module integrates the interaction between
reserves, net present value, and hence NPV per BOB.





Serial Ranking Selection Markowitz Portfolio Selection
$30/bbl $50/bbl $80/bbl $30/bbI $50/bbl $80/bbl
$25 $61,262 $134,227 $530,283 $54,947 $123,170 $265,240
$50 $118,935 $263,013 $778,952 $142,080 $319,350 $496,690
$100 $199,131 $432,583 $1,159,766 $332,860 $635,080 $1,096,800
$150 $249,653 $508,040 $1,325,156 $460,080 $737,630 $1,399,100
$200 $241,558 $621,824 $1,629,252 $426,760 $996,480 $1,811,200





Serial Ranking Selection Markowitz Portfolio Selection
$30/bbl $50/bbl $80/bbl $30/bbl $50/bbl $80/bbl
$25 $152,070 $299,882 $222,213 $88,632 $171,724 $254,761
$50 $156,419 $312,466 $592,764 $52,655^ $379,223 $338,473
$100 $190,537 $471,481 $877,084 $178,679 $281,257 $879,187
$150 $272,571 $779,732 $1,844,870 $330,612 $441,774 $859,375
$200 $281,861 $820,978 $1,929,591 $255,183 $518,665 $1,085,013
a. red shading indicates an apparent sub-optimal solution
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH
The thesis research provided the opportunity to review a large amount of material
in petroleum engineering and mineral economics to develop a working SIAM. Multiple
SIAMs were constructed to prepare an opportunity set and conduct portfolio optimizations
under different constraints and criteria. This section presents general conclusions from the
research. It was beyond the scope to investigate additional topics that evolved as the
research progressed. This section with identify these topics for further research.
7.1 Conclusions
This effort demonstrated the potential application for stochastic integrated asset
models as an economic evaluation tool for petroleum assets. A stand alone application was
presented for ten different assets under differing flow regimes. Stochastic inputs generated
stochastic economic outputs as probability distributions for investment, reserves, net
present value, intemal rate of retum, and derivative outputs investment per barrel and
NPV per BOB under GBM oil price scenarios. The stand alone mean outcomes are used to
generate serially ranked portfolios under varying levels of capital constraints and optimi
zation criteria. Stand alone SIAMs are also ideal economic tools for real options and mod
em asset pricing techniques.
It is quite feasible to use SIAMs to constmct an optimal portfolio under a variety
of capital constraints and optimization criteria. This thesis examined just two of a larger
set of possible optimization criteria. Other criteria could include reserves, or growth tar
gets in reserves, net present value, or other metrics. Constraints could include logistics,
manpower, access to the resource base, or others. The relative ease in describing an asset
stochastically allows this methodology to easily provide a high level description of a com
pany's assets. This in turn can determine the current portfolio performance, and optimiza
tion studies can be used to determine a strategy to gamer improved risk-retum
performanee.
SIAMs provide a flexible tool to characterize assets with similar underlying quali
ties. They are especially well suited to basin-centered or resource play projects that entail
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the drilling of a large number of wells on regular spacing under an 'assembly line' drilling
program. Such plays include shale gas, coal bed methane, tight gas, basin centered gas,
and shale oil. The large number of wells drilled in resource plays lend themselves well to
statistical methods to determine the underlying resources, operating, and capital uncertain
ties.
7.2 Topics for Future Research
The serially ranking versus stochastic portfolio exercise is poorly understood in
the wider context. Additional research is needed to determine under what conditions a
serially ranked portfolio or a stochastic portfolio is the preferred selection method and
under what conditions. The interplay of oil price, asset type, capital constraints, and per
haps some standardized measure of production volatility may impact the selection pro
cess. The example portfolio opportunity set was deliberately constructed so that there is
little correlation between the ten assets, and this was borne out by the analysis in Section
4.4.2.
Selection sensitivity to the discount rate was not explored in this effort. The dis
count rate has a major impact on projects with different investment and cash flow timings.
Portfolio selection under different discount rates is another area of research. Further
research could be conducted using stochastic discount rates to model uncertainty in the
cost of capital.
The ease in use of a SIAM can be further enhanced by calibration with detailed
financial information from lease operating statements, LOS, market transactions, or other
operating data. Operating distributions can be built in a similar manner as resource proper
ties for an improved asset description. Financial ratio data from 10-K statements can be
used to calibrate competitor's asset performance to identify acquisition candidates and
provide valuations.
The results presented hint at a wealth of statistical data that could be gained from
numerical parametric studies where a small number of variables are systematically varied
while holding other variables constant. These studies are useful to examine the complex
solution space and three-dimensional plots prepared to determine local minima and max
ima in evaluating a portfolio solution set.
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This effort required approximately twenty-four hours of CPU time on a modem
laptop, hinting at the numerical intensity of the method when using a spreadsheet based
solution platform. This suggests two options; improved numerical algorithms inside the
spreadsheet software or independent software development for a specific application.
Spreadsheet simplification and the use of macros could dramatically decrease mn times
for standard model applications.
The current flow regimes modeled cover a wide range of standard reservoir condi
tions. However, more complex flow regimes are present in unconventional and basin-cen
tered plays that require the use of horizontal wells with multiple fracture stimulations.
Other reservoirs are coal bed methane and shale gas reservoirs where a significant fraction
of the stored gas is adsorbed on the carbon as a monolayer dense phase, providing signifi
cant storage potential. The development of SlAMs to incorporate more complex flow
geometry and producing mechanisms would expand the analytic options to describe an
opportunity set.
Finally, the numerical complexity of a spreadsheet SIAM has intuitive appeal to
embed such an approach in a traditional reservoir simulating model. The mathematics can
be reduced to matrix algebra for solution. Research may consider simple numerical mod
els with embedded SIAMs prior to full implementation in a commercial code.
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b Arps hyperbolic exponent
C production costs
CF project cash flow
c compressibility
D demand
D depreciation and amortization
De Arps nominal decline,%/yr.






i periodic interest rate
K net present value
weighted average opportunity cost of capital
Kd cost of debt
Ke cost of retained eamings
Kp cost of preferred stock
k permeability






n  positive integer
P  price
p  pressure
Q  cumulative level of production





q  production rate
r  anticipated retum,%/period
S  skin factor
s  saturation




V  total project net after tax cash flow over project life
W  random walk variable
Wj^ number of dry wells
number of successful wells
W/ working interest fraction, between 0 and 1
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w  weighting factor
X  stochastic process
JQ the relative amount invested in a security /
Greek
a  Brownian motion drift term
P  beta covariance between two financial assets
6  discount rate
e  probability of a discovery
T] elasticity
K  corporate cost to borrow capital from all sources




|a, the expected value of a portfolio R
p  mean
a  covariance
a  standard deviation













M  market return
N  cumulative volume oil recovered
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A.I Description of the PennWell Database
•5-7
The PennWell database contains detailed financial data for over 200 domestic,
publicly traded petroleum companies relying on U.S. Securities and Exchange Commis
sion 10-K filings and annual reports to shareholders. The time series runs from 1981 to
present, typically lagging one year behind the 10-K filings. The database used contained
data through 1998 and was updated through 2002 for eight companies of interest using
U.S Securities and Exchange Commission filings^ from their website'. An listing of
the data collected is presented in through . The database information is in spreadsheet for
mat, facilitating detailed calculations analysis. Audited financial data from the five stan
dard consolidated reports contained in the 10-K fillings to the U.S. Security and Exchange
Commission. Financial reporting requirements for petroleum operations are governed by
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SEC for petroleum terms, accounting procedures, and reserve definitions and categories.
Specific sources of data include:
• Consolidated Statement of Income contains information on revenues and other
income, costs and other deductions, income before tax expense, income tax
expense, and net income (profit). Standard expense items include operating; sell
ing, general and administrative; exploration; depreciation, depletion, and amorti
zation; interest and debt; taxes other than income.
• Consolidated Balance Sheet lists current assets (cash and cash equivalents,
accounts receivables, inventories, and pre-paid expenses), long-term assets
(long-term receivables; property, plant, and equipment less accumulated depreci
ation; deferred charges), short-term liabilities (short-term debt, accounts payable,
accrued liabilities, Federal and other taxes payable), long-term liabilities (long-
term debt, capital lease obligations, deferred and non-current liabilities, and
reserve for employee benefits.)
i. U.S. Security and Exchange Commission, 10-K filings, www.edsar.sec, eov.
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• Consolidated Statement of Shareholders Equity lists the number of outstand
ing shares of common and preferred stock, cash dividends paid, and the purchase
and reissuance of treasury shares.
• Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows provides an accounting of the sources
of cash and their disposition. This statement contains sections on; operating
activities (net income, DD&A, loss or gain on asset sales, foreign exchange loss
or gain, and changes in working capital); investing activities (capital expendi
tures, proceeds from asset sales, and net sales of marketable securities); financing
activities (repayment of short and long-term obligations, proceeds from issuance
of long-term debt, cash dividends paid, and net sales of treasury stock), and cash
and cash equivalents at the begiiming and end of the year.
• Standardized Measures of Oil and Gas Discounted Future Net Cash Flows
Related To Proved Oil And Gas Reserves is calculated in accordance with the
requirements of FSAB No. 69^^. Estimated future cash inflows from production
are calculated by applying year-end prices for oil and gas to year-end quantities
of estimated net proved reserves. Future price changes are limited to those pro
vided by contractual arrangements in existence at the end of each reporting year.
Future development and production costs are those estimated future expenditures
necessary to develop and produce year-end estimated proved reserves based on
year-end cost indices, assuming continuation of year-end economic conditions.
Estimated future income taxes are calculated by applying appropriate year-end
statutory tax rates. These rates reflect allowable deductions and tax credits and
are applied to estimated future pre-tax net cash flows, less the tax basis of related
assets. Discounted future net cash flows are calculated using 10 percent mid-
period discount factors.
In addition to the standard financial accounting information contained, additional
information is contained in the footnotes having SEC standardized reporting formats for
the different operating segments (exploration and production, refining and marketing,
transmission, and other) and by geographic region (regions of particular activity, domes
tic, and international.) Specific standardized footnote tables used to collect information
specific to exploration and production operations are:
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Operating segments and geographic data containing segment earning, assets,
sales and operating revenues, and income taxes. This information is useful for
examining the segment performance for E&P operations, domestically and
world-wide.
Taxes with breakdowns on foreign and domestic income taxes, deferred taxes,
excise taxes, import duties, property, payroll, and taxes on production.
Costs incurred in exploration, property acquisitions and development, con
sists of three costs elements for E&P activities; exploration costs, development
costs, and property acquisitions (proved and unproved) that cover the life cycle
of a petroleum asset. Exploration costs are costs associated with the acquisition,
geologic and geophysical analysis, and an exploration drilling program. Success
ful efforts accounting amortizes exploration costs over the life of the discovery
and expenses unsuccessful exploration results and impaired properties. Property
acquisitions are those costs for acquiring reserves, generally proven and some
upside for probable and possible categories. Development costs are those for the
development of proven reserves or the establishment of a improved recovery pro
cess.
' Capitalized costs presents the historical capitalized costs for proved and
unproved properties, other cost, depreciation and depletion costs, future reserve
for well abandonment for the net capitalized costs.
' Results of operations contains an income statement, average sales prices, and
production costs by geographic regions.
' Reserves Information contains year end proved and proved developed oil and
gas reserves, with a cumulation of reserves change categories, (revisions,
improved recovery, extensions and discoveries, purchases, sales, and produc
tion.) The reserves information conforms to both Society of Petroleum Engineers
and U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission guidelines and is audited by an
independent petroleum reserves specialist.
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A.2 Financial Ratio Analysis
The PermWell database is structured using a spreadsheet format with each time
series variable has associated a spreadsheet row number which is used to refer to a specific
variable when creating ratios. The data element and indices are shown in through pre
sents the ratios that were examined and how they were calculated, with the first column
containing a unique identification of the ratio, the second column a description of the
ratio, the third column showing the formula used, where line number refers to the variable
from through , and the forth column presents the units for that variable. Each of the these
ratios were calculated across the time series for company. Over 80 ratios and variables
were examined. The various ratios used are presented in Table A. 1





Fixed asset turnover Sales
Fixed assets
Total asset turnover Sales
Total assets
Cash management Cash and cash equivalents
World-wide production costs
Debt Management
Debt to total assets Debt
Total assets
Profitability
Profit margin on sales Net income
Sales
Retum on total assets Net income
Total assets
Retum on equity Net income avaliable to common stockholders
Common equity
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Ratios used to measure operating efficiency where designed to examine elements
of the companies cost structure for E&P operations. These elements include operating
cost, total reserves replacement cost, and exploration and development costs, all on a BOE
basis. The choice of using BOE is based on the observation that North American oil and
gas is being priced on BTU price parity, with volatility around parity due to seasonal fac
tors and user sensitivity to price by fuel switching. The ratios can be calculated on either
U.S., world-wide basis, or taking the difference of the two for just the international com
ponent.
Table A.2 Summary of Operating Ratios
Ratio Formula
Operating Costs




Total reserves replacement costs/
total BOE added, $/BOE
exploration + development + property acquistion costs
revisions + ext & disc + improved recover>' + purchases
Capital & exploration cost/BOE
added, $/BOE
Capital and exploratory expenditures
A total reserves at year end + total production
Total cost per BOE added, S/
BOE
Total costs incurred
revisions + ext & disc +impr recovery + purchases - sales
Oil-gas BTU parity. Average crude price
Average natural gas price * 6
E&P Investment
Plowback ratio Capital and exploratory expenditures
Exploration and production income
E&P cash flow return E&P income + E&P DD&A
E&P assets
E&P return E&P incomepmp
E&P assets
A series of ratios was used to examine reserves replacement ratios, generally
defined as the reserve additions divided by the total production for a given year. Ideally, a
petroleum company would like to maintain a ratio of at least unity, implying that all pro
duction in a year was replaced by reserve additions, a ratio less than zero is do to reserves
sales being greater than reserve additions. SEC reserves reporting requirements use only
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proved reserve categories, which are proved developed producing and proved undevel
oped. Proved reserves are 'estimated quantities of oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids
which geological and engineering data demonstrate reasonable certainty' in future years
under existing economic and operating conditions. Proved reserves can either be produc
ing or undeveloped where a 'relatively major expenditure' is required to initiate produc
tion. Sources of reserves additions include:
• revisions - year-end adjustments in estimated ultimate recovery under existing
economic and operating conditions
• extensions and discoveries - additional reserves from undeveloped acreage adja
cent to existing production or discoveries from exploration wells drilled
• improved recovery - incremental improvement in the estimated ultimate recovery
due to the implementation improved recovery methods that supply additional res-
ervoir'energy or altering natural forces in the reservoir by the expenditure of a
capital development cost
• purchases of mineral-in-place
• net purchases or sales- net reserves change due to purchases or sales of reserves.
A company must over time replace reserves due to production from ongoing
efforts to explore for new petroleum, improved recovery for proven acreage, development
drilling of proven, undeveloped properties, or purchase reserves. The intemal dynamics of
reserves replacements provides useful information on how efficiently a company manages
a petroleum asset over it's life-cycle. This information can be used to construct ratios that
examine the sources of reserves replacement as a fraction of total yearly production, with
a ratio of one signifying all production was replaced by reserve additions. Additionally,
the incremental cost of the added reserves can be estimated. Examination of this date can
be used to estimate the volatility in reserve additions costs per BOE over the time series.
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Revisions + ext. & disc + improved recovery
Total production
Total reserves replacement rate Revisions + ext. & disc + impr.recovery + purchases - sales
Total production
Discoveries & extensions /
exploration well, BOE per well
Extensions & discoveries
Total exploration wells drilled
Revisions & improved recovery
/ development well, BOE per
well
Revision & improved recovery
Total development wells drilled
Discovery & extensions per
exploration well, BOE
Reserve additions due to exploration & extension
Total number of exploration wells drilled
Revisions and improved recov
ery per development well, BOE
Reserve additions due to development
Total number of development wells drilled
Table A.4 Summary of Resource Maturity Ratios
Ratio Formula
Resource Measures
Liquid reserves maturity Proved liquid developed producing reserves
Provided liquid reserves
Gas reserves maturity Proved gas developed producing reserves
Provided gas reserves
Average well rate, MBOE/day Total production
Net producing wells
Liquid reserves to production Total liquid reserves at year end
Total liquids production
Gas reserves to production Total gas reserves at year end
Total gas production
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Another set of ratios was used to examine indications of petroleum asset maturity.
Asset maturity manifests itself in declining production retums to capital expenditures over
time, an increasing fraction of proved developed reserves to total proved reserves
approaching unity. A lower level indicates additional development opportunity and greater
potential to replace production with reserves replaced internally. Another manner to exam
ine resource maturity is the ration of reserves divided by annual production (R/P) to esti
mated the number of years to resource exhaustions. Ratios used to measure resource
maturity are presented in Table A.4.
A.2.5 Ratio Analysis of Financial Data
As can be seen from the proceeding list of data available for ratio analysis, a large
number of potential ratios can be created. Select data and ratios are plotted for the entire
time series to examine trends, structural shifts in the data, and to generate company inter
nal cross-plots to examine specific relationships between different measures. These cross-






A detailed financial review was conducted of eight petroleum companies to ana
lyze quantitative time series financial information (SEC lOK reports) concerning invest
ment and operating retums, areas of operation (domestic or international), business
segment operating results (E&P, refining, marketing, transportation), petroleum asset mix,
inferences on the investment behavior of the underlying petroleum assets (reserves finding
cost, development costs, resource maturity), inferences on resource base maturity, and
changes over time for eight selected companies. A continuing theme over the last twenty
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Figure A.3 List of Items in the financial database, part III.
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Two complimentary financial analyses of the domestic industry were made using
two different time series data sets. The first relied on company specific data from SEC 10-
K filings. The second data set a broad industry measure based on financial and reserves
data submitted to the Energy Information Agency (EIA) of the U.S. Department of
Energy, aggregated and compiled as the Financial Reporting System (FRS) for a broad
overview of the domestic petroleum industry. The two data sources provide a broad, com
plementary historical review of the general level of activity and consolidation, financial
performance, and reserve changes of the domestic petroleum industry.
A detailed review of Security and Exchange Commission 10-K financial filings for
publicly traded petroleum companies was conducted to:
• understand the petroleum industry's financial structure and performance;
• determine the operating performance using E&P return and E&P cash flow return
for proven petroleum assets;
• use financial ratios to measure operating efficiency, resource extraction effi
ciency, and resource maturity; and,
• to gain insight into petroleum industry investment behavior and results.
These economic performance metrics are compared to each other and to broader
measures of the domestic industry. Additionally, this time series financial review provides
quantitative measures for industry performance and allows a comparison of performance
over a 20 year time period.
A.3.1 Companies Reviewed and Data Sources
Eight domestic companies where selected for evaluation using U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) 10-K financial time series data. These companies where
chosen to provide a mixture of international, large independents, and small independents.
The chosen companies are Anadarko, Chevron, Conoco, Forest Oil, Phillips, Texaco,
Unocal, and Marathon. Four of these companies merged in the last four years, Conoco-
Phillips and ChevronTexaco, and the consolidated results are presented for the time period
after the mergers. ChevronTexaco is currently in the process of acquiring Unocal. These
mergers illustrated the relentless drive for continuing efficiencies as the world energy mar
kets evolve.
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The PennWell Oil and Gas 200 database^ ̂ is used consisting of time series data
from 1981 to 1998. The database was manually updated with 10-K financial data for 1999
through 2002 for the eight companies using U.S. Security Exchange Commission
no
filings with a cross check made for the overlap year 1998 to verify data categories,
aggregation, and amounts. This effort results in over twenty years of aggregated financial
data available for detailed time series analysis and ratio analysis.
The PennWell data contains a wealth of aggregated E&P, refining, and marketing
business segment data presented as pro forma using standard income statement, balance
sheet, shareholders equity accounting statements and accounting footnotes. Statement data
is presented for both domestic and international operations, and in some cases as regional
geographic operations which can be used to track financial performance of core assets
(i.e., Alaska, Gulf of Mexico, Africa, etc.). Operating segment information includes capi
tal expenditures, income, book assets, active well counts, proven reserves (developed and
undeveloped), acquisitions and divestitures, operating costs; depreciation, depletion, and
amortization (DD&A), and taxes.
This segment data information is used to conduct a fine-grained ratio analysis of
upstream operations measuring capital and operating efficiency, resource maturity, and
return on assets measured by cash flow and net income.
A.3.2 Discussion of Petroleum Accounting Requirements
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 69, "Disclosures About Oil and
Gas Producing Activities", this section provides supplemental information on oil and gas
exploration and producing activities of the company issued November 1982.
The successful efforts method of accounting is used for oil and gas exploration and
production activities with all costs for development wells, related plant and equipment,
and proved mineral interests in oil and gas properties capitalized. Costs of exploratory
wells are capitalized pending determination of whether the wells found proved reserves.
Depreciation and depletion include provisions for future abandonment and restoration
costs, and all capitalized costs of proved oil and gas producing properties are expensed
using the unit-of-production method by individual fields as the proved developed reserves
are produced.
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A.4 General Description of Each Company
A detailed historical and operating review of the eight companies (Anadarko,
Chevron, Conoco, Forest Oil, Marathon (USX), Phillips, Texaco, and Unocal) is beyond
the scope of this effort. The industry is dynamically evolving with mergers, acquisitions,
and divestitures in response to macroeconomic trends and vagaries peculiar to the petro
leum industry. The reader is advised to review a recent copy of a 10-K filing for the strate
gic thrusts, areas of operations, and relative profitability of each company and operating
segment. This information is presented to provide a historical context for each company
for interpreting the financial ratio analysis and results.
A.4.1 Anadarko Petroleum Company
Anadarko Petroleum Company (stock symbol, APC) is a large independent oil and
gas producer, with headquarters in Houston, Texas and was spun-off from Panhandle East-
em Corporation in August 1986. The company's principal subsidiaries are RME Petro
leum Company; Anadarko Canada Corporation (Anadarko Canada), and, Anadarko
Algeria Company LLC (Anadarko Algeria). On July 14, 2000, the Company merged with
Union Pacific Resources Group Inc., subsequently renamed RME Holding Company
(RME). This strategic merger provided a large exploration lease position derived from ,
Union Pacific Railroad's historical fee ownership of altemating sections of land 20 miles
on either side of the western rail corridors. The company has aggressively increased it's
reserves due to the RME merger in 2000, substantial natural gas reserves discovered in the
Gulf of Mexico and onshore in the U.S., large cmde oil reserves discovered in Algeria, a
minor interest in the Alaska North Slope, and through acquisitions of other producing
properties.
A.4.2 Chevron Corporation
Chevron is a large, integrated multinational company headquartered in San Fran
cisco, Califomia with upstream and downstream operations in the United States and Can
ada and upstream operations in Nigeria, Angola, Chad, Equatorial Guinea, Republic of
Congo, Democratic Republic of Congo, Australia, the United Kingdom, Norway, China,
Papua New Guinea, Thailand, Argentina, Brazil and Venezuela. Chemicals are a signifi-
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cant business segment, conducted mainly by the company's affiliate, Chevron Phillips
Chemical Company LLC. The company's Caltex affiliate, through its subsidiaries and
affiliates, conducts exploration, production, geothennal operations in Indonesia, and refin
ing and marketing activities in Asia, Africa, the Middle East, Australia and New Zealand,
with major operations in Korea, Australia, Thailand, the Philippines, Singapore and South
Africa. The company's Tengizchevroil affiliate conducts production activities in Kazakh
stan in the prolific Tengiz field. The company expects to expand its operations in the Cas
pian Region by exploring for crude oil and natural gas, expanding the production and
transportation infrastructure, developing new crude oil and natural gas markets, and iden
tifying other business opportunities. In 2001 Chevron and Texaco merged operations
under the new name of ChevronTexaco. Information in Table 9.1 reflects the merged oper
ations for years 2001 and 2002.
A.4.3 Conoco
Conoco, headquartered in Houston, Texas is a major, integrated, energy company
with three operating segments: upstream, downstream and emerging businesses. Upstream
activities are the exploration, development, and production of crude oil, natural gas and
natural gas liquids. Downstream segments include the refining of crude oil and other feed
stocks into petroleum products; buying and selling crude oil and refined products; and
transporting, distributing and marketing petroleum products. Conoco operates in over 40
countries worldwide.
On November 18, 2001, Phillips and Conoco Inc. (Conoco) announced that their
Boards of Directors had unanimously agreed to a merger of equals, with a new company
name, ConocoPhillips. On March 12, 2002, the stockholders of both companies approved
the merger. Financial reporting for Conoco and Phillips in 2001 and beyond are on a con
solidated company basis.
A.4.4 Forest Oil
Forest Oil Corporation is an independent oil and gas company, based in Denver,
Colorado is engaged in the exploration, development, acquisition, production and market
ing of natural gas and liquids. Forest's principal reserves and producing properties are
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located in North America with an offshore South Africa gas discovery under evaluation.
The company has business units operating in four areas: offshore Gulf of Mexico, onshore
Gulf Coast, the Westem United States and Alaska. A wholly owned subsidiary, Canadian
Forest Oil Ltd. (Canadian Forest) conducts operations primarily in Alberta, Canada.
A.4.5 Phillips
Phillips Petroleum Company was incorporated in Delaware on June 13, 1917. The
company is headquartered in Bartlesville, Oklahoma, where it was founded. The com
pany's business is organized into four business segments: exploration and development;
gas gathering, processing, and marketing; refining, marketing, and transportation; and
chemicals. The company started as a small mid-continent producer and refiner. Overseas
discoveries early in the North Sea and the North Slope Alaska provided growth into a
major oil company.
On November 18, 2001, Phillips and Conoco Inc. (Conoco) announced that their
Boards of Directors had unanimously agreed to a merger of equals, with a new company
name, ConocoPhillips. On March 12, 2002, the stockholders of both companies approved
the merger. Financial reporting for Conoco and Phillips in 2001 and beyond on a com
bined company basis.
A.4.6 Texaco
Texaco, headquartered in White Plains, New York. It is a large multi-national with
operations in the middle east and asia where it is a partner with Chevron through CalTex.
The company's business is organized into four business segments: exploration and devel
opment; gas gathering, processing, and marketing; refining, marketing, and transportation;
and chemicals. The company merged with Chevron in a $45 billion deal that created the
world's fourth-largest oil company in 2000.
A.4.7 Unocal
Union Oil Company of California (Unocal) is headquartered in Los Angeles. It is a
larger multi-national with operations in the California LA basin and heavy oil, and is a
major player in Cook Inlet, Alaska, with gas production in South East Asia. Unocal, in the
late 1990's divested of all but core domestic assets and sold all refining in the mid-90's.
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The company embarked on a program with an international focus. It was acquired by
Chevron in 2005.
A.4.8 Marathon (USX)
Marathon was a part of US Steel (USX) until divested in 1996. The company is
headquartered in Houston, with core operations in West Texas, Wyoming, Cook Inlet,
Equatorial Guinea, Libya and the North Sea. The company owns 20% in the Athabasca
Oil Sands Project and has extensive refining, marketing and transportation operations con
centrated primarily in the Midwest, Upper Great Plains and Southeast regions of the U.S.
A.4.9 Company Speciflc Financial Data
The financial database is used to conduct a fine-grained ratio analysis of measures
of financial performance and returns, operating performance, and petroleum resource
extraction efficiency and resource maturity. These indices provide insight into corporate
strategy, project selection criteria, economic metrics criteria, and general resource charac
teristics underlying a company's operations. The 10-K financial data reporting requires
data segmentation by domestic and worldwide operations, providing comparison of
domestic and international operations. Depending on a the relative level of activity, seg
ment results for specific business units may be presented (Gulf Coast, Rocky Mountains,
Mid-continent, Alaska.)
A.4.10 Measures of Investment and Operating Efficiency
Corporate investment and operating efficiency ratio analysis utilized a series of
standard financial ratios to measure asset management, debt management, and profitabil
ity. The ratio analysis was be further extended using a modified Du Pont analysis'®. Figure
A.6 presents the relationships between debt, asset turnover, and profit margin, standard
financial efficiency ratios. The left-hand side of the figure follows the operating cash
flows and profit margin on sales, where the various costs are summed to obtain total costs.
The right-hand side of the figure lists the categories of fixed and current assets which are
summed and divided into sales for the total asset turnover. Moving up the figure, the profit
margin multiplied by the asset turnover results in the return on assets. Finally, the return
on assets multiplied by the asset/equity ratio results in the return on stockholder's equity.
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Thus, a Du Font provides a simple mathematical model to assess and present interrelation
ships between sales, profitability, and return on assets.





Sales - Total Costs
Saies
Figure A.4 DuPont analysis.
Asset/Equity
Asset Turnover
Sales / Total Assets
1
Fixed Assets + Current Assets
01/08/2004
DDF
Finer grained measures of resource mamrity and extraction efficiency are used to
examine exploration and development. These measures cover a broad spectrum of
resource behavior and may involve some in degree in overlap of what is being measured.
Measures of resource efficiency are exploration development drilling success, reserves
added per well drilled, and reserves replacement ratios. Measures of resource extraction
efficiency such as investment to reserves added ratio, net present value per barrel oil
equivalent, finding and development cost per barrel oil equivalent, and such.
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Fixed asset turnover Sales
Fixed assets
Total asset turnover Sales
Total assets
Cash management Cash and cash equivalents
World-wide production costs
Debt Management
Debt to total assets Debt
Total assets
Profitability
Profit margin on sales Net income
Sales
Retum on total assets Net income
Total assets
Return on equity Net income avaliable to common stockholders
Common equity








Total reserves replacement costs/
total BOE added, $/BOE
exploration + development + property acquistion costs
revisions + ext & disc + improved recovery + purchases
Capital & exploration cost/BOE
added, $/BOE
Capital and exploratory expenditures
A total reserves at year end + total production
Total cost per BOE added, $/
BOE
Total costs incurred
revisions + ext & disc +impr recovery + purchases - sales
Oil-gas BTU parity. Average crude price
Average natural gas price * 6
E&P Investment
Plowback ratio Capital and exploratory expenditures
Exploration and production income
E&P cash flow return E&P income + E&P DD&A
E&P assets
E&P return E&P incomepmp
E&P assets
Table A.7 Summary of Resource Maturity Ratios
Ratio Formula
Resource Measures
Liquid reserves maturity Proved liquid developed producing reserves
Provided liquid reserves
Gas reserves maturity Proved gas developed producing reserves
Provided gas reserves
Average well rate, MBOE/day Total production
Net producing wells
Liquid reserves to production Total liquid reserves at year end
Total liquids production




40 Average price received
Capital & exploration costs
Total reserves replacement cost
Exploration & production costs
Figure A.5 Anadarko - operations, exploration, and reserves replacement costs.
Chevron Corporation
(3 B B Average price received
Capital & exploration costs
Total reserves replacement cost
Exploration & production costs
1980 1982 1984 1996 1998
DDF cost Structure
























■PI Average price received
Capital & exploration costs
Total reserves replacement cost
Exploration & production costs
DDF cost structurs
Figure A.7 Conoco - operations, exploration, and reserves replacement costs.
Forest Oil Company
PI Q E] Average price received
Capital & exploration costs
Total reserves replacement cost
Exploration & production costs
1980
Figure A.8 Forest - operations, exploration, and reserves replacement costs.
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Phillips Petroleum Company
Q Average price received
Capital & expioration costs
Total reserves replacement cost
Exploration & production costs
V
1985 Capital & exploration costs and total
reserves replacement costs removed
Figure A.9 Phillips - operations, exploration, and reserves replacement costs.
2002
r~V n F1 Average price received
Capital & exploration costs
Total reserves replacement cost
Expioration & production costs
1990 1996




-Q E] Average price received
Capital & exploration costs
Total reserves replacement cost
Exploration & production costs
1982 1984 1986 1988 1
1982 Capital & exploration costs & total
reserves replacement costs removed
1998 2000
Figure A.ll Unocal - operations, exploration, and reserves replacement costs.
Marathon (USX)
n— Q— -Q Average price received
Capital & exploration costs
Total reserves replacement cost
Exploration & production costs
1980 1982 1990 1992
Year
1996 1998 2000 2002
Non-negative values only




This section discusses key concepts used in the development of a stochastic inte
grated asset model and presents a formal mathematical description of the nonrenewable
resource economics, petroleum accounting, and portfolio theory. A general discussion of
economics of nonrenewable resources with a focus on a mathematical model describing
optimal resource extraction under several conditions. A detailed presentation of Markow-
itz portfolio analysis and how Markowitz's ideas are applied to the problem of proved
petroleum assets (reserves) with modifications is made.
B.l Economics of Nonrenewable Resources
Nonrenewable resources are those that do not exhibit significant growth (or
renewal) over an economic time frame. Examples include minerals such a gold, silver,
nickel, copper, tin, and hydrocarbon resources such as coal, oil, gas, tar sands, and meth
ane hydrates. While the world hydrocarbon endowment is large', it is still finite with
exhaustion possible. The hydrocarbon resources are located in differing geologic and
physiographic environments requiring technology and capital to render economic. If the
initial reserves of a nonrenewable resource are known, the economic questions as to the
optimal extraction rate, optimal abandonment with technically recoverable reserves, and
competitive or monopoly price behavior.
From an economic considerations, scarcity should reflect the marginal value net of
marginal costs associate with extraction. When a commodity is scarce, it commands a pos
itive economic rent, i.e. the market price exceeds the marginal cost of production. Scarcity
is a dynamic market condition with technology and real prices adjusting and adapting to
find new resources or undergoing substitution. The following discussion is drawn heavily
from Conrad^^ and other sources. A discussion of finite resources from economic theory
provides a basis to examine the economic behavior of the SIAMs.
i. The mean (expected) volumes of undiscovered resources are 649 billion barrels of oil (BBO),
4,669 trillion cubic feet of gas (TCFG), and 207 billion barrels of natural gas liquids (BBNGL),
http://pubs. usss.sov/dds/dds-060/ESDt2.html#EXECUTIVE.
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B.1.1 Optimal Economic Depletion
Given a nonrenewable resource with a known initial reserves, Rq , with a level of
extraction in period t of q^. In the absence of exploration and discovery, the remaining
reserves are simply, Np^_ j = Np^-q^.lf society values extraction q^ according to a util-
2
ity function , where the first and second derivatives, ̂  ^ ^ ̂ (concav
ity) for optimal utilization by society. Utility is discretely discounted by a factor
p = (1 + 5) ', where 5 is the discount rate. A societal goal is to select an extraction path
which maximizes the discounted utility subject to the future production of the remaining
reserves. The time period is finite and given by t = 0, 1,..., T where T is the project life
and may be optimally determined. The shadow price, X at exhaustion is zero, giving
1=0. Thus, U, = U{q^), a project life, and i = 0»there is no incentive to
save or conserve the resource beyond t = T subject to the exhaustion constraint,
T
Npq - ̂  = 0. Eq. B-1
/ = 0
Thus, the maximization of discounted utility, Uj subject to the exhaustion con














Uiqo) = P]t^(?i) = = Pr^(9r) = Eq.B'5
or that the discounted utility is maximized when the extraction is such that the discounted
marginal utility is equal in every period. The term — is the shadow price of the initial
op,
reserves Np^. When two adjacent periods are considered the marginal utility of extraction
must be growing at the discount rate
U{q,) = (l+5),[/(^o)- Eq.B-6
The shadow price X = , is the value of an additional unit of reserves. Where
cNp
P - is the rent on the marginal extraction in period t,
dq
P - 1' ̂ Pt-1) is the economic rent on marginal extraction in period / - 1, and
dq
< 0 implies that in a competitive industry with reserve dependent extraction costs,
economic rent rises at less than the discount rate.
B.1.2 Hotelling's Rule
Hotelling^^ assumed a market for q^ and optimal production in each period
U'{qj) = Pf where P^ is the price for a unit a . So that P, = U{qj) and Pq = Uiq^)
and from Eq. B-6
P, = (l+5yPo.
which states that the price is rising at the rate of interest (discount rate). If the price of oil
increases at a slower rate than 5 the it is better to leave money in the bank to earn a return
on capital of 5 and disinvestment in the petroleum industry occurs. Rearranging and solv-
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ing for 5 gives
Pt+\'Pi
5 = Eq. B-8
with the economic intuition that the capital return on a unit of in the ground must equal
the discount rate to be indifferent to extracting in period t or t + 1. This form of the
Hotelling's Rule implicitly assumes no extraction costs (fixed and variable) and that the
marginal cost of extraction is constant (no dependency on remaining reserves).
B.1.3 Inverse Demand Curves and Optimal Extraction and Price Paths in a Com
petitive Industry
A function to relate market price to the aggregate quantity demanded can be
expressed as = Diq^). Assume that the demand does not increase with an increase in
quantity extracted expressed as D'iq^) < 0 and price decreases with increases in extrac
tion, qfiXq^) < 0.
Two types of inverse demand relationships are considered; 1) a linear inverse






This implies that the extraction path is dependent on the type of elasticity model,
by Hotelling's Rule with a linear demand, price will rise at the discount rate until P^ = a,
t -T
implying P, = a( 1 + 6) . Equating the these two expressions and solving for q^
results in;
q, = ̂[l-(l-5)'-^]. Eq.B-10
This leaves the problem of determining the date of exhaustion, T. With no
reserves dependent extraction costs exhaustion will be optimal and cumulative production
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from t = Q io t = T-\ will equal the initial reserves, Np^, as
T- 1 T- 1
Eg. B-11
t = 0 t = 0
Thus, given a, b, 5, and Np^ will imply a eorresponding T. The constant elastic
ity inverse demand curve is asymptotic to both and P, axis, so there is no theoretical
choke-off price a. Price can rise at the discount rate as P, = (1 + 5)^0 • Equating






It should be noted in passing that Eq. B-12 has a form very similar to Arps empiri
cal exponential decline equation.
Taking this expression to the limit at t -> oo, quantity extracted q,^0 and price
P, —> 0. Equating cumulative extraction at r —> oo to initial reserves Npq and solve for the







= Npq , therefore





B.1.4 Reserve Dependent Costs
The prior section assumed no variable cost component to extraction costs. More
commonly in the petroleum industry variable costs will increase as reserves are depleted
due to a number of technical and economic factors such as high water or gas production
with the oil, decreased flow rate of oil or gas, increased well maintenance, increased
chemical treatments, etc. such that as reserves are being depleted the variable cost per unit
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increases. Therefore, if the cost of extraction depends on the quantity of remaining
reserves so that the extraction costs are a function = C(^,, Np^). Examining the par-
2  2 2 2
1  .jvpp d C f. dC nc utial differentials, ̂  > 0, —> 0,  = ... . < 0, < 0, ^> 0. Each com-
dq dqdNp dNpdq dNp
petitive firm has information on forward prices for delivery of a unit of q^ in period t and
these prices are not affected by individual extraction decisions of the firni. Net revenue
(profit) is
7t = P,q, - C(q^, Npj) Eq. B-14
T
and to maximize by a rational firm ̂  Pj[Pjq^ - C{qp Elp^)] subject to the constraint
t = o
NPt + 1 ~ NPt ~ introduce an identity, X = — which is the Lagrangian and
cR
reflects the value of an additional unit of reserves, sometimes referred to as the 'shadow
price'. Setting for a multi-period model,
T
L= J^p,{Piqt-C(q,,Np^) + pX,+ ̂ [-q, + Np,-Np,_^]}. Eq.B-15
/ = 0






Divide by p, to get












= 6 + ^ . Eq.B-16
Where P, - ^Pt^ is the rent on the marginal extraction in period t and
dq
P - -1' ̂Pt-1) is the rent on marginal extraction in period t- \. The term
dq
< 0 implies that in a competitive industry with reserve dependent extraction costs,
economic rent rises at less than the discount rate. The economic insight is that as cost
increase as reserves are depleting, that independent of risk, diminishing marginal rent
requires a higher discount rate to compensate. This suggests more depleted properties
would require a greater discount rate than newer (less depleted) ones, all else being equal,
by a prospective purchaser. Empirical tests of available cost data should focus on variable
cost measures such on a unit cost basis and some correlation with reserves maturity mea
sures.
If (1 + 5)-:r— > 0 then if P, increases faster than the discount rate 5, if equal
dq, dq^ '
both rates are the same.
Marginal costs tend to rise faster than interest rates. As depletion increases, fixed
and variable operating costs increase hastening economic abandonment which is offset
with investment in technology to recover additional reserves, reduce operating expenses,
and continue economic extraction^^. These counter-vailing competitive economic forces
maintain a vibrant domestic and international petroleum industry. Empirical tests of the




Geologic processes have resulted in the uneven distribution of natural resources in
the earth's crust, and this is even desirable^^, as a deposit has economic value, not a dif
fuse average concentration. A finite resource endowment accumulated over geologic time
scales requires continued exploration for new reserves as old reserves are extracted and
depleted. Exploration has additional geologic risk factors of trap, source, reservoir, leak
age, and maturity among others. Risk evaluation technique exist to quantify and guide
nc
decision makers when conduction exploration .
B.1.5.1 Economic Framework
The economic value of new reserves may depend on a host of factors such as
quantity and quality of the reserves, location, technology to be applied, future price expec
tations, capital and operating costs. A firm undertakes exploration when it believes that
the expected present value of discovery is greater than the cost to explore, develop, and
extract. Alternative investments would be to acquire developed reserves and extract the
differential value. This section presents background concepts for further analysis of the
SI AM models and the behavior of an optimal portfolio.
As shown above, if extraction costs are functionally dependent on depletion, the
firm has an pressing incentive to increase exploration as known and developed reserves
decline. The geologic distribution of petroleum reserves are empirically observed to be a
log normal distribution with increasingly fewer deposits of larger sizes, with the total
number of fields N. Petroleum exploration typically samples the larger prospects in a
basin or geologic play, with the largest fields typically found early in the process. Field
size distribution is observed to be logarithmic, with more fields of smaller sizes. As a
basin matures the remaining size and number of exploration prospects decline. The U.S.
Geologic Survey field size classification is useful for distribution parameters, estimate ini
tial resources and ultimate recoveries. This can be used to identify anomalies in cumula
tive field discoveries versus predicted discoveries for exploration.
Consider a two period model of an exploration process with time at either
t = 0, 1, ̂  > 0, and the discovery size Cq > 0. Exploration decisions are based in period
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0 for one period based on current net present value of expected future revenue from opti
mal extraction in each of two possible future states, (5 = 0,5 = 1). A binomial random
variable conditional on > 0 is used to determine the expected discovery size which aug
ments reserves available for period t = 1. Thus, the present value is
PV = reserves constraint is Np = qQ + q^ - Thus, it is not opti
mal to explore for reserves in period t = 1 for any future period. The firm has four vari
ables to optimize,
0 the level of extraction in future state 5 = 0
q^ j the level of extraction in future state 5 = 1
q^ the level of extraction in t = 0
Cq the level of exploration in r = 0.
The discovery process assumes a random process with a binomial variable with a
two states, s, where 5 = 0 with a probability of £ and new discovery or 5 = 1 with a
probability of 1 - s with a discovery of size ae^, where 0 < £ < 1 and a > 0. Thus, the
discovery size is
= sacQ Eq. B-17
where is the size of the discovery in state 5,5 = 0, 1. This framework lends itself to
stochastic, multi-period, multi-state programing, where the solution starts with the termi
nal period and solving backwards in time.
For 5 = 0, the no discovery state, the remaining reserves are Apj = Np^-qQ.
The extraction cost for at t = 1 the extraction cost is cq^/Np^ for state 5 = 0, the
2
extraction cost for q is cq^ o^(^Po ~ ̂0) • project revenue is
Tij 0 = Eq.B-18
Profit 7tj Q, is optimized with respect to q and tTj j with respect to , Thus
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P\{NpQ-qQ) . P^iNpf^-qQ + aeo)
^1,0 = Yc , 2c
. The solution of these terms
gives an optimal extraction policy for the future in all possible states. Substitute these
terms into net revenue
P\i.Npf^-qQ) PyiNp^-qQ + aeo)
".,0 = J-c I ' Tc ■
Suppose a first period decision where qQ>0 and > 0 have been made but the
size of the discovery has not been determined, the expected value in r = 1 of a discovery
is 71) = [/'i/4c][s(A'/?q - ̂q) + (1 + £)(A'pq - + aeg)] and reduces to
71) = [P^/4c][7V/7q-^o + (1 =/(^O'^o) •
period t = 1 to get the present value expected net revenue
+  + + -s)aeo].
Again, to optimize, take the partial with respect to q^ and Cq as a first order condi
tion for optimal first period extraction and exploration, 71) = f(qQ, Cq) ,
Npo(4cPo-pP^) ^ pP^i(l-e)
Q(\ = ^ •8^2 « 8c».
B. 1.5.2 Exploration Risks
Newendorp^^ covers exploration decision making in detail identifying different
types of risk present in petroleum exploration. A number of these risk are exogenous to the
exploration project, represent market risks. The risk identified are;
• risk on an exploration or development dry hole
• risk of at least a given number of discoveries in a multi-well drilling program
• risk that the reserves in a discovery well will not be large enough to recover
exploration costs
• risk of future oil and gas prices
• economic risk





Thus, the question is simply what are the probabilities of occurrence of all possible
levels of profitability? The first three risk factors are essentially geologic and is modeled
by the SlAMs. An investment must have a expected probability of generating a profit, not
just the discovery of some quantity of hydrocarbons. In approaching exploration invest
ments, we need to be able to specify the expected distribution of petroleum accumulations,
the expected number of petroleum accumulations in a basin or geologic play, and the
expected mean accumulation size.
The initial distribution of hydrocarbons in a play can be described using a log-nor
mal distribution^^ or alternatively, a shifted truncated Pareto (TSP) distribution advocated
by the USGS. The practical difference between the two approaches is that the TSP
approach defines a minimum reserves, R^i„. This recognizes that an exploration well may
encounter a show of hydrocarbons, the accumulation may be too small for the cost to drill
and complete the well. The resulting economic truncation of the reserves distribution is
modeled by the TSP. Thus, the assumed excludes those accumulations having no
expectation of profitability. However, when conducing economic modeling, the R„i„
should be chosen so that an economic analysis will reject accumulation near R^-^, allow
ing the temporal examination of technology, price, and existing infrastructure on resource
penetration into the smaller sized field accumulations.
B.1.6 Economic Measure of Resource Scarcity
A model with reserve dependent cost, = C(^,, Np^), the first order condition
for requiring that
Eq.B-l9
With an optimal extraction schedule, + j will reflect the value of the marginal
unit of remaining reserves in period 1+ \. Since X, + j is linked to all future , where
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T = 1, 2,... it's value reflects the marginal unit in period t + 1 and all future periods.
Since X, + j is the shadow price on the marginal unit of reserves in the ground at / + 1.
Thus, Eq. B-19states the marginal value of reserves on the surface should equal the dis
counted value if left in the ground.
Economic scarcity is based on net value rather than physical abundance. One pre-
dC\
ferred measure of resource scarcity isX,+ j = (1 + 6)
dq\
. The scarcity index +1
can be estimated by a cost function C(g',, Np^) and take the partial with respect to q,
obtaining the marginal cost function to provide an estimate of marginal cost.
The cost for oil and gas has depends on whether it is below ground or above
ground. Below ground costs are the cost to incurred to explore for petroleum including
lease acquisition, lease bonus, armual lease rentals, geologic and geophysical studies,
exploration staff time, and exploration well costs. Once a discovery is made, the cost to
develop and produce are considered costs necessary to extract the petroleum to the sur
face. Tax law allows different treating of geologic, geophysical and exploration (GG&E)
costs than development costs, recognizing the greater risk of natural resource exploration.
GG&E cost can be either written off in the year incurred, or capitalized and given favor
able treatment upon a discovery.
Expanding the above discussion by Dahl^^, the net present value (NPV) can be
written using continuous discounting as
NPV = • '-jlyaq^e-^'' Eq. B-20
where in this case a a production decline factor and when constant acts as an exponential
decline and operates on q^. Different production decline behaviors can be described by
Arp's empirical equation Eq. C-36, . This factor operating on the initial production is
further modified by a hyperbolic decline parameter b that has a range from 0 to 1, where 0
represents an exponential decline and the solution simplifies to the above equivalent. Ana
lytic reservoir engineering function can also be used to describe the production behavior
under different reservoir drive mechanisms and is discussed in detail in Appendix C. Solv-
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ing for the present value of all future unit costs
= if. Eq. B-1
Discounted cash flow theory requires that when the net present value of total
future costs are greater than the initial capital costs of development, the investment is
made immediately and irreversible. Solving for the present value of future unit costs
rOjl£___Jl
L  a + 5 J
or to simplify lim/» [(1 - " ̂̂ ')/(a + 5)] = (a + 5) therefore m, = ̂ ^(a + 5)
CO J^Pq
is the levelized unit above ground cost. The term —— is the cost in the ground and
NPq
(a + 6) is the opportunity cost to wait for a retum on invested capital.
A development cost model presented by Dahl^^ uses the average well drilling costs
and the number of wells drilled to convert below ground costs to above ground unit costs
CJWp. + Wn)^ ̂  ha d ^ ̂  22
where C^, is the cost per well, is the number of dry (unsuccessful) wells, is the
number of successful wells, and F is an empirical factor.
B.2 Petroleum Cash Flow Accounting
Upon successful discovery, the project studies are undertaken to determine the
technologies to apply, project development schedule, capital costs, and project net present
value. Petroleum project accounting, allocation of cost components, calculation of produc
tion and income taxes, and net retum is a complex process.
Understanding the project cash flow is a fundamental building block of a petro
leum asset, the assemblage of assets into a business, and the preparation of consolidated
financial statements. This section presents components of a project cash flow and a
description of calculations.
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A project cash flow statement for producing petroleum assets contains many sepa
rate components, comprising three general categories; operating revenue and expenses,





- Interest Expense on Debt
- Dry Hole Expense
- Operating Costs
- Production Taxes (severance and ad valorem)
- Depreciation
- Expensed Intangible Drilling Costs
- Amortization
Taxable Income Before Depletion
- Depletion
Income Before State Taxes
- State Income Taxes
Income Before Federal Taxes




Net After Tax Cash Flow
The cash flow statement contains several elements, the gross value of the produced
commodity and royalty payments, direct expenses related to production, non-cash deduc
tions, and taxes. Two cash flows are important for financial analysis and optimization, net
income or profit, which is a direct measure of the increase of capital stock related to the
investment, and net after tax cash flow, which is a measure of the residual cash flow avail
able to the investor. Net after tax cash flow is composed of the net income (profit) plus the
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non-cash deductions taken in the calculation of taxable state and Federal income taxes.
Net After Tax Cash Flow can be expressed symbolically for each discrete time t, as CF^.





or as a continuous function as
t
V^-I + \CF,it)dt Eq.B-24
0
where V is the cumulative value of the after tax cash flows minus I, the project capital
investment. The capitalized portion of a petroleum investment is recaptured by deprecia
tion, depletion, and amortization deductions from taxable income. It can be noted in pass
ing, this can be readily applied to real assets with an expected value, E{V), with a
probability distribution dependent on the general economy.
B.2.1 Revenue
Project revenue is given by the product of commodity price, the quantity produced,
and the working interest fraction owned by a lessee,
Rgross = {Pq)-WL Eq.B-25
The ownership a mineral interest may receive of the gross revenue the working
interest fraction, WI, which may vary from zero to one. The working interest can also be
viewed as a weighting fraction of the ownership of an individual asset.
Note that both variables, P and q are uncertain, with the commodity price volatil
ity in response to the economy and the production rate by the reservoir engineering phys
ics of fluid flow controlled by the hosting geologic media, whose instrinsic properties
follow probability distributions. The ultimate quantity produced is a function of reservoir
properties, the relative state of depletion, technology, and cash flow sufficient to cover
operating costs. Gross revenue is a large source of uncertainty in actual project cash flows
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and having two distinct sources of risk, one below ground and one above ground, with dif
fering risk-time profiles.
The royalty paid to the lessor of a mineral property is specified in the lease agree
ment, with customary royalties on hydrocarbons of one-eighth of the gross revenue allo
cated to a lease. Royalty paid is given by,
Royalty = ■ r,.^y Eq. B-26
with the net revenue the difference between Eq. B-25 and Eq. B-26, or
Rev^et ~ R-Royalty. Eq. B-27
Since royalty is paid first to the owner of the mineral estate, the maximum net rev
enue interest (NRI) a 100% working interest owner can have is (1 - .
B.2.2 Expenses
Project expenses are composed of direct expenses, operating cost and dry hole
expenses, and indirect costs, allocated overhead and interest expense on debt related to
project financing. Operating costs are composed of fixed and variable components, where
variable costs are directly related to the production rate and fixed costs are independent of
production,
= Fixed + q ■ Variable. Eq. B-28
Total project expenses are given by;
OpExj = + DryHolei+ AllocatedOverheadj + InterestExpensej. Eq. B-29
Dry hole costs can either be accounted for as an expense in the tax year incurred or
can be amortized against successful efforts. This study will consider dry hole costs to be
expensed in the year incurred to simplify the analysis.
B.2.3 Production Taxes
Production taxes are typically levied by the state in which production occurred and
consist of a severance tax on the gross value of the minerals severed from the ground and
ad valorem taxes which are typically levied by the local taxing authority (county or state)
and can be of several kinds; a tax on the value of the installed capital assets, a tax on pro-
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duction or proved reserves, or some combination of both.
B.3 Discounted Cash Flow Methods
B.3.1 Discounted Cash Flow Theory
Discounted cash flow methods are standard project cash flow tools and is pre
sented in college level engineering economic courses. Many different textbooks are avail
able to present the theory, this discussion will be based on Stermole^ and Thompson and
Wright^ as these presentations are structured for mineral extractive and petroleum cash
flow analysis.
The net present value of a discounted cash flow from a project investment at time
zero is calculated discretely by
N
CF
NPV = -/+ y — Eq. B-30
by the division of Eq. B-23 by a discounting term, (1 + p)', where p is the discount rate
per period of time, t. Standard analysis is that whenever the net present value is greater
than zero, one should immediately and irresversably invest in the project. A continuous
formulation, convenient for advanced financial calculations is given by
N
NPV = -1+ Eq. B-31
t = 0
has the advantage of being used directly for the valuations typically calculated for finan
cial instruments, (derivatives, bonds, options, securities) where time is continuous. The
investment, I is assumed to occur at time zero, and can be discounted if incurred in future
periods.
The discount rate, p is interpreted as the required rate of return appropriate for the
risk characteristic of the stream Cj, C2,.... As such it must reflect; the time value of
money, an adjustment for risk'\ and the relative risk among the cash flow components'^.
Time and risk are two separate variables and summing their effects into one number, p,
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implies a particular relationship between the two on present value. The use of a single dis
count rate for the cash flow components implicitly assumes the same degree of risk among
all components (revenue, taxes, deductions, investment) to a risk free interest rate,
The combination of two sources of risk into a single variable, project risk and the
time value of money, assumes the two have exactly the same risk characteristics. Adjust
ing the discount for risk results in two different risk profiles. Consider the discount rate, p
consisting of two variables for project risk and the time value of money, such that
P = Pproj + P,vm Eq.B-32
then writing Eq. B-30 as
N
CF
APF = -/+^ Eq.B-32
; = 0 ̂ ̂ Pproj Ptvm^
which assumes the same time characteristics. Separating further into
N
CF
NPV = -/+ y , Eq. B-34
/ = 0^ Pproj) ̂ Ptmv^
recognizing individual compounding of each term. A simple example will illustrate. Con
sider a project with a 15% discount rate and a risk adjustment of 5% for a total, risk
adjusted discount rate of 20%. Plotting the two discount rates Subtracting the two discount
factors and plotting the residual shows the risk adjusted residual results in the greatest
adjustment in the discounted cash flow analysis in the intermediate time frame, five to
seven years. This is distinctly at variance to project risk being early in the life of a project
where uncertainty over reservoir production and pricing has the greatest impact on a rapid
recovery of capital invested. Thus, unless the time value and project risk profiles are
exactly the same, lumping the two into a single measure of risk is inappropriate.
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Difference in the Two Discount Rates
Time, years
Figure B.l Two choices for discount rate and the imputed magnitude and timing of
risk.
The choice of a discount rate, p, is a key decision in the valuation process. Finan
cial theory states that the discount rate be related to the cost of capital, with a discount rate
lower than the cost of capital resulting in a capital diminishment over time. Capital is a
necessary factor of production and has a cost to cover both the repayment of principal and
the opportunity cost for the use of the capital, expressed as some . A corporation's cost
of capital can be calculated as a weighted average of the various types of funds a corpora
tion used, regardless of the specific financing used to fund a particular project. Alternative
methods to estimate may use the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) which relates
the cost of capital to the expected rate of equity appreciation required by holders of a com
pany's stock as compared to the market as a whole, typically expressed as some broad
market index. Projects are financed by components from the balance sheet; debt, capital
stock, and equity. These components costs are:
• kj is the interest rate on new debt
kj{ 1 - 7) is the after tax cost of debt, where T is the firm's marginal tax rate
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• kp is the cost of preferred stock
• kg is the cost of retained earnings (equity) reflect as the required rate of return on
common stock
•  , the weighted average cost of capital.
Such that,
\-T) + Wpkp + Wgkg Eg. B-35
with weighting factors, w, on the components debt, preferred stock, and equity. Various
techniques exist to determine the component rents. The key observation is the choice of
discount rate is independent of project risks.
B.3.2 Hotelling Valuation Principal
An alternative method for estimating the value of an oil and gas company was pro
posed by Miller and Upton* The Hotelling proposition states that the unit price of an
exhaustible natural resource, less the marginal cost of extraction will tend to rise over the
time at rate of return on comparable capital assets. A simple discrete-time framework was
used for cash-flow capital budgeting methods valuing mineral properties. Consider the
problem of a profit-maximizing price-taking owner of an exhaustible resource at time
zero. Let be the extraction rate with time, is the cumulative level of production
t
given by ^ , and the extraction costs at time t is c, = Cfiq,, Q^). Extraction
? = o
costs are expected rise over the life of the mineral asset such that > 0. The discounted
SQ,
present value of the before tax profits is given by
V^. yPjhzShjl^ Eg.B-36
,~o
where N is the number of time periods for which production is known with certainty to
have ceased. The discounted value, Vq is maximized subject to the constraint where
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are the total reserves (ultimate recovery) over the life of the property. Recognizing from an
economist's view, reserves are an economic quantity, not a measure of technology and it




where are total recoverable reserves. The first-order condition for profit maximization







=  t = 0,...,N. Eq.B-38
dC,
C, = is the marginal extraction cost in period t and k is the Lagrangian multiplier
dq^
on the constraint. The extraction cost per unit of output is independent of cumulative out-
dC,
put, so that = 0, so that the first order condition reduces to
dq,
= X ,t=0,...,N. Eq.B-39
With the assumptions of an optimal production program and cost structure, the net
present value of the net price per unit of output must be the same regardless of when it is
produced. Solving the system of difference equations in Eq. B-39 gives the Hotelling Prin
cipal. The interpretation is the real price of the resource, net of marginal extraction costs,
grows over time at the rate equal to the real rate of interest. If a further assumption is made
of constant returns to scale and cumulative extraction, the valuation expressed in Eq. B-36
simplifies to
N
= (Po- Q) ̂9, = (Po- Co)Qo■ ^9- B-40
? = 0
Thus, the value of the total reserves in any mineral property depends solely on the
current spot price per unit of the mineral, less current extraction costs. The net present
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value of any unit must be same regardless of when it is extracted. The growth of the net
price in the numerator is exactly offset by the discount factor in the denominator. Eq. B-40
is a special case, called the Hotelling Valuation Principal, derived by Hotelling^^. The net
price (pq - Cq) becomes the weighted average of the values for oil and gas,
=  ..-r ..1 + f^Po-Co - + Eq^B-4!
where Q is the aggregate current reserves in barrels of oil equivalent (boe) g^^yand Qgas
are the oil and gas reserves. The data in the PennWell database contains a time series of oil
and gas reserves, average price received, and average production costs and tests can be
conducted.
B.4 Markowitz Portfolio Analysis
Markowitz' started his presentation by noting a formulation for portfolio theory
relies upon several 'rules' characterizing the proper behavior of a rational investor. These
rules are:
• Investor does (or should) maximize discounted expected or anticipated returns.
• Investor does (or should) consider expected return a desirable thing and variance
of return an undesirable thing.
• Investor does (or should) diversify his funds among all those securities which
have maximum expected returns.
These rules provide the basis for the behavior of a rational investor when con
fronted with the problem of the portfolio analysis of a capital asset. Further more, they can
be formulated mathematically, providing a a framework for analysis.
B.4.1 Modern Portfolio Theory
A restatement of Markowitz's theory with the addition of the Capital Asset Pricing
Model (CAPM) and more conventional choice of nomenclature, is presented by
Brigham'®.
A portfolio is defined as some combination of financial assets in which portfolio
theory guides how to select an optimal combination of assets to provide either; the highest
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possible expected return for any degree of risk or the lowest possible risk for a specified
return. Thus, the expected rate of return is a linear function of the weighted average of the
expected returns, expressed formally as.
kp = Wjkj Eq. B-42
where ki is the expected return on a asset and w- is the fraction invested. The riskiness of
a portfolio is the standard deviation of the expected retums.
where is the standard deviation of the portfolio's expected retums; kp^ is the expected
retum of the portfolio given the zth state of the economy, hp is the expected retum in the
portfolio over all n states of the economy, and P- is the probability of occurrence of the /th
state of the economy. In essence, this approach recognizes the variable state of the macro
economy influences an asset's retum as a probability distribution, or stated as
kpi ~ /(economy). This dependence on the economy is not modeled directly, but instead
by examining the resulting behavior of the asset as a probability density function. Finan
cial assets are observed to follow normal distributions, using the normal probability distri
bution function
^  --r
F{z) = dt. Eq.B-44
—00
''A fundamental aspect of portfolio theory is the idea that the riskiness inherent in
any single asset held in a portfolio is different from the riskiness of that asset held in isola
tion''^ For a two asset case, the riskiness of a portfolio is
i. Bringham, (1985), p. 226.
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o-p = Jwjaj + {1 -w^f cyl + 2wj(l -w^)cov(G^(yg), Eq. B-45
where cov(a^ap) is the covariance between assets A and B.
For n assets, the portfolio measure of riskiness,
n  n
Gp= ̂ ^WjWjCOv{GjGj), Eq. B-46
/■= iy= 1
are the double summation of the weighted average production times the covariance of
standard deviation between two securities. For a large portfolios, the covariance between
every other asset must be determined, thus a covariance matrix must be determined a pri
ori. This expanding series solution with the number of assets in a portfolio, n quickly
becomes rather intractable. For financial assets, the influence of the state of the economy
on the expected return of an asset, = /(economy) on the standard deviation of the
expected return of an asset. This is measured by comparing the asset to a broad-based mar
ket index. Thus, the determination of the covariance between any two financial assets can
determined comparison to an economic index. As will be developed later, for petroleum
assets no such general index exists to determine the covariance between any two petro
leum assets, requiring a different solution.
B.4.2 Petroleum Portfollo Theory
Hightower^ presented an application financial theory to petroleum assets, linking
portfolio theory with utility theory to develop a framework for petroleum applications. In
his example, Hightower showed the expected returns on petroleum assets as a bi-modal
distribution. This immediately raises two difficulties in applying financial portfolio to
petroleum assets,
• how to adjust the mathematical framework for a bi-modal probability function?
• what to use for as a market index to calculate the covariance between any two
petroleum assets?
Edwards and Hewett^ restated this approached and presented a more general appli
cation of financial portfolio theory to petroleum assets by noting that similar questions
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arise when deciding which petroleum properties to hold. Namely, how to quantify the risk
of the entire portfolio of producing properties, and how to manage the risk within a portfo
lio to strategically select specific properties for acquisition or divestiture to optimize the
total portfolio risk-retum relationship?
The expected retum of a portfolio is the summation of the retums of all properties
in the portfolio,
N
E(NPV(p.)) = ̂ E{NPV(y.)). Eq.B-47
i = 1
The variance of retum of a portfolio of properties with risk is
G^{NPV(p.)} = Var{NPV(p.)} Eg. B-48
N  N N
= ̂ Var{NPV(y.)} + IS Cov{NPV(y.),NPV(yj)}
i= I /• = 1; = 1
where NPV{y^ is the net present value of the individual components in a portfolio. The
coefficient of variation:
c5{NPV{p.))
C — ^ —TT• EQ- B-49
E{NPV(p;)}
The standard deviation of the portfolio increase less than the linear combination of
the standard deviation of the individual properties. By increasing the number of invest
ments the coefficient of variation is reduced, by Eq. B-50.
N  N
u{NPV(Pi)} = £ cf^VPFO',.)} < ̂  Ja^{NPV(y.)}.Eq. B-50
li= 1 /= 1
Therefore, when holding multiple assets, the understanding of the nature of risk,
unique (uncorrelated) or systematic (correlated) risk is critical to understanding a firm's
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entire portfolio. This is a formal way of stating the benefit of diversification of systematic
risk decreases as the number of assets held in the portfolio increases.
Edwards and Hewett noted that ''portfolio analysis provides an ideal technique for
incorporating the results ofgeostatistical analysis and stochastic reservoir flow simula
tion into an economic framework that can be usedfor strategic decision making.'"
This observation was later expanded by Beggs et al.'^ where a conceptual frame
work of Stochastic Integrated Asset Model (SIAM) was proposed to use a holistic
approach and Monte Carlo methods and embedded decision analysis to model the behav
ior and interaction of assets at a more fundamental level. This approach avoids the deter
mination of a bi-modal probability distribution, but instead use Monte Carlo simulation to
model directly the expected returns of a project and portfolio.
A further solution to the problem of determining the covariance matrix between
any two petroleum assets was given by McVean^, who noted that combining probabilistic
data, care must be taken to ensure that any intrinsic correlations between projects not be
lost by summing the stochastic realizations for each iteration. Thus, while not calculated
directly or determinable a priori, the resulting stochastic realizations can be analyzed for
the implicit project covariance.
When more than one risky asset is held, the risk of the entire portfolio is not the
sum of the risk of the individual components, but includes a term representing the interac
tion between the two components. Portfolio theory consists of a two step process to:
1). determine the expected return and variance of return for all possible combinations
of the available investments
2). select from all possible portfolios the efficient portfolios which any given level of
risk exhibit a maximum expected return, i.e. an efficient frontier.
B.5 Stochastic Processes
Stochastic from Websters^^, is an adjective from the Greek stoehastikos skillful in
aiming, from stochazesthai to aim at, guess at, from stochos target, aim, guess. It involves




Brownian motion is useful to stochastically model oil price behavior being
described by a discrete binomial process as a random walk, where for a random walk
for positive integer n. At fV^(O) = 0 with a time step of 1 /« and equal size jump
up or down of size 1 Aa/w where the probability of an up or down jump is equal to 1/2.
This motion is a non-continuous process containing a general direction, a, and P drawn
from a normal distribution of N(0, t) with a mean of 0 and a variance of t. Therefore, a
process is Brownian only if is continuous and ITq = 0. The value of W^ is distributed
as a normal random variable A(0, t). The increment is distributed as normal
variable and is independent of , the history of the process up to time 5.
Several properties of Brownian motion that are worth noting;
• W will eventually hit every real value no matter how large or negative;
• once W hits a value, it immediately hits it again infinitely often and again in the
future;
• is a fractal and is independent of scale; and,
• W is everywhere continuous but no where differentiable.
This last property is used to describe a stochastic process X having both a Newto
nian calculus term dt and a Brownian term based on an infinitesimal increment of W,
dWj, The Brownian term can have volatility factor a, and a drift term p, at time t, so that
dXi = a^dWj + Hjdt . Eq.B-51
So that a stochastic processX is a continuous process for all positive time, such
that Xf is
I  t
Xj = Xq + ̂ o^dlf^ +1 Palis' £q. B-52
0  0
2where a and p are random F-previsible processes such that J (ct^ + |p^|)c/5 is finite for
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ADVANCED PRODUCTION DECLINE CURVE THEORY
The production rate, q, used in cash flow analysis was assumed to be a given, pro
vided exogenously. In this section, we will apply reservoir engineering principles to gener
ate a production rate for a number of producing situations; primary depletion of an oil
well, primary depletion of a gas well, primary depletion of a hydraulically fractured gas
well, and a simple linear water flood.
When reviewing the literature on production decline curve usage, two schools of
thought are observed, the first being the use of decline curve analysis strictly as an empir
ical technique to describe the observed relationship between rate and time. A second
school has recently evolved which has established a theoretical basis for the use of decline
curve analysis. This approach has used mathematical models, dimensionless terms, and
type curves to evaluate the production data for a suite of reservoir engineering conditions,
including composite and fractured reservoirs. This second school has developed a solid
theoretical basis for estimates for reservoir engineering parameters such as permeability-
thickness product, wellbore skin, material balance calculations, as well as the traditional
empirical decline curve parameters of Arps' exponent b and the initial decline factor, D-.
A brief review of the various equations used in decline analysis is presented to trace the
history of this technique.
C.l Arps' Analysis
Arps^, in 1945, presented a review of current production decline curve practice
and a mathematical and statistical analysis of empirical decline curve usage. A general
hyperbolic rate-time relationship was defined as Eq. C-1.
TTT £« C-I
[\ + bDfl
The empirical Arps equation can be used to describe oil and gas well production
after the onset of depletion under constant wellbore pressure. The hyperbolic decline
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parameter b represents a family of curves and varies between 0.0 and 1.0. Two special
cases of the hyperbolic family at limits of 0.0 and 1.0 describes an exponential decline and
a harmonic decline, respectively. The hyperbolic parameter b can be determined by
graphical or statistical regression techniques (Towler and Bansal, 1993).
For the special cases of Z) = 0 and b = \ the respective exponential and har





The time required to reach a future rate, typically an abandonment rate, , for
hyperbolic, harmonic Eq. C-4 and exponential declines Eq. C-5 are:
[?/?(')]''-1
' = —w,—
t = . Eq. C-5
Arps analysis has formed the basis for empirical decline methods used extensively
in both hydrocarbon and steam reservoirs. At The Geysers, empirical production decline
analysis has been the preferred method of estimating future production rates, steam
reserves, and reviewing individual well and lease-wide production and injection response.
C.2 Fetkovich Dimensionless Decline Analysis
The production type-decline curve method was originally developed to provide a
theoretical basis for decline analysis^ and can be used to estimate reservoir per
meability-thickness and wellbore skin properties. The technique is relies on the dimen
sionless equations used for pressure transient analysis in response to a specific flow rate
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history. Equally valid from a physical point of view is to consider a flow rate response to a
specific pressure history. The dimensionless pressure Eq. C-6 used in oil well pressure
transient analysis
kh
is similar to the dimensionless flow rate Eq. C-7 used for type rate decline
^ 14LM£M Ea C-7
where they are related by P — \/ .
Both terms utilize a dimensionless time given by Eq. C-8 where time is in days.
0.006329A:f ^
In 1980, M.J. Fetkovich^' combined the empirical Arps equation Eq. C-1 the ana
lytic dimensionless rate Eq. C-7 by defining a dimensionless decline rate Eq. C-9 and a
dimensionless decline time Eq. C-10.
^Dd = ̂
^Dd ~
This method combined the mathematical description of transient flow followed by
the onset of pseudo steady-state, describing the rate-time response throughout a well's life.
By expressing the rate-time response of a well in dimensionless tenns of rate and time, a
type curve be used to analyze rate-time data in a similar manner as pressure-time data is
used in pressure transient analysis. All solutions for various for both a closed and con
stant pressure outer boundary, homogeneous reservoir converge to a single curve at the
time the transient reaches the boundary. If the outer boundary is closed, this time is the
onset of pseudo steady-state, at which time empirical Arps equations apply. The rate
declines for various values of for a constant pressure outer boundary, homogeneous
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reservoir collapse into a single curve at the same dimensionless decline time of =
0.3. Thus, the onset of pseudo steady-state is where these two curves depart at = 0.3.
The combination of the theoretical transient response and the empirical rate-time equa
tions allows a greater degree of sophistication in the analysis of a well's production his
tory. At the onset of pseudo steady-state, a type curve match can be used to estimate the
empirical hyperbolic decline factor, b.
The dimensionless decline rate and dimensionless decline time during transient
flow can also be expressed as Eq. C-11 and Eq. C-12.
^Dd














Eq. C-7 and Eq. C-11 can be combined to yield the well productivity factor, Eq. C-









The values of g{t) , d£)ci' determined from the type curve match of
log production time and log production rate and the dimensionless decline time and
dimensionless decline rate. The well drainage permeability-thickness product, kh, can be
calculated from the transient behavior and the hyperbolie decline parameter, b, from the
pseudo steady-state period. The magnitude of the kh is determined by the vertical dis
placement of the type curve mateh on and with a larger kh resulting from
the data shifted vertieally down relative to the production decline type curve. By inspec-
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tion, the selection of (dimensionless radius, r ) is directly related to the calcu
lated kh, with a larger dimensionless radius resulting in a larger kh. An estimate of
can be made from either the well spacing or estimated well drainage radius. The Fetkovich
type curve is presented in.
The effective wellbore radius is calculated from the match of time and the by
Eq. C-14. The pseudo steady-state skin factor, s (Fetkovich and Vienot, 1985) can be
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w
q. C-14
The horizontal shift in the type curve match determines the wellbore skin factor
and after the onset of depletion at 0-3 the Arps exponent, , along the depletion
portion of the type curve.
For the case of natural gas production, the pressures are adjusted using the real gas
potential, defined as Eq. C-15.
P
m{p) = 2 f ̂ dp Eq. C-15
J |IZ
Pb
Substituting the real gas potential into the productivity factor equation for the gas
case is Eq. C-16.








C.3 Hydraulically Fractured Gas Well - Finite Conductivity Fracture
This derivation was prompted by trying to understand Argarwal et frac
tured natural gas production type curve method. The authors were circumspect in present
ing the actual derivation of their technique.
C.3.1 Analytic Derivation
This is the derivation of a hydraulically fracture vertical well.
dPp ̂  ̂
dyl
W
0 <Xjj< 1, and tj^>0
Setting the initial conditions such that
Pd^^d 0) = 0
and outer boundary conditions
For the fracture














with iimer boundary conditions
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(  ̂'z) ^p\x^O,y<yj^<—,tj =
f  \and pj^\x^Q,y<yj^<—,tj=p^j^{t).
Initial conditions such that
PfD^h = 0)= PwD^ (^D = 0)= 0
the continuity of flux at = Wj^/2 ,
jpPD_ ,^PfD
dx^ ^dx0
and continuity of pressure at = w^,/2
Pd^D ~ ^d) ~ PfD^^D^yo ~ ^d)
dpfi^ dpfj)
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where ^ from Ragahavan^^, p 400, Eq. 10.276.
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C.3.3 Dimensionless Decline Methods
Dimensionless time can be based either on wellbore radius, fracture half-length, Xj-










For a fractured well in a bounded system, was used to calculate the dimen-
sionless pressure solution for pseudo-steady state flow, pj^. Dimensionless rate is






- -1 In^ -1/2
modifying for fracture half-length, Xj-,
^Dd
0.5 ln[j| - 1/2
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C.4 Stochastic Waterflood Model
The implementation of a waterflood model is stmctured to allow the use of sto
chastic variables defining waterflood displacement of oil. Primary stochastic variables are
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the analytic relative permeability parameters, volumetric sweep efficiencies, fluid mobil
ity, and displacable oil saturation. Variations in rock properties can be described geostatis-
tically for interwell flow. These concepts are presented and used to develop a stochastic
waterflood model using smoothly behaving analytical expressions for petrophysical prop
erties to describe an important petroleum asset class.
C.4.1 Relative Permeability
Relative permeability is an important petrophysical property for displacement pro
cesses for improved oil recovery. This analysis considers the flow of several incompress
ible fluids in a one-dimensional, linear permeable media. Using the approach outlined by
Lake , if the flow is steady-state so that the saturation of all phases does not change with
time and position, Darcy's law may be integrated to yield,
AO,
M,- - -X- ^ Eq. C-36
^  J Ax
where Xj is the mobility of phase /. The phase mobility is the constant of proportionality
between the potential difference AOy = A{pj - PjgD^) and is a function the permeabil
ity k, the phase j viscosity, py, and the relative permeability A:,.y, so that
Xj = k Eq. C'37
The relative permeability is a strong function of the phase saturation Sj and a of
the rock properties affecting capillarity (pore size distribution, wettability) and to a lesser
degree interfacial tension. Interfacial tension influences the flowing phase residual end-
point saturations, . Certain classes of improved oil recovery chemical additions to
injected water are designed to reduce interfacial tension between the wetting and non-wet
ting phases, reduce the endpoint phase saturations, and control the displacing phase mobil
ity. The phase permeability is given by
kj = k^j Eq. C-38
where kj is a three-dimensional tensor property.
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Relative permeability behavior is difficult to predict from strictly theoretical con
siderations, so special core studies are conducted. These experimental curves are depen
dent on the intrinsic rock properties; permeability, porosity, pore size distribution,
capillary pressure, and wettability state. Two-phase relative permeability can be expressed




.  f 1 -8,-8.A"-
where the residual endpoint saturations and 8^2 are given by and k^2' respec
tively, where the phase subscripts 1 and 2 are used to denote the wetting and non-wetting
phases. The exponential terms, nj and ̂ 2 are terms that control the degree of convex cur
vature when plotted on Cartesian coordinates.
Expressed symbolically, the two-phase relative permeability relationships are;
kj.jp = f{8, kj., n)j. The phase variables k^. and n can be treated as stochastic and have
functional dependence on the stochastic variables permeability, porosity, and changes due
to improved oil recovery technologies. If the endpoint phase saturations can be acted on
by injectates designed to reduce the interfacial tension, the terms and kr2 can also be
treated stochastically as a measure of the additional oil released from the pore spaces.
Using the relative permeability equations Eq. C-39 and Eq. C-40 an analytical
expression for the fractional flow of a a wetting phase can be stated as;
1 -A*,! -sf'sina
/| = ^ -7— C-l!
1+1^
where the dimensionless saturation
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■^1
5  Eq. C-42
the endpoint mobility ratio of viscosity and relative permeability,
k,., u,
M = Eq. C-43
and the gravity number, the ratio of gravity to viscous pressure gradients at the endpoint
oil saturation, kr2 •
.  ̂
An analytic model can use this information for a measure of uncertainty (risk), as a
waterflood displacement efficiency parameter derived.
A second consideration is the waterflood volumetric displacement efficiency as a
measure of the rock volume contacted by the injected water. A stratified lithology may
have vertical variations in permeability and porosity that will result in uneven injection
conformance over the completion interval. The volumetric displacement efficiency is:
£ - Volume of oil contacted by displacing agent ^
^  Volume of oil originally in place
and will range fi-om between 0 to 1, with 0 being no conformance and unity for complete
vertical conformance.
The volumetric sweep efficiency is composed of two terms, the areal sweep effi
ciency and the vertical sweep efficiency, Ey The areal sweep efficiency is defined as;
^ ^ Area contacted by displacing agent ^ ^
^  Total area
and the vertical sweep efficiency as;
^ _ Cross-sectional area contacted by displacing agent ^ C 47
^  Total cross-sectional area
for the area swept by water from the injection to the production well. Areal sweep has
functional dependence on the injection pattem used, two-phase fluid mobilities, and
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instrinsic geologic variability in permeability and porosity. The product of Ej^ and By is
the volumetric sweep efficiency, and can be described from these two stochastic vari
ables.
C.4.2 Frontal-Advance in Linear Systems
The displacement of oil by water is an immiscible process between the two fluid
phases. Simplifying to a one-dimensional permeable media with incompressible fluids and
immobile interstitial water saturation. When water is injected at sufficient rate to achieve







where x,, is the location of water saturation 5,,, measured from x = 0, A is the cross-
sectional area, (j) the average porosity, q^ is the injection rate, is the fractional flow of
water, and t is the time from the start of injection.
The conservation of mass requires that,
as, a/.
(j)^ ' + = 0 Eq. C-49
^dt dx ^
for flow in a positive x direction. The first term is the change of saturation as a function of
time acting over the porous media and the second term is the fractional flow of water with
distance. In the absence of capillary pressure, the fractional flow is given by;
E,. C.50
U  ̂
The dip angle a is positive measured counterclockwise from horizontal and
Ap = Pi - P2»ths density difference between the two phases, water and oil. The choice
of phase saturation in Eq. C-49 is a matter of convenience since 5j + £2 ~ 1
/j +/2 = 1. In the absence of capillary pressure, /j is a function of saturation only
through relative permeability terms k' ^j = k^j/ .
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= 0. Eq. C-51
The dimensionless time tjy and distance Xj^ are
'O  ' llf"'  I'-f"'ml Jov JV
0
which is measure of pore volume injected and the location of the saturation front
x^ = y. Eq.C-53
Assuming a well doublet consisting of an injector and producer in a rectangular
block volume. The displacement front of the injected water is treated as one-dimensional
term and scaled to three-dimensional displaced volume with length, L, and area,
A = /z • w, of porosity, ([) for a resulting rock pore volume, =. (|)(Z,/zw), the hydrocar
bon pore volume = (|)(Z./7w)( 1 - S^,^), and the original oil in place (OOIP) reduced
to surface conditions.
The cumulative mass oil recovery is the product of pore volume, the displacable
oil saturation, and the volumetric sweep efficiency, stated as N^2 ~ ̂ p^2\Lr2 The
volumetric sweep efficiency of oil by water, Ep2»which is the product of the areal sweep
and vertical sweep efficiencies, Ep)2 and Ey2, respectively. Substitute £^2 ~ ̂£>2^F2
and 1^21 ~ • yields iVp2 ̂
recovered or:
Er^EM Vo
N = D v 2l p
P  ̂21
The maximum injection well rate can be analjhically estimated from the perme
ability, initial water saturation and phase mobilities, injection pressure, and other opera
tional constraints by Darcy's law. The operational variables can be used as a decision
signal for favorable implementation of a waterflood.
